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Road Roughness: Its Elements and Measurement

W.R. HUDSON

The purpose of this paper is to summar¡ze the ¡mportance of rational and

compatible measurements of road roughness and to point out some of the
problems of and possible methods for mak¡ng such compatible measurements,

Some ideas are also set forth for a general roughness index that could be

used on a worldwide basis for comparing roughness of both paved and un-
paved surfaces and for evaluat¡ng both road serviceab¡l¡ty and vehicle operat-
ing costs. lt ¡s íntended to provide an assessment of the current state of the
art and a comparative evaluation of alternative surface (paved and unpaved)
roughness measurement methodologies, with part¡cular attention to evaluat-
¡ng and us¡ng the ¡mportant relationships between vehicle operating costs
and road surface condition. There is a need fo¡ a common scale for mea-
suring roughness, F¡rst, we must be able to compare results of research
on vehicle operating cost relationships from several research studies (for
example, ¡n Kenya, Brazil, and lndia) and to evaluate the magn¡tude and
nature of errors associated w¡th applying relationsh¡p6 developed in one
country to other countries. Second, if we apply the veh¡cle operating
costs and road deterioration relationsh¡ps to other countries (which is

already being done), then we obviously need to measure roughness on a
common scale.

One of the primary operating characteristícs of a
road, v¿hether paved or unpaved, is the level of
service that it provides to its users. In turn' the
varÍation of this fevet of service or serviceability
with tine provides one measure of the road's perfor-
mance. This performance, and the cost and benefit
irnplications thereof, are the prinary outputs of a

pavement management systen. In 1960, Carey and
lrick (1) showed that surface roughness wâs the
primary variable needed to explain the driver's
opiníon of the quality of the serviceability pro-
vided by a pavement surface, (i.e., its desirability
for use). .More recently, research has shown that
user costs are also related to roughness, particu-
larly on rougher-paved and unpaved roads. The Kenya
highway design standards study, con¿luctèd by the
Transport and Road Research Laboratory (TRRL) and
the World Bank from 1971 to 1975 demonstrated the
relation of vehicle operating costs to road rough-
ness (2). Prefiminary results of a similar study in
BraziI give the sarne general conclusions.

what is road roughness and how can it best be
defined? Some people tafk about smoothnessi others,
serviceability. The Canadians tal-k of riding com-
fort¡ and there are national comnittees in the
United States to evaluate riding quality. stiII
others talk of surface profile. In the European
committees of the Pernanent International Associa-
tion of Road Congresses (PIARC), the English term
roughness translates as unevenness, because their
Iiteral translatÍon of roughness has come to be
associated with surface texture and skid resistance
or hydropl-aning. ln this paper, road roughness ând
smoothness are defined as being opposite ends of the
same scale. A general definition of roughness must
describe those surface characteristics of a pavement
that affect vehicle operating costs and the riding
quality of that pavement as perceived by the híghway
user.

The measuring of roughness is inportant in terms
of evaluating road surfaces and their perfornance.
It is also very important in terms of evaLuating
vehicle operating costs' as outlined above. The
accuracy in measurement required for these various
purposes may vary, ãs it may also vary between very
rough roads (such as gravel and earth roads) and
reì-atively s¡nooth, or paved, roads. rn the face of
these diverse needs, it is important that a compati-
ble roughness scale be made available for worldwide
u se.

NEED FOR COI'{PATIBILITY OR GENERÂLITY

Diverse measurements of roughness are used around
the worId. Comparison of equality anong these
neasurements is not feasible because no roughness
measuring system is capable of giving equal results
for al-I conditions. Rather, it is essential to
ensure that we have conpatíble measurements. Given
proper consideration, cornpatibility among the var-
ious neasuring systems can be provided. This com-
patibility involves two levels of concern:

1. Extêrnal- compatibitity, which is related to
whether the results of one agencyrs or countryrs
work have a quantitative relationship or neaning
with those of another agency or country, and

2. Internal conpatibility, which is related to
correlation of results and repeatabifity' within an
agency or country.

This second aspect of compatibility is well illu-
strated by the Brazil-ian project. It is essential-
that all measurements made in Brazil be compatibÌe
wíth each other, even though it is not possible to
make all the measurements with a single instrument.

As an iflustration of the probl-em of external
compatibility, results of studies in -(gnya can be
conpared with the findings in Brazil onty if the two
sets of roughness data are conpatible. It will be
important to compare data from Kenya' Brazil, and
India to examine transferability of data. This can
best be accomplished by establishing a General
Roughness Index (cRI) that can be used as a compati-
b1e base of conparison. This is preferable to
selecting any particular measurement system, which
itself may be changing and may not be availabl-e to a
particular potential user agency.

If a GRI is used, thên the natter resolves to the
providing of a way to deternine the GRI in a partic-
ular instance.

ROAD ROUGHNESS

Road serviceability, or riding quality' is Largely a

function of road roughness. Stualies made at the
¡\merican Association of State Highway Officials
(AASHO) road test (I) have shown that about 95
percent of the road user's perception of the ser-
viceability of a road results fron the roughness of
its surface profile. That is to say, the correla-
tion coefficients in the present serviceabí1ity
index (PSI) equation studies improved only about 5

percent when other factors were added (! Lo the
index. Hveem discusses thís problen in several
pâpers (3). He states that "there is no doubt that
mankind has long thought of road smoothness or
roughness as being synonymous vrith pleasant or
unpl-easant." New econonic engineering research has
Shown that the effect of roughness on transportation
costs may be more inportant than the effect on
riding comfort. This aspect is of overwhelning
importance in J-ow-income, developing countries.
Roughness of the road surface is not easily de-
scribed or defined, and the effects of a given
degree of roughness vary considerably with the speed
and cháracteristics of the vehicle that uses the
road.

Definítion of Roughness

Road roughness is a phenonenon that results from the



Figure 1. Relation among resonant frequencies of cars. car speed, and pave-

ment surface wavelength.
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interaction of the road surface profile and any
vehicle that travefs over that surface. It is
experiencecl by the vehicle, its operator, and any
passengers or cargo. Roughness is a function of the
road surface profile and certain parameters of the
vehicle, including tires, suspension, body nounts,
and seats as weII as of the sensibilities of the
passengers and driver to acceleration and speed.

Hudson and Haas (!) refer to rrpavement roughness"
as the "distortion of ride quality." This defini-
tion is intended to refer to the road surface,
whether paved or unpaved. Safety considerat,ions
influence the acceptance of roughness, and the
important econonic aspects of roughness on vehicle
operating costs should be recognized. For this
paper, the foll-owing definition of road roughness is
suggested: the dístortion of the road surface that
contributes to an undesirable, unsafe, unecononical,
or unconfortable ride. A slightly different defini-
tion night be as follows: the distortion of the
road surface that imparts undesirable vertical
âccelerations and forces to the vehicle or to its
riders and thus contributes to an undesirable,
uneconomical, unsafe, or uncomfortable ride.

A rider in a vehicle that passes over a road
surface experiences a ride sensation. This ride
sensation is a function of (a) the longitudinal road
profile, (b) the vehicle parameters, and (c) the
vehicle speed. A variation of any one of these
three variables can make a rough road profile appear
smooth or rough. Therefore, we might say that, from
a passenger's viewpoint, roughness is an undesirable
combination of road profile, vehicle parameters, and
speed. Riding characterísÈics of airplanes are also
affected by the properties of airfield surfaces and
of the aircraft. Vertical accel-erations of suffi-
cient nagnitude to critically affect safety of
aircraft operations are sometimes obtained over poor
surfaces.

Most drivers have experienced the sensation of
improving a ride on a particular road by either
slowing down or speeding up. This indicaÈes that
the road surface profile contains roughness waves or
undulations of a length that, vrhen driven over at a
particular speed, produce an excitation in the
vehicle at one of the vehicle's resonant frequen-
cies. Since a normal vehicl-e is a simple mechanical
vibrating system n:de up of the mass of the vehicle'
the springs on which it ridesr and the shock ab-
sorbers, at a particular frequency of vibration or
bouncing of any vehicle, the vibrations tend to
increase in amplitude. This is normally called the
resonant frequency. The typical passenger car has
resonant frequencies of betv¿een l- and l0 cycles/s
(Figure I). This relationship indicates that, at
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any particuJ-ar speed of travel, there is a road
profile wavelength that will excite the vehÍcIe at
one of its resonant frequencies and thus cause
excessive vibration or bouncing. rf the amplitude
of that resonant wavel-ength is large, the vibration
or verticaL accelerations imparted to the vehicle
rnay be quite noticeable. Since vertical accelera-
tions impart significant vertical force, these
wavelengths result in significant forces applied to
the vehicle, which can result in damage to vehicle
components and increased operating costs, as wel-I as
in an unsafe and unconfortable ride.

In general, most vehicles in a particular class
(e.9., passenger cars as one class and trucks as
another class) possess si¡nilar characteristics and,
for any particular road surface, most vehicles in
the sane class wil-l be driven at about the same

speed. With two of these variables held relatively
fixed, the excitation of the vehicle, and thus the
riding quality and vertical forces on the vehicJ-e,
becomes primarily a function of the wavelength
content of the road profile surface.

EvaIuaÈion

Roughness evaluation has received considerable
attention from many highway and airport agencies in
North America in the last three decades. Roughness
is the prirnary component of pavement serviceability,
and a large nunber of different roughness measures
are ín current use to evaluate such serviceability.
Some of the more wideì-y used methods for measuring
roughness, correlatÍng measurements, and applying
the results are outlined elsewhere (5). Many of
these measure¡nents have involved roughness percep-
tion by the highway user as a very important factor,
and thus roughness measurements have generally
excLuded surface texture and microtexture of surface
aggregates because these are not perceived by the
user to affect riding comfort.

The dianeter of surface stone used in gravel and
surface-treated roads that causes noise discernable
to the user does have an effecÈ on user perceptíon
and affects road roughness by this definitign. It
ís not yet known whether these kinds of microvari-
ations affec! vehicle operating costs and safety.

Road Profile

Many authors, such as Darlington (6) and Carey (7),
think that pavement profile does the best job of
characterizing roughness. In terms of pavement
profile, roughness can be defined as the sunnation
of varíatíons in the surface profile of the pave-
ment. Profiles in this sense do not include the
overall geometry of the road but are 1i¡nited to
wavelengths Ín the surface of the pavement between
approximately 0.031 and 152.4 m (0.1 and 500 ft) in
Iength. In Darl-Íngtonrs terms, roughness is ilthe
analysis of the pavement profile or of the random
signal known as profile."

Carey (7) points out four fundamental uses of
pavement surface profiles or roughness measurements:

1. To maintain construction quality control-i
2. To locate abnormal changes in the highway,

such as drainage, subsurface problems, or extreme
construction def iciencies ;

3. To establish a systemwide basis for allocation
or road maintenance resourcesi and

4. To identify road serviceabifity-performance
Iife histories for evaluation of al-ternative designs.

fn su¡nmary, then, a road profile is a detailed
recording of surface characteristics, and roughness
or snoothness is a statistic that su¡nmarizes these
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characteristics and provides a measure of riding
quality of a road.

Once the surface characteristics of a road are
sumnarized, it is essentiãl to establish a scale for
this stãtistic, or su¡nnary, va1ue. This can be done
in many ways, as pointed out by Darlington (6).
Traditionall-y, the two basic rvays of determining
this statistic are

1. Mechanical integration and
2. Mathematical integration or analysis.

The first of these methoals is the most commoni
that is, the use of some mechanical instrument or
device such as the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR)

Roughometer (Fígure 2) or TRRL Bump Intègrator to
mechanically filter and summarize the data in a
specÍfied way. The second method involves recording
the profile as faithfully as possible and then
anal-yzing or integrating this profile mathematically
with some standard mathenatical procedure, such as
that outlined by Wa1ker an¿l Hudson (8 ,9), Roberts
and Hudson (10r!L) r Quinn (!2) , and Darlington (6) .

The most cofnmon methods in current use for mechani-
cal- measurement and summary include the BPR Rough-
ometer (I3) 15), the very similar TRRL Bump Integra-
tor (fg), the Portland Cement Association (PcA)
Roadmeter (15), the llays ¡4eter (9'16), the Carey
Huckins, Leathers, and other Engineers (CHLOE)

Profilometer (17), and the land p1ane, Profilograph,
or rolling straightedge (Figure 3) (!Z). A nunber
of studies have been made to compare these instru-
ments, as outlined elsewhere (5r6).

A word of el-aboration is needed on the term
mechanical-Iy filtered, outlined above for the BPR

Roughoneter. Instrumênts such as the BPR Rough-
ometer, the PCA Road Meter, and the ¡4ays Meter use
the vehicle itself as a mechanical filter for pro-
cessing the profile and su¡nmarizing, in effect' the
response of a particular vehicle (in its specific
condition) to the road profile.

If the mechanical characteristics of the measur-
ing vehicte could be set and maintained at a desíred
preselected feveI, then the resulting su¡nmary sta-
tistics could be directly related to the economics
or safety of a specific vehicl-e cl-ass. Unfortu-
nately, due to the many parameters and the great
variability invoJ-ved, the use of the Bunp Integrator
or BPR Roughometer results' rather than the profile
itself, introduces great measurement and analytical
complications.

Since so ¡nuch has been written about the various
instruments avaílable, we will not attempt in this
short paper to review aLl these neasurenent nethods
in detail. Summaries are included el-sewhere (5,18).

COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENT AND SUMMARY TECHNIOUES

Regardless of the type of measurement and sufìInary
techniques used, it is êssential that a good refer-
ence be established and maintained. It is equally
important that accuracy in summãtion be maíntained.
every different instrument has a different readout
scaLer and even seeningly identicaf instruments must
be calibrated so that the observed readout is mean-
ingful. This readout scaling and consistency are
central to this paper.

Darl-ington (6) poínts out Èhat three basic refer-
ence methods have been used historicaJ-Iy:

I. A so-cal-Ied rolling straightedge, or land
plane, as illustrated in Figure 3t

2. An inertial nass, as used in the BPR Rough-
ometer (Figure 2)r the Mays Meter, and the PCÀ Road
Meter (in the latter two cases, the automobile forms
the inertial mass); and

3

3. An inertial reference profilometer, such as
the Surface Dynanícs or General Motors Profilometer,
where an external reference is provided.

Figure 4 il-Iustrates by means of a Bode plot the
transfer function or response of several types of
profilers to the input of road roughness. The
problem is that the straightêdge, or land plane
device, is so erratic in its response as Èo be
relatively usel-ess. The course shown in Figure 4

reflects that roughness wavelengths that are any
multiple of the length of the straightedge result in
zero output fro¡n the device.

Darlington simulated the response of the BPR
Roughometer, vibroneter, or seisrnic reference device
(whichever you prefer to call- it) on an analog
computer, by using measured physical characteristics
of the instrument. His analysis shows that the
roughometer-type device yields reasonable results
for wavelengths in the range of. I.22-4.26 m (4-l-4
ft). wavelengths in the range of 4.26-5.48 m (14-18
ft) are badly distorted, and wavelengths beyond 6.70
m (22 ft) rapidly attenuate to zero effect.

Figure 2. Schemat¡c diagram of BPR roughometer.

Figure 3. Land plane roughness device somet¡mes called pro{ilograph or rolling
straightedge,

Figure 4. Theoret¡cal differences between SD Profilometer, CHLOE. rolling
straightedges, and seism¡c roughometer.
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ROUG¡¡NESS CALIBRATION AND CORRELATION

The earliest roughness measurernents were reported by
Hogentogl-er as far back as 1923. Earl-y development
of the Roughoneter was reported in 1926 (19). Even
in these early developments, the need for cal-ibra-
tion was readily recognized. Fron 194I, when the
BPR Roughometer became standardized, BPR (now the
Federal Highway Administration) maint.ained a stan-
dard cal-ibration section for testing any new or
modified BPR Roughometer. It was observed from the
beginning that instruments manufactured as nearly
al-ike as possible did not record the sane roughness
value for the same pavement. The fallacy of this
calibration section is discussed by Budson and Hain
(]3).

It is not possible to calibrate a dynamic instru-
nent at a single point over its range and expect the
calibration to be sati.sfactory for use of the in-
strunent over a full range of roughness. This is
il-Iustrated in Figure 5, r,rhere a standard roughness
section that has a value of 10 has been set up. we
rnight assune that any other instrument that reads 10
would be calibrated to the standard value. In fact,
this assumption is depicted by the solid line of
equality in the figure. This line assumes that, if
an instrument reads f0, it is calibrated and thus
will- read 20 when the standard instrument reads 20,
and 30 when the standard instrument reads 30.
Alternatively, line l ill-ustrates a plausible case
of a linear relationship, where instrument I is
calibrated to the standard instrument on the section
of val-ue 10. Without additional test points we h/ould
not realize that the slope of the calibration tine
is really different from the assumed line of equal-
ity. Dashed line 2 Íllustrates a more conpl-ex case
of nonlinear relationship that would, of course,
al-so be missed with the single-point calibration.

Roughometer Calibration Course: AASHO Road Test

As reported by Hudson and Hain (11), there was a
need to use the Roughometer in the AASHO road test.
But, it became obvious very early, vrith the AASHO
Profilometer as a comparison, that the BPR Rough-
ometer was a variable instrument difficult to keep
in calibration. In work at the AÀSHO road test we
were not only involved in measuring the roughness of
all pavement with the AASHO Profilometer and in
developing and operating the BPR Roughometer, but we
also checked and calibrated at least six additional
roughometers from states such as Michigan, North
Dakota, Minnesota, and Wisconsin, which brought
their instruments to the road test for calibration
against the AASHO Profilometer for deter¡nining
serviceabil ity.

Basical-ly, the method involved the installation
of aluminum bars on the surface of a smooth rigid
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pavement to establish four separate test sections of
different but known roughness. The roughometers
could then be checked against thê standard sections
at any required tíme.

TRRL Pipe Calibration Course

Another artificial calibration technique has been
proposed and used by TRRL ín England. This concept
appears to have pronise for use as a calibrating
device or standardization method around the world.
Briefly, Lhe nethod involves the sel-ection of a
smooth, standard pavenent section approximately 300
m (985 ft) Iong. This smooth section becomes the
smoothest section in a series of cal-ibration sec-
tions. Subsequent rough sections are created by
adding artificial- bumps to the surface of the stan-
dard section by means of pipes that have an external
dianeter of 3.413 cm (1.344 in). A total of six
levels of roughness are created. Thus, the problem
of one-point calibration is aLleviated and yet the
calibrating agency need find only one smooth, rela-
tively unchanging pavement section. The absoLute
profile of this basic smooth standard sèction can
likewise be checked with precise rod and Levels on a
quarterly or semiannual basis, as necessary.

This nethod has great attraction and may be a
practical all-around method, but it also has pit-
falls that make it fall short for ultimate use. For
example, aII of Èhe roughness introduced in this way
is artifical roughness of a step-input nature,
whereas ¡nuch of the roughness in a normal road
profile is composed of a combÍnation of sinusoids.
As pointed out by Darlington (6), these real pro-
files leno the¡nselves to analysis by a variety of
analytical methods. The step-input roughness of the
TRRL calibration track does not yÍel-d to analysis so
readily. Nevertheless it is a practica] method and
a prime candidate for consideratíon. The other
major observation relates to use of the method. To
date it has been used pri¡narily as a calibration
tool for the towed one-wheel trail-er Bump Integrator
or BPR Roughometer-type device, and apparently works
well for this situation. The problens of using the
nethod on an automobile-mounted device, such as the
Mays lvleter, where all four wheels of the vehicle and
the resulting vehicle motions will become involved,
are yet to be deterrníned. Finally, as pointecl out
in the Bode plot or transfer function for the BPR
Roughometer, that the instruments respond and stay
calibrated in wavelengths from I.22 Eo 4.28 n (4 to
14 ft) does not tell us how they wilL respond at
other wavelengths. Note from the computer si¡nula-
tion of Darlington that the response of the instru-
ment to step-inputs should be on the first peak
( i.e., very short wavel-engths) . If some type of
resonance is generated in the measurement system,
say for roughness level six, then the mulÈiplication
amplitude could be even higher. Neverthefess, this
method certainly bears further evaluaLion.

Use of a Standard Device for Calibration

Probably the nost widely used nethod of calibration
and correlation has involved sone type of so-called
standard device. Really, this approach should be
divided into two parts. The first involves the
sel-ection of one repÌicate from a group of similar
devices being used and using this copy of the device
for calibration purposes, so that it presumably does
not wear out. I Ìíken this approach to gold plating
a crowbar. If you have two dozen crowbars and
sel-ect the one that appears to be more perfect in
shape and weight than any of the others and plate it
with gold as a reference, vrhat do you have? StiII a
crowbar, albeit a shiny and expensive one.
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The only validity of this approach is lack of
wear in routine usê. However, many of the errors we
must deal e¡ith do not result from r,¡ear alone. There
is little evidence that this type of standard device
has been successful in use for calibration and
correlation.

The second part involves the use of a master
device, which Ís itself calibratible or has a stan-
dard of accuracy that is perhaps a magnitude greater
than the other devices for which it is to be the
master control. The AASHO Road Test Profiloneter
vras such a device; it became â standard agaínst
which dozens of CHLOE Profilometers and BPR Rough-
ometers were calibrated during and soon afÈer the
AASHO road test. This approach is discussed bel-ow
as the Texas calibration course.

Use of Hydraulic Shaker Table

The ceneral- I{otors (cM) profilo¡neter was originally
devel-oped for obtaining road profile input that
could be fed into a vehicle-ride simulator for
testing vehicle suspensions at the cM proving ground
(20, 2Il. Some authorities think that a similar
approach can be used for inputting standard rough-
ness to a machine in an analyticaLly controlled
manner to calibrate other devices. This method
involves observing the responses in a laboratory of
a wheeLed measuring device that has a servo-con-
trolled hydraulíc ram resting under each wheel.
Known excitation is appl-ied through the hydraulic
rams to the device to determine its response. More
specifically, the wheels of the device are vibrated
by the shaker table in a manner to simulate opera-
tion of the device on each of a set of standard test
sections. Road profile data obtained with an in-
strument such as the GM profilometer are used to
drive the shaker tab1e. The profile data tape could
be used for any number of successive recalibrations
over any period of time and, in that sense, would
never change.

There is, of course, sone question abouÈ the
correspondence between readings obtained by using a
shaker table and roughness measurements obtained in
the field. The major source of discrepancy remains
in the fact that the vehicle is normally moving and
the wheels are rotating while measurements are being
rnade in the field but not while it is on a shaker
table. The dynamic versus static tire conditions
are of partícular concern. The Nationat Cooperative
Highway Research Program (NCHRP) has just conpleted
a research project that has investigated the shaker
table approach to cal-íbration of roughness devices,
fn general, this method does not seem feasible for
use worldwide because the shaker table is cumbersone
and expensive.

Texas Calibration Course with Surface Dynamics
Prof i lometer

The center for Transportation Research and the Texas
State DeparÈment of Higherays and Public Transporta-
tion use the Surface Dynamícs Profilometer (SDp) or
GM Profíl-ometer as a naster calibration device for a
series of lvlays Meters that are used routinely
throughout the state. This approach is reported by
wal-ker, Hudson, and Wil-liamson (9,L6,22). To some
degree, a similar approach has been taken by the
Michigan Highway Department, as reported by Holbrook
and Darlington (2!_). A similar approach is also
being taken at the present time ín the United Na-
tions Development program Brazil study (24). A SDp
was purchased and is used for ¡neasuring a set of
calibration sections. These sections are run reg-
ularly by four Mays Meters to ensure that their
calibration remain stable. A control chart proce-
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dure and regular check procedure similar to that
outlined by Willianson are followed.

Basically, Texas maintains a group of 25 pavement
sections that together exhibit a range of rough-
ness. Every three months the profile of each of
these sections is measured and analyzed wÍth the
SDP. fn this way a set of pavements with known
roughness is always avaitabl-e for use in checking
and calibrating any other roughness instrument. Any
instru¡¡ent that appears to be giving erroneous
readings is run regularly on severaf check sections
and the values are plotted on a typical control
chart. If a device is out-of-control on three or
four sections, it is thoroughly checked mechanicalJ-y
and recalibrated.

Rod and Level Surveys

Many people think Èhat it is possible to establish
vehicle roughness calibrations over standard pave-
ment sections by running control rod and level_
surveys of the calibration sections to see íf and
how their profiles are changing. There are two
basic problems associated with this methodol-ogy.
First, the response of the vehicle and most rough-
ness ¡neasuring instruments to a profile is an inte-
gration of everything the neasuring instrument sees
on the road surface. This is a continuous process
and not one that involves discrete points such as
are used in a rod and level survey. This problem is
magnified because even the best rnanual leveling
techniques make it expensive to rnake measurements of
test sections 300 rn (985 ft) Iong at spacings closer
than about 0.5 n (1.6 ft). Even in this case, a
total of 600 measuring points is required each time
a calibration section is checked.

Perhaps more difficult than the accuracy and the
detaifed problem outlined above is the need to
integrate and summarize and anaJ-yze the profile. To
date, Iittle has been done in this area. Recently,
we have investigated the use of second derivatives
of the profile to yield estimates of vertical accel-
erations present in the profile. A relationship
has, in turn, been devel-oped between vertical accel-
erations and serviceability index (SI).

Calculations are sínp1e and do not require a
large computer facility, as do existing profile
analysis methods, such as power spectral density,
Fourier transforn, and digíta1 filtering. Road
profile root-mean-square vertical accelerations have
a strong correlation with Mays Meter roughness
readings, and they have been employed successfully
as a Mays Meter cal-ibration standard in Texas (25) .
Figure 6 illustrates a very good agreement in terns
of SI fron l0 road surface profiles obtained by rod
and level method and the SDp. This plot also sug-
gests that road profile data from rod and level and

Figure 6.
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SDP are interchangeable and that rod and level can
be used to provide commonality among road roughness
scales currently in use.

CertainLy these discrete rod and leveI surveys
have some practical advantages, particularly in
developing countries where labor-intensive nethods
are econo¡nical-. It night be far more practical to
obtain detailed, discrete profiles with rod and
levels ofr say, 10 or l-2 pavement test sections on a
regular basis than to maíntain a high-technology,
expensive el-ectronic device for continuous profile
measurenents. Such a method will be practical if
data analysis techniques can be devel-oped and auto-
mated for easy use of the data.

Rating Pane.l Approach: Canadian Good Roads
Association

Immediatel-y following the AASHO road test, the
Canadian Good Roads Association wanted to put the
findings of the AASHO road test into practice. fn
order to do this, they thought it was essential to
run a cornpl-ete survey of the existing roughness of
their pavement system. They díd not agree totally
with the serviceability concept outlined at the
AASHO road test and they chose to develop a riding-
comfort index scale from 1 to 10. This index is
basically an evaluation of pavement riding qualíty
or roughness (26).

After they carefully established their riding
comfort index, a standard procedure was adopted by
using ã sma11 panel- of weIl-trained raters to go
fro¡n location to location and evaluate the riding
quality of these pavenents and record this riding
quality in a data management system. A great deal
of work has been done on rating scales and other
subjeetive evaLuation (1,I0,27-3q). There are some
shortconings to this approach, but it has the bene-
fits of being practical, relatively inexpensive, and
reasonably stable, although its detailed accuracy
may be questioned. This approach deserves further
cons iderat ion.

Standard Rating Panel

Although it is not in current use, I believe that
the concept of using a standard panel of pavement-
riding-quality raters to establish a tine-and-con-
ditíon-stable standard roughness scale offers prom-
ise as a practical- solution. Yoder and Milhous (18)
show in their studies of rating panefs and various
instrumentation that rating panels of 15 persons or
more are quite stable in predicting pavement ser-
viceability. since roughness is so highly corre-
lated with serviceability, there is Little doubt
that the panel would be equally stable in predicting
pavement roughness. Carey and Iríck (l) report
simil-ar results when comparing panels at the AASHo
road test, as do Roberts and Hudson (10,fÐ.

one major problern exists: What about panels from
different cultures? For exanple, a panel from the
United States rídes predoninately on paved roads.
Can it rate accurately on the sane scale used by a
panel from a developing country, who rides predomi-
nately on graveJ- roads? How could this dichotomy be
solved? If as many as three conmon ¡nembers could be
made availabfe to participate in panel ratings in
each of the najor areas of the world, then r believe
adequate geographic ând cuLtural stability could be
o btained.

this method will never have the precision or
detail of physical calibration; however¡ it could
help ensure that different classes or road roughness
are adequately separated with a good degree of
conf idence.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Ul-timately, the best practical approach that can be
used to provide a GRI nay involve some combination
of the factors discussed above. For examplè, a GRf
could be set up that has a scale based on second
derivatives of a rod and Level profile such that,
for exa¡nple, the number of vertical accelerations
that exceed some specified value might be used as an
indicator of the GRI or roughness number. rn such
cases, the pavement sections might be surveyed with
a rod and level once or twice a year to provide
objective support for this subjective rating.

Major problems r^'ith the roughness rating approach
are the possibilities of cultural differences among
countries, as discussed above. There is consider-
abl-e concern that these cultural or historic differ-
ences, which are also, by the way, aggravated by
traditional types and quality of vehicles used,
woul-d affect any relationship devel-oped by a rating
scheme and thus would completèly invaLidate the
concept of relative ratings.

I feel, however, that, as suggested previously,
reasonablê roughness ratings could be esÈablished
and that the problem of comparing one rating panel
with another could be alleviated by ensuring that
basic rating panels, at least among major research
efforts, have at l-east t.hree members in co¡nmon in
the initial stages of developnent. These co¡nmon
members couLd be employees or advisors of the vlorld
Bank or other research personnel who would be in-
volved in one or more of the research projects and
who could visit the other activities to provide the
necessary commonality of ratings.

At the present time, no roughness measuring and
evaluation technique exists that alone is constant
enough to become the appropriate standard. The SDp
might be considered, but work in adopting and using
this instrument in BrazíI and in comparing it with
the Texas instrument manufactured I0 years ago shows
considerable difference in hardware and data prc-
cessÍng techniques. Many people feel we are on the
threshol-d of developing a noncontact probe to re-
place the road-following r.rheel. Thus, the standard
wouJ-d change agaín. Ir{any other exampl-es couLd be
cited, but for sinplicity fet it suffice to say that
no real standard exists.

Similar problems exist with the TRRL laser pro-
filorneter, the Swedish device, the auÈomatic road
anaJ-yzer (ARAN) unit, and others. All häve poten-
tial- but none has generality and stability at the
present time.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this paper has been to set forth
information on the elements of roadway roughness and
its ¡neasurement. As pointed out, the major probJ-em
associated with such use is the problem of providing
simple, direct, and relatively inexpensive roughness
neasurements that remain stable from day to day,
year to year, and country to country around the
world. A number of seemingly sinple devices exist,
but close examination of the devices in service, as
pointed out here, shovrs nany defíciencies in prac-
t ice.

Efforts should continue in this important area,
but a coordinated funded effort is needed to develop
the high quality of measurement equipnent and cali-
bration techniques required for regular effective
worldwide use. Support for this research effort is
strongly solicited.
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Roughness and Roadway Safety

JOHN C. BURNS

Roughness can play a significant role in roadway accidents and should be con'

sidered when evaluating pavement safety as well as when planning and design-

ing safety improvements. Roadway roughness can cause problems w¡th steer"

ing, braking, maneuvering, and response that can lead to loss of vehicle control
and can result ¡n an accident. ln addit¡on, rough Pavements can somet¡mes

dlake or bounce a vehicle so severely that ¡t will lose part or all of the load il ¡s

carrying, wh¡ch then leads to lost-load accidents. Th¡s Þaper discusses the mag'

n¡tude ol the various problems associated w¡th veh¡cle performance on rough
roads and the types of accidents and safety problems that result. The various
individual parameters that cause roughness are examined and their overall ef'
fect on safety are priorit¡zed. Examples of corrective act¡ons and the¡r bene-

fits are discussed. ln the future additional cons¡derat¡on should be given to
this problem and to using safety funds to make rehabilitat¡ons that decrease

roughness and improve the ¡¡de quality and safety of a highway.

For many years the driving public has been keenly
awar.e of the effects of pavement roughness. The
driver usually can gage the relative comfort and
safety of the road. comfort factors, however, are
more easily identified by engineers and the drivíng
publíc than are safety factors. Most people recog-
nize the potential for hazardous vehíc1e-driver-
pavement reactions on unusually rough roads, but
quantification of the problern and al-l its variables
has not been accomplished and it ís difficult to
pinpoint why this hazardous condition exists.

For example, Why is the snooth road safer than
the rough road and to what degree? fn some cases'
the level of comfort doès not have to be at a very
1ow level to cause safety problens. ft may never be
possible to quantify all variables that affect this
relation, but it is inportant that the highway
official be ar,rare of the underì-ying key factors and
relations that exist in order to deal effectively
with these problems. In order to do this' the
individuaf variables that affect the safety of a

vehicle driving on the surface of a roadway need to
be identified. Numerous variables can be consid-
ered; however, this paper wil-l deal wir-h those
related primarily to the smoothness or roughness of
the roadway surface.

KEY FACTORS

The condition of a roadway can range from excellent
to very poor' depending on the various distress
manifestations of the surface. The roughness of a

roadway will vary with time and usually follows a

trend of decreasing performance with age. Roughness
can be caused by many variables' all of which lead
to surface irregularities. These irregularities can
be crêated during the original construction or can
occur afterward because of cracking, wear, subsi-
dence, or surface degradation. The increase in
roughness with time witl vary for each roadway
depenaling on its structural qualities, exposure to
traffic, and environrnent. when a roadway becornes

extremely distressed and vehicles can no longer
travel at reasonable speeds because of extreme
roughness, it becomes obvious that a safety problem
will occur. Unfortunately, there is a gray zone
r¡here roughness levels may be in a fair-to-poor
range but ¡nay still- present a safety proble¡n to the
user.

Ivey and Griffin (l) wrote a report several years
ago that analyzed and ordered varíous roadway at-
tríbutes by level of significance in relation to
accidenÈs. This work was based in part on North
carolinars analysis of 15 968 accidents that oc-
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curred in the state in f974 and also by use of the
Detphi technique of using a panel of highway and
highway safety engineers to evaluate various char-
acteristics. The list below shows the results of
this invesÈigation and Iists the importance of
various road conditions in relation to safety.

I. Pavement edge-shoulder drop-off,
2. Curbs and raised medians,
3. Hydrodynamic drag (standj.ng water) 

'4. Poor shoulder ¡naintenance (includes soft
shoulders),

5. Washboard surfaces,
6. Corrugations due to weak subgrade,
7. Blow-ups of continuously reinforced concrete

pavements,
8. Corrugations due to braking at intersections,
9. Expansive clay and shale waves,

10. Frost heave boí1s¡
11. Grade crossings at railroads'
I2. SuperelevaLion--too rnuch or too l-ittle,
13. Drainage dips on low volume roads,
I4. Intersections that cross drainage channels

al-ong intersection roads'
15. Patches or absence of Patches,
16. Rutting,
17. Joint faulting,
18. Pothol-es,
19. Depressions or elevations at drainage struc-

tures, and
20. Bridge approach slabs.

Note that the washboard and corrugated surfaces were
the first two items in the list that actually dealt
with the pavement riding surface. rn addition,
these two iterns were numbers 5 and 6 on the list as
conpared with potholes, which were nunber I8. Thus,
washboard or wavey surfaces may have a potentially
greater inpact on safety than do potholed or patched
surfaces. This may be due ín part to the possible
localized probtens of Potholes and their usual rapid
repair by naintenance crewsr as compared to the
washboard surface that may be of a lower maintenance
priority. In any case, all of the iterns listed are
of concern and should be considered in any pavement
safety evaluation.

The following general groups and their effects
are presented in order to help analyze the relations
thaÈ exist.

Major Distress

Major clistress, such as large and nu¡nerous potholes
or depressions in the pavement, can present a safety
problem by physically causing a tire to blow, be

totally deforned, or cause large differential forces
to be applíed to the vehicle that the driver may not
be able to correct.

Loss of Tire-Pavement Friction

This probtem can be a major contributor to accidents
and is not as easily identified as the problems
associated with vehicte damage. The problern with
loss of friction or pavenent traction is twofold.
The first part deals with side force, or cornering
frictional cornponents that affect steering. The
second part deals with braking or stopping power.
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Figure 1, Tire slip angle.

I

WHEEL PLANE + SLIP ANGLE A

The roughness of a pavement influences the steering
capabilities of a vehicle by changing the normal-
forces that act at the tire-pavemênt interface and
by affecting the lateral forces needed to control_ a
vehicl-e. Some of the many factors that hrill affect
steering are vehicle characteristics, cornering,
stiffness of tires, vehicle loadÍng, and surface
friction. The roughness attributes we wilt discuss
are those that deal- with the roadway surface alone.

A driver guides the vehicle down the road by a
series of understeer and oversteer inputs. This
allows the driver to maintaín the vehicle in the
desired position on the roadway and to nake the
necessary turnsr lane changes, and other maneuvers
necessary to traverse the roadway safely. fn order
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to make these steering corrections, lateral forces
rnust be generated between the tire and pavement.
These are forces that act parallel to the road and
at right angles to the axis of the wheel plane. As
a resul-t of this side force, the dj.rection of mötion
is at an angle to the plane, which is called the
slip angle. The magnitude of the force that acts at
the tire-road interface is dependent on the normal
force exerted by the tire and thê slip angle. Thís
is usually nöt a linear relation, and Èhus changes
in J-oading can have different effects on the steer-
ing input necessary for a particular maneuver.
Figure 1 shows a typical tire and the side forces
acting on it. Figure 2 shows the typical relation
among slip angl-e, normal force, and lateral forces.
This example is for a reasonable level of friction,
and the effect of a very slíppery pavement would be
to greatly reduce the values of the lateral force
generated. However, in thís paper the effect of
actual pavement slipperiness is not shown. Figure 2
shor,rs that the relation is nonlinear. For a normal
force of 1000 lb and a slip angle of 60r the lateral
force generated is 760 1b.

If the nornal force is increased by 300 tb,
however, the latêral force r+iII only be increased by
160 tb. This is extre¡nely inportant to note in
evaluatÍng the safety aspects of roughness because
if pavement roughness causes the normal force to
fluctuate as the tire rises and fa1ls, the resul_ting
average of the lateral force for an average of say
1000 Ib normal force will noÈ be 760 lb, but wiJ-I be
less. On relatively smooth pavements, the variatíon
in normal force is very small; hoe¡ever, on rough
pavements, these variations can be very large and
reduce significantly the lateral force available to
control the vehicle. In situations where high
lateral forces are necessary or where a vehicle
requires a particular lateral friction level_ to make
a manêuver, this loss of force could lead to loss of
control of the vehicl-e.

A lot of research has been done in this area.
Quinn and Hildebrand (2,) reported on the various
factors that affect lateral force, and Figure 3 is
an example of their findings. lt shows the side
slip and steer angJ-e necessary to make a 90o turn on
smooth and rough pavements. It cân be seen that
this ¡naneuver is possible on the smooth surface
wíthout excessive values or loss of control. On the
rough surface, however, this is not true, and there
is considerable variation and nore steering re-
quired. For the rough road, the steer angle and
side slip angle curves are terminated at a point
where there exists no steer angle that will produce
the required forces to hold the vehicle on the
desired path. For this study, at that point the
vehicle was out of control.

this problem ís nagnified during turning opera-
tions because, as the driver compensates for this
Ioss of lateral force, he or she inputs a greater
steer angIe. IJnfortunately, in many circumstances
the road is not uniformJ.y rough. As the driver
progresses down the highway and hits a snoother
section of pavenent, he or she will_ be oversteering
and so must correct back again. If this happens too
frequently, the driver cannot respond rapidJ-y enough
and will lose control of the vehicle.

Effects on vehicle Braking

In addition to the reduction of lateral force on a
cornering tire, roughness can also cause significant
Ioss of braking force or slip resistance on a vehi-
cl"e. wambold and others (]) conducted research in
this area several years ago to determine the effects
of roughness on braking force. They studied a range
of five roughness amplitudes from 0.041 to 0.707 in,
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Figure 3. 90o tu¡n on rough road at 30 mph.

a range of roughness frequencies from 0 to 14 Hz,
and three speeds that ranged from 0.18 to 0.46 mph.
They found that, as roughness ând arnplitude in-
creased, the coefficient of friction generated
betr,reen the tire and pavement in a braking mode
decreased. At a small amplitude that produced
barely observable gross movenents of the tire tread,
roughness increased to 14 Hz and caused a 30 percent
loss of friction value. When thêy used low fre-
quency values around 3 Ez and increased roughness
amplitude to 0.707 in, they found it caused a fric-
tion l-oss of 60-80 percent, depending on the ampli-
tude.

This re¿luction in friction is caused by a reduc-
tion of ãctua1 sliding speed of the tread elenents
caused by tread windup and also by an overall loh'er-
íng of the adhesion and hysteresis conponents of
friction. Figure 4 shows an example of the results
they developed. Although the stiding speeds tested
in the laboratory were low, they depict the relation
of how tire-pavement friction is related to rough-
ness without the effects of vehicle suspension
i nter fer ing .

Under highway braking conditions, the normal
force on a tire will change on a rough or undulating
roadway. If the roughness is great enough, the tire
nay lose partial or complete contact. In such
cases, t.he sliding friction component. can be rèduced
almost to zero. When the tire makes full contact
with the pavement surface, the additionat normal
forces will be increased to compensate for the 1oss
of contacti however, the frictional forces generat,ed
on renewed contact nay not make up for the loss of
contact time. This inability to obtain as high a
level of friction as might be expected with renêwed
contact can occur because of the frictional linita-
tions of the pavement surface or because of destruc-
tive actions that occur at the tire-pavement inter-
face aÈ high-load, high-friction contacts. In such
cases, the tire or pavement is physically damaged
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Figure 4, Average loss of friction versus table frequency at nominal load of
400 tb.
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and causes the dissipation of energies that wouLd
have otherwise been used to stop the vehicle.

In addition to these probì-ems with stopping,
other probl-ems can arise because roadway roughness
can (and usually does) våry in each of the wheel-
tracks of a lane. When a vehicle brakes, these
differences in roughness in each wheel- path can
cause differences in the braking and sliding forces
that act on the vehicle. The final result is that
the vehicle ís exposed to different levels of fric-
tion on each side, which can cause a significant
safety problem. The effect of differential friction
has been studied (4), and the results show that the
situation can have a significant effect on a braking
vehicle and can cause a potential hazard to the
driving public.

Driver Response

A rough pavement can reduce friction, cause uneven
lateral and vertical forces, and do physical damage
to a vehicle. In any and all of these, the driver
may or may not be able to naintain control of the
vehicle and proceed safeJ"y. fn considering the
severity of the problem, one must break the probLem
into two parts to eval-uaÈe a driverrs response.
These tvro parameters are magnitude and frequency.
Magnitude wouJ.d represent the size of the bunp or
pothol-e, and frequency would represent the nunber of
burnps or potholes per second or ¿listance. When a
driver experiences a rough pavement, he or she must
correct for any effect it has on the vehicle. The
time it takes will be a function of the magnitude
and frequency. Variation of roughness in a trans-
verse and longitudinal direction adds to this prob-
lem. When a roadway requires steering inputs that
reach or exceed driver response time, then either
the driver must slow down, the roaal$ray nust be
improved, or safety witl be reduced.
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Vehicle SuspensiÕn

VehicÌe suspension also ptays a rofe ín the effects
of roughness on safety. Considerable research has
been done in this area, and several cornputer pro-
grams have been written to analyze theír relation
and deter¡nine hovr a vehicle with gÍven suspension
will react to various roadway geonetrics and verti-
cal and horizontal deviations. Besides conventional
considerations, frequency can have a major effect on
automobiles and trucks that can cause severe safety
problens. when roughness occurs at a repeated
amplitude and frequency, it can have two effects.
First, if the frequency is in phase with the vehi-
c1e, a rough road can seem to be smooth. Second, if
the roughness is out of phase with the naturaÌ
frequency, the roughness can be nagnified. This
phenomenon causes a problem when repeated upward
forces continually reinforce already existing,
upward forces of the vehicle. When this occurs, the
vehicle starts to nove up and down with the roadrday
in ever-increasíng movements until the car or truck
tires actually Ieave the roadway and become aír-
borne. This crow-hopping can cause numerous prob-
Iems associated with cornering, braking, and loss of
material from the bed of the vehicle. Long-bed
trucks that are 1íghtIy loaded are usually more
affected by this problênt however, passenger cars
can also find similar probJ-ems with roughness.

Roughness Related to Accidents

In general, loss of control, running off the road,
and hitting fixed or moving objects are the typical
types of accidents associated with rough roads and
do not need much further discussion. Another type
of accident, however, is less recognized but is
significant and can be attributed to rough road-
ways. This is the lost-load accident that occurs
when vehicles are bounced so much in clriving over a
rough road that they actually lose part of their
load, which falls on the roadway. After this
occL¡rs, the material lying in the roacl becomes a
serious hazard that can cause massive chain reaction
accidents on congested roadways. Besides loads
being lost, parts of vehÍcles can be lost, such as
chains, repair equipnent, boxes, tires, and other
such ¡naterial. There have also been repeated
occurrences of accidents where a tire has been
jarred loose and bounced down a roadway until it ran
or bounced over a ¡nedian wal-I into the path of an
oncoming vehicle, resulting in severe damage or loss
of life. Roughness can cause probtems not only with
the vehicle in question but atso with other vehicl-es
on the roadway. Therefore, other accident statis-
tics may have to be examined for an accurate safety
anal-ysis.

The probl-em of the lost-Ioad accident has been
around for many yearsi it wås probably first recog-
nized by pubfÍc safety personnel rather than engi-
neers. One department of public safetyrs disÈrict
com¡nander wrote in I97I to the superintendent of the
stâte and suggested vrays of improving the urbân
freeway system in the capital city. He wrote

...Our suggestion wouId, r{'ê admit, be quite
costLy, but in the interest of safety we feel it
is necessary. This suggestion is for the ptan-
ning of Èhe concrete surface of the present urban
freeway.....At the present time, as is well known
by anyone that uses this system, the surface is
so rough it literally shakes vehicles apart.
Heavy equipment, such as gravel trucks, r.¡hen
unloaded bounce down the freeway rather than
rolL....I am toLd that the City police Supervi-
sors have instructed their "motors" to stay off

1"1

the freeway, unless absolutefy necessary, because
of the hazard of riding at high speed on the
rough surface.

Although not an engineer, the com¡nander seemed to
identÍfy thè appropriate points and made a fair
assessment of the problem and its solution. How
many other roadr,rays in the united states have
si¡nilar problems that are familiar to the public
safety cornmunity but not to the engineering commu-
n ity?

CASE HISTORY

The Arizona Department of Transportation has ah.rays
been safety conscious. this is especially true for
a section of Interstate located withín the City of
Phoenix that is a six-lane concrete freeway wiÈh the
greatest traffic levels in the state.

In the 1970s, an increase began to occur in
wet-pavenent and lost-Ioad accidents due to a pol-
ishing of the portì-and cement concrete pavement
(PCCP) and an increase of pavement roughness due to
warping of the roadway from expansion of the con-
crete. Àn example of the increase in lost-load
accidents is shown in figure 5. this figure shows a
disproportionate increase of lost-Ioad accidents
with increase in traffic. It was later shown that
this increase in lost-Ioad accidents r,ras primarily
attributed to increased roughness. Figure 6 furÈher
shows that the heaviest periods of lost loåds v¿ere
not at the peak traffic hours but at moderate avêr-
age daily traffic (ADT) periods when traffic was
able to move at greater speeds. In fact, the peak
periods for Lost loads were at 11 a.rn. and 9 p.m.
Due to this Íncrease in lost loads, a section of
highway in this area was experimentally ground to

Figure 5. Traffic volume and lost-load accidenrs on l-17, milepost 195.0-210.0,
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Table 1. Before and after analysis of l-17 payement grinding,

Control
Sectiona

G¡inding
Sectionb

Black Canyon
Freewayc

Item No. Rate No.

Total accidents
Before
After
Chznge (7o)

Total irjuries
Befo¡e
After
Change (%)

Total fatalities
Before
After
Clûnee (%)

Dly pavement
accidents

Before
Afte¡
Chanse (%)

Wet pavement
accidents

Before
After
Chanee (%)

Total travel
Befo¡e
After
Change (7o)

\ryet pavement
travel

Before
After
Change (7o)

84 1.80d nO
278 4.83d 296
+231.0 +168.3 +74.1

32 0.69d 84
to4 1.81d 152
+225.0 +162.3 +81.0

1 2.15e 0
00e0
-100 -100.0 -

76 1.65d 151
252 4.50d 268
+231.6 +172.7 +77 .5

8 9.41d I 9
26 l7.l ld 28
+225.0 +81.8 +47.4

46.8s9 s3.79d
57.50d 64Jid
+22.7 +19.3

0.8s
1.52
+78.8

3.16d 876
4.6f 1846
+45.9 +1 10.?

1.56d 430
23id 704
+51.9 +63;7

1.74d
3.15d
+81 .0

0.85d
1.20d
+4t.2

o' 2 3.9ie
oe 5 8.54e
- +150 +1 15.1

deternine the effects of grinding on future reduc-
tion in accidents. This was done in hopes of reduc-
ing the lost-load-accident rate by snoothing the
roadvray and by decreasing wet-pavement accidents by
improving the skid resistance of the pavement.

The section selected for grinding was on Inter-
state 17 north-and-south-bound in alI three lanes
from nilepost 200.9 to 201.9. To conpare the ef-
fects of grinding, an unground control section of
conParable roughness, accident history, and ADT v¡as
selected on I-I7 frorn milepost 195.0 to 196.0. In
addition, the overall accident history for I-17 from
mil-epost f98.8 to 208.23 was aLso compared.

TabIè l- shows total dry and rdet pavernent acci-
dents for a two-year period before and after the
pavemênt grinding was co¡npleted. In all cases there
was a significant increase in alL types of acci-
dents. All of these increases were of a higher
percentage increase than the actual increase in
vehicular travel. Especially significant vras the
increase in wet pavement accidents. By using the
nethoclology developed elsewhere (5), it was found
that, during the before period, the pavement r.¡as wet
only 1.82 percent of the ti¡ne. During the after
period, the pavenent was wet 2.65 percent of the
tine for a 45.5 percent increase in the hours of wet
pavement. Wet pave¡nent accidents in both the con-
trol section and the entire freeway section were
significantly higher, but the ground section only
experienced approxinately the same increase as the
hours of $¡et pavenent. À better analysis can be
seen in Table l-, r¡hich shows the accident rates
based on miles of vehicular traffíc.

When wet-paveÍÌent accident rates were used as a
measure of the ground sectionsr effectiveness, the
ground section showed a 15.l percent decrease in
vret-pavement accident rate, however, the control and
the BIâck Canyon Freeway sections experienced fron
34.7 to 81.8 percent increases in wet-pavement
accident rates. If the ground section had not been
inproved, a conservative esti¡nate of 34.7 percent
increase in wet-pavement accidenÈ rate or 26.12
vret-pave¡nent accidents/Ioo million vehicle rniles of

2.86ð 8l I
4.29d 1698
+50.0 +109.4

1.64d
2.98d
+81 .7

I 9.39d 65 7.08d
16.47d l4B 9.s4d
-15.1 +127.7 +34.7

504.36d
585.31d
+16.0

0.98 9.18
1.70 1s.51
+73.5 +69.0

lI-tz, mileposts 195.0-196.0. !Rute o. nu-be. per million vehicle miles.
:I-l7,mileposts 2OO,g-2Ol.g. "Råteper t0Omillionvehiclemiles.
"Mileposts r 98.&208.23,

wet-pavenent travel would have been expected. This
rate translates into a total number of expected
wet-pave¡nent accidents of 45t or 60.7 percent more
than vras reported.

The table below reflects the change in antici-
pated accidents based on adjacent section accidents:

Accident Àctual Anticipated Significant Change
Type After After Difference (t)

47 19 -40
3r7 49 -15
364 68 -r9

The nunber of anticipated after accidents assu¡nes
thât the same percenÈage change in accidents would
have occurred on the treated section as occurred on
the adjacent control section [27 (after) - I]- (be-
fore)/11 = 145.5 percent increase on adjacent sec-
tionl. The reduction in wet and toÈal accidents by
calculating anticipatecl after accidents nas 40
percent and L9 percent, respectively. Thus, 68
percent tnore wet-pavement accidents and 23 percent
more total åccidents would håve potentially occurred
if the pavenent hâd not been ground.

The ride quality of this section of highway was
poor and the results on ride qual-ity before and
after grinding are shown ín Table 2. Arizona uses
the Mays ride meter and converts inches of roughness
into a ride index, which in Arizona is si¡nilar to
present serviceability index (pSI) but is based
solely on roughness and then correlated back to a
panel rating. A ride index of 2.5 or less is con-
sidered a terminal- fevel for ilesign, and the panel
rating indicated that a rating of 2.0 or less coul-d
produce an unsafe driving condition. The test
results showed that there was å major decrease in
roughness and major inprovements in ride quality
after grinding with diamond saws. The ride index
changed from poor to good after grinding on aLl

12
M

12 34 678
P

56
A

I 1011 12
M

Wet 28
Dry 268
Total 296

7 8 9 1011 127 2 3 4 5
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Table 2. Grinding section.

I3

Before ll19l76 Lftet 9130176 After 12122116 After 4ll2l77 After 1211118

Dtection Milepost-Milepost

Inches of
Rough-
ness/Mile

Inches of
Ride Rough- Ride
lndex ness/Mile Index

Inches of Inches of
Rough- Ride Rough-
ness/Mile Index ness/Mile

Inches of
Rough- Ride
ness/Mile Index

Ride
Index

No¡thbound Cente¡ lane

Right lme

Southbound Center lane

Right lane

200.00-200.87,unground 310.68
200.87-20l.9l,ground 267.47
200.00-200.87,unground 321.51
200.87-20l.9l,ground 314.49

200.00-200.87,unground 283.20
200.87-20l.91,ground 276.34
200.00-200.87,unground 293.72
200.87-201.91,ground 299.41

2.t4 346.21
2.43 166.2t
2.07 337.04
2.t2 t44.36

2.32 317.29
2.37 135.08
2.25 298.31
2.22 143.27

I .91
3.10 l 1ó.1 6
1.97
3.27 99.61

2.1.0 228.51
3.35 7 6.86
2.22
3.24 101.43

3 50.40
3.53 164.94

336.5 3
3.7 0 145.43

2.68 332.67
3.95 t26.71

309.s8
3.68 136.62

1.89 304.53 2.t8
3.1 1 139.48 3.3t
L98 302.93 2.19
3.26 144.85 3.27

2.07 279.50 2.35
3.43 108.72 3.60
2.15 282.t8 7.33
3.34 139.93 3.31

Table 3. Before and after analysis of lost-load acc¡dents.

Lost-Load Accidents Lost-Loâd Accident Rate

Location
Change

Before After (V")
Change

Before Afte¡ (%\
Change

Before After (V"')

Control section A-I-17, milepost 195,0-196.0
Grinding secfion-I- I 7, milepost 200.9-20 1.9
Black Canyon Freeway

46.85 57.50 +22.7
53.'19 64.17 +t9.3

504.36 585.31 +16.0

4
4

32

0.09
0.07
0.06

72
35

381

+l 700
+77 5

+l 091

1.25 +1289
0.55 +686
0.65 +983

sections and the friction level increased from a Mu
meter reading of 30 to 78.

Tests tr,ro years after grinding sho\.red that the
ground section had an average ride index of 3.4 as
compared with 2.19 for the unground control sec-
tion. This is a significant increase and, with
proper maintenance, there should be only a gradual
decrease in ride quality in the future. Note that
the roughness on all- sections changed in a cyclic
fashion with time. This was because the major cause
of roughness on this freeway was due to buckling or
warping of the concrete sl-abs with heating. During
the su¡nmer periods Èhe pavenent was much rougher
than durÍng the winter period on any given section.
This is an Ímportant factor to note in planning any
type of grinding or overlaying operation. The
reason for this is that the time of year can deter-
mine how effective grinding or srnoothing nay be. If
the grinding ís conducted during cotd periods when
the pavement is smooth, it ¡nay not eliminate much of
the roughness that wilI occur later when hot tem-
peratures are reached. fn ãddition, it is advisable
to beware of excessively harsh grinding to remove
high spots that, at a later date, may subside and
become 1ow spots. In addition to the planning
operation, consideration should be given to such
items as improving joints to avoid future buckling
or structural problems. Thus, the cause as well as
the result, must be addressed.

Table 3 compares lost-load accidents that have
been reported on the previousJ_y described three
sections of Interstate freeway. All sections re-
ported significantly higher nunbers and rates of
lost-l-oad accidents from the before to the after
periods. this significantly higher amount of tost-
Ioad accidents is êxplained partLy by the increase
in traffic, the increase in reportability of l_ost-
Ioad accidents due to the increased cost to the
motorist of these accidents, and the need to sub-
stantiate those losses to insurance companies.

Al-though Èhe data are linited, the control sec-
tion reported lower numbers of l-ost-Ioad acciclents
and lower rates of l-ost.-load accidents per mill_ion
vehicle niles of travel--51- percent lower than the
adjacent co¡nparative section of I-17.

Based on a comparison of the l-mile grinding

section of I-f7 on phoenix Black Canyon Freeway with
other sections of the Black Canyon Freeway, Àrizona
conservatively estinated that grinding of the con-
crete pavement had the following net êffects:

1. Reduction in wet-pavenent accident rate by
60.7 percent,

2. Reduction in the rate of lost-l-oad accidents
per million miles of vehicuLar travel by 51 percent,
and

3. Reduction in total wet-pavernent accidents
expected by 40 percent (i.e., 68 percent more acci-
dents would have occurred if the pavement had not
been ground).

The information developed in this study vras used
in developing a project to grind for safety a 6.3-
miLe section of the northbound, pCCp lanes on the
same highway in l-979. Better beneficial results
were found with this project than were anticipated
fron the test section studies. In the test section,
Èhe ride index improved from 2.I2 to 3.15 after
grinding; however, on the large 6.3-mi1e project
section, it was found that the ride index was im-
proved on a reported average fron 2.I4 to 3.55. It
is inÈeresting to note that on the 6.3-mile section,
additional- federal safety funds were nade available
for the grinding operation. This was reportedly the
first time such an operation had ever been eligibì-e
for safety funding. this is because of the Federal
Highway Adninistrationrs open attitude to inplement-
ing better techniques and systems and irnproving
safety practices via experíence gained fro¡n observ-
ing the performance on new methods, and also due to
Arizonars efforts to document the effects and bene-
fits of this technique. Due to Arizonars sÈudy, it
was shown that grinding of the 6-mile section of
silicious, polish-resistant pCCp woul-d produce
greater friction and a smoother ride, and thus a
safer surface. It is hoped that similar programs
that smooth pavements or increase their frictional
properties wiII also be eligibte for safety funding.

PLANNING SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS

As we havê seen, roughness plays a role in the
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safeÈy of a highvray and should be considered when
planning safety inprovernents and rehabilitation
strategies. In order to make the most use of this
information, the level and cause of roughness and
deterioration must be identified correctly. In
addition, the benefit to be derived from rehabili-
tating the roadway must be evaluated. Er¡aluation of
the benefit neans deternination of how snooth the
new roadway will be after the corrèctive actionr the
number of years the roadway wiII maintain its new
acceptable ride' the cost of the ímprovement' and
the additional safety areas that will be improved in
addition to srnoolhing the roadway. For the last
item, certain operations can also increase friction,
improve geometrics, and improve drainage. With
regard to life expectancy, engineers can better
predict this variable if a thorough pavenent evalua-
tion is made beforehand to identify the true cause
of roughness. The first factor of knowing the
prèsent condition can be done by use of various
pavement evaluation techniques or ride analysis.
There exists today several devices that can accu-
ratefy monitor and profile the pavement by using
accelerometers and peripheral computer equipment.
These devices can gi.ve an almost-true profile of the
pavement surface. Recently, additional- computer
programs have been developed not only to analyze the
profile of pavements but also to determine the
amount of material needed to be added or removed to
give the desired new profile. The programs are so
sophisticated they can also determine quantities and
costs if given the type of equipment and screed or
sensor ì-engths. This information is now available
on a project-by-project basis; however, these types
of devices and analyses are usually costly and are
not often used on a system approach or for prelini-
nary engineering where oftentimes the actual prior-
ity decisions are made. fn an effort to allow such
information to be used in priority programning, the
Arizona Department of Transportation recent)-y devel-
oped (6) an equation that is used in their pavenent
management system to predict what the new ride
quality will be after a pavement is overlaid with a
given thickness of asphaltic concrete. The equation
in use ís as follows:

RN = 65.29 - 0.78(RB) - 7.?6(rtÐ R2 = 0.938 (1)

where

RN = change in roughness one year foll,owing an
overlay by using Mays ride meter (in/hile),

TH = thickness of overlay (in), and
RB = roughness before overlay (in/nile).

Note, if calculated RN is less than 50, roughness
is equal to 50. In Arizonars work, it afso related
the Mays ride meter number in inches per mile to
slope variance (Sv) by the equation

SV = 3.819 x lo3(MAYS)1'56 R2 = 0.97

Thus, if a pâvement had a l,lays ride meter reading of
384 inlmile (ride index of l-.68, poor ride) and a
I-in overlay vras applied, then the calculation would
be as follows:

Rr¡ = 6S.Zg - 0.78(384) - 7.76(I\ or RN = -242.
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The Mays ride meter reading would then decrease 242
in from the original 384 in; thus, one year after,
the Mays ride meter reading would be 142 in/miIe
(ride Índex of 3.3r good ride).

This work was based on overì-ay data that ranged
from 0.75 in and up on a great number of overlays
throughout Arizonâ. This equation is currently used
in the Arizona Department of Transportation's pave-
nent managemenÈ system, which also predicts change
in roughness with time for any section of its entire
highway system. By using such a program, effective
priorities can be established. Other states, such
as CaLifornia, are now adding such decision-making
information to their pavement evaluation and manage-
ment systems.

CONCLUSION

The information in this paper has shor.rn that rough-
ness affects safety in nany ways and needs to be
considered in any evâluation of pavement safety.
Roughness can reduce the steering and braking forces
and significantly affect the controllability of a
vehicle. Washboard surfaces and repeated cyclic
undulations of the surface can cause significant
control problems and can shake a vehicle and cause
it to lose part of the Load it is carrying. Thus,
in addition to creating problems for the driver, it
may affect the safety of others in surroundíng lanes.

In establ-ishing the priority of corrective ac-
tions, the effects of road roughness on safety must
be considered. Besides evaluating present condi-
tions, the future condition and performance of the
pavement need to be analyzed. In evaluating bene-
fits of certain neasures, the value of other i¡n-
provenents derived from certain ì-eveIíng operations
needs to be addressed,

Further consideration should be given to allow
federal safety funds to be made available for i¡n-
proving road roughness, as this problem has a sig-
nificant impac! on highway safety,
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Role of Road Roughness in Vehicle Ride
T.D. GILLESPIE AND M. SAYERS

This paper descr¡bes the gross mechanics of motor vehicle ride v¡brat¡ons to
acquaint the highway engineer with the role played by road roughness. The ac-
c¿leration spectrum oherved on a typical passenger câr is compared against
available measures of human vibrat¡on tolerance to illustrate the frequency
range of general interest. The character¡stics of road roughness are presented in
terms of both the elevation spectral dens¡ty and the equivalent accelerat¡on ex-
citat¡on to the vehicle. The mechanisms of ride isolation achieved through the
suspension systems of motor vehicles are illustrated by attenuation of the re-
sponse gain at h¡gh frequency. Examples are given to show effects of mass,
suspension, and tire properties. Addit¡onal attenuation effects derive from
wheelbase f¡ltering and tire envelopment, ln the case of commercial trucks, the
compromises that occut ¡n the ride isolation as a result of suspension friction
and low frequency structural resonances are illustrated.

To thê highway engineer, roughness is an inportant
measure of roadway performance because of its known
infl-uence on user acceptability (1) and its poten-
tial link with highway safety. Anyone who rides in
a highway vehicle is aware of road roughness as the
major source of the ride vibrations experienced.
Concurrently, the roughness may degradê the handting
gualities of the vehicle (2,3) and contribute to
wear and tear on the vehicle,

this paper examines the relation between road
roughness and vehicle ride to illustrate the mecha-
nisms involved and to reveal those aspects of roaal
roughness that play the major role in determining
the public judg¡nent of road quality. fn order to
appreciate the significance of the ride rnotions
observed, it is helpful to first begin with a brief
introduction to the subject of human sensitivity to
vibration as it rel-ates to the perception of vehicle
ride.

HUMAN PERCEPTION OF VIBRATION

Vehicle motion due to pavement roughness fits the
general cat.egory of broad-band random vibrations.
That is, the vibrations are not characterized by
discrete frequencÍes but instead extend over a broad
band of frequencies. Because they are random, the
vibrations cannot be described exactly as a function
of time but instead must be described statistically
in terms of average properties.

The most basic statistical measures of random
motion are the nean (average) value and the ¡nean-
square va1ue. In the context of vehicle ride rno-
tions, mean values are zero and thus not useful
numerics. However, the mean-square values, which
are al-so the variances, are reasonable measures. In
the automotive and trucking industry, the basic
measure of ride has traditionally been the root-
nean-square (RMS) accelerations rneasured at various
points in the passenger conpartment.

In other fields of transportation, particularly
those of nilitary aircrâft and ground vehicles, the
vibrations of the passenger compartnent can be nore
severe than in ordinary passenger cars--Èo the point
that the occupants can be inpaired in their normal
tasks and even risk injury in some cases. In early
research to evaluate human tolerance to vibration in
these environments, tests r.rould frequently involve
subjects seated or standing while exposed to sine-
vrave vibraÈions fron laboratory shaker facilities.
Such tests have shown that people are sensitive not
only to the amplitude of the excitation but also to
the frequency and the direction. The maxirnurn sen-
sitivity is usuatly found to be between I an¿l I0 Hz,
in which range various internal organs vibrate in

resonance wÍth the excitation. Because these tests
involve sine waves and vehicle vibrations are broad
band, the research has logically expanded to examine
the influence of rnultiple conponents of sine waves
(4) and the actual broad-band environments of trans-
port vehicles (5,6).

fn order to quantify the frequency content of the
accêleration, the statístical por,¿er spectral density
(PSD) function is empJ-oyed. pSD is the partiat
derivatíve of the mean-square val_ue of accel_eration
with respect to frequency and has units 92 /Hz.(The name power spectral density is based on its
earliest applications in the electronics and co¡nmu-
nications field, when it vras used to characterize
voltage signals and had the units volEsz/Hz.
Although volts2 is proportionat to poh'er, a pSD
is, in general., not a measure of power¡ clearly, an
acceleration pSD, which has units of 92/Hz, is notphysically a measure of power.) Figure I shows the
PSD of a measured vertical acceleratíon in a passen-
ger car, plotbed on linear axes, in which case the
area under the entire curve is equal to the meãn-
square va1ue. The area encompassed by any frequency
band is the portion of the overall rnean-square
acceleration due only to that band.

A variety of ride quality standards have bêen
proposed that, in one hray or another, weíght the
acceleration pSD based on test results fron the sine
wave laboratory tests (7). But these various ride
quality standards are largely incompatible with each
other, probably because (a) they reflect different
ideas about the subjective judgment of a good ride
and (b) they are based on tests that are not always
well docunented and were designed and conducted for
different applications. In order to provicle a
co¡nmon measure for human vibration levels, the
International Standards Organization (ISO) developed
vibration standards that define an Ínteraction among
frequency, amplitude, direction (vertical or lateral
and fore-aft vibrations), time of exposure, and
human response level (i.e., noticeable reduced
comfort, inpaired efficiency, dangerous) (g). The
standard provides boundaries of amplitude versus
frequency that âpp]y for a given direction, tine of
exposure, and response level. Figure 2 shovrs some
of Èhe boundaries. To apply the standaral, the R¡.{S

value of the measured acceleration must be dêter-
mined in third octave bands (either by using band
pass filters or by taking the areas under the pSD in
third octave frequency bands), and the resulting
values are compared with the boundary in each band.
The vertical bars in Figure 2 are takên from the pSD

Figure 1, Typical vertical accelerat¡on PSD of a point on floor of passenger car.
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Figure 2. Example use of ISO vibration standard for PSD shown in Figure 1.

shown in Figure 1 and, nhen compared hrith the re-
duced comfort boundaries, show that the ISO rêduced
co¡nfort criterion is satisfied for exposure times
Iess than l-.5 h. But for J-onger exposure times, the
boundary is violated for the third octave band
centered at I0 Hz. The ISO standard can also be
applied by multiplying the acceleration pSD by a
vreighting function and then using the resulting
weighted RMS acceleration l-evel.

The ISO criteria, along with a few other ride
quaLity rdeighting functions Inotably the absorbed
power criterion (9) and the urban tracked air-cush-
ion vehicle (UTACV) specification (!0)l have been
used at tines by the resêarch and automotive commu-
nities to objectively compare rides of different
vehicl-es under different operating conditions. But
ultimately, none of these criteria have been vati-
dated for highway applications by comparisons wiÈh
subjective ratings of ride, and recent efforts to do
so for passenger cars (If) have found that the
simple total RMS acceleration in the passenger
compartment correlates as well with the subjective
ratings as does any one of the ride quality numerics.

Whether ride is quantified by RMS acceleration or
by a nore complex, frequency-weighted nuneric, the
PSD of the acceleration serves to characterize the
vibrations of a vehicle as induced by road roughness.

NATURE OF ROAD ROUGHNESS

Road roughness encompasses everything from the
tooth-jarring potholes that result from localized
pavement failures to the ever-present random devia-
tions that refLect the practical limits of precision
to which a road surface can be constructed and
mâintained. Although potholes are the more spectac-
ular examples in the public eye, random roughness is
the nore pervasive problem for the highway engineer,
whose objective is to maintain the best possiblê
highway network with the l-i¡nited funds availabLe.

Roâd roughness may be described by the elevation
profile obtained along the vrheel" tracks over which
vehicles pass. Such profiles fit the general cate-
gory of broad-band random signals, and hence are
weII suited for the statistical description offerecl
by the PSD function. Figure 3 shows such a pSD,
with unÍts eJ,evation2/wave nunber (wave number is
l/wavelength), for a section of road J_ rnile J-ong.

The PSD of any particular road section is unique.
Hovrever, when a nunber of PSDS of different sections
are compared, a general sinilarity in their shape is
evident. This leads to the notion of an average
road, defined by a model PSD. A number of pSDs
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Figure 3, Typical road elevation PSD,

Figure 4. Eleyation, velocity. and acceleration PSDs of road roughness input to
vehicle traveling at 50 mph on real and model roads from Figure 3.

(o) ELEVATION (b) VELOCITY 1c) ACCELERATION

o.2 LO tO

FREQUENCY (Hz ) FR€oUENCY (Hz) FREoUENCY (HzÌ

measured for European roads (12) led to the formula-
tion of the average road model (þ) shown in Figure
3, al-ong with the measured pSD. Various types of
road modêls have been in use for years (]4) as a
means to represent roads, in general, for analyzing
vehicl-e ride behavior. In contrast to actual road
profiJ.es, such model-s eliminate effects of feâtures
that might be present in a single road but are not
generally representaÈive.

When traversed by a vehicle, the profile is
perceived as an elevation that changès with time,
where time and longitudinal distance are related by
Èhe speed of the vehicl-e. The time-varying eleva-
tion can also be characterized by a pSD that has
units elevation2/freguency, where frêquency and
wave number are al-so related by speed. Figure 4a
shows the PSD for the same section of road as used
in Figure 3, when traversed at 50 mph.

As the elevation is perceivecl to be changing with
time, it al-so has a vêl-ocity (proportionat to slope)
and acceleration (proportional to the derivative of
slope), which also have pSDs as shown in Figures 4b
and 4c for the same road section. Since velocity is
the derivative of position, the velocíty pSD is
rel-ated to the elevation pSD by the scale factor
(2¡f)2, where f is frequency in hertz. And,
likewise, the accelêration pSD is relatecl to the
velocity PSD by the same scal-e factor. Although the
elevation PSD is seen to be largest at low frequen-
cies (long wavelengths) and to fall off drastically
at higher frequencies, the scaling between elevation
and velocity PSDS means that the velocity pSD is
more uniform across the frequency range shown, ancl
the acceleration PSD increases tremendously with
frequenòy. The concept of the road as an accelera-
tion input to the vehÍcle is important to understand
because its ulti¡nate effect--vehicLe ride vibra-
tions--are invariabty quantified as accelerations.

The speed at which a vehicle travels affects the
pavement acceleration PSD in tvro r¡rays. First,
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Figure 5. Effect of speed on perceived Ìoad input and vertical accelerat¡on of
car flooÌ output.
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(o) ROAD INPUI (b) CAR FLOOR OUTPU-Í

Figure 8. Automob¡le response function between road and floor movement.
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basic level, isolation of the vehicte ride capital-
izes on the transmissibility benefits of the sinplê
suspended mass systen shown in Figure 6. For such a
systen, the ratÍo of the anplitude of the motion of
the mass (xo) to the motion of the input (xi)
varies with frequency. At very }ow frequency the
mass will nove rdith the input and provide no isola-
t.ion. Àt a certain frequency (termed the natural
frequency) the mass resonates and, in fact, anpli-
fies the input rnotion. Then, at higher frequencies,
the mass does not respond to the input and attenua-
tion (or isolat,Íon) is obtained. When ride is
important to the automotive designer, the objective
is to achieve a low natural frequency so that nost
of the objectionable input occurs on the attenuâting
portion of the transmissibility curve.

The main application of a frequency response plot
to vehicle ride is the way it relates the input pSD
of the road to the output pSD of the body accelera-
tion. The relation is a simple one:

PSDool = PSD¡ x Gain2 (t)

Thus, the frequency response function acts to weight
the input PSD.

Passenger Cars

The basic ride model of a passenger car (shown in
Figure 7) has suspension points at each of the four
wheels, and the vrheels or axles also have mass. For
simultaneous vertical inputs at aII wheels, this
model has the vertical transmissibility characteris-
tics to the sprung nass center of gravity shown in
Figure 8. The vehicle designer attenpts to keep the
body bounce resonant frequency as l-ow as possible;
however, L Hz is about Èhe lowest that can be
achieved because of constraints on the softness of
the suspension imposed by the avaiLable range of
suspension travel. Sport cars usually have higher
natural frequencies and more damping due to consid-
erations about their perfornance in handling.
Figure I shows that reduction. in the suspension
damping inproves isolation near 5 Hz and at higher
frequencies but at the expense of a greater ampli-
tude at body resonance.

Although Figure 8 would suggest that good ride
isolation is obtained near the axle resonance at l0
Hz, the much greater road acceleration input at this
frequency (see Figure 4c) can cause the transmissi-
bility characteristics in this range to be criti-
cal. As seen in Figure 2, the vibrations at the
axle resonance may often be as objectionable (or
nore so) than the vibrations at the body resonance.
The vehicle designer attenpts to mÍni¡nize the trans-
missibility at axle resonance by holding do$rn the
mass of the unsprung components (e.9., driveline and
brakes) and by using tires that have a low radial
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Figure 6. Simple suspended mass system.

Figure 7. Ride model of pasenger car with 7 df.

physical features occur at different wavelengths. A
44-ft wavelength is seen as a 2-Hz frequency at 60
mph and as a l-Hz frequency at 30 mph. Second, the
elevation changes faster at higher speeds. A slope
of 1:88 is seen as a vertical velocity of 1 ftls at
60 mph, but at 30 mph it is seen as a vertical
velocity of 0.5 f.t/s. Figure 5a illustrates the
effect of speed on the äcceleration PSD of the
average road modeI, and Figure 5b shons the result-
ing effect on the vertical acceleration PSD in the
passenger cotnpartment. The RMS acceleration in-
creases with speed, and more of the overall accel-
eration derives fron the J-ower freguencies ât higher
speeds.

VEHICLE RESPONSE TO ROAD ROUGHNESS

The motor vehicle can be thought of as a nulti-df
gree-of-freedo¡n dynanic systen, one function--óf
which is to isolate the rider frorn the roughness
irnperfections of the roadway. The isolation is
obtained by supporting the passenger compartment on
a soft suspension systen. Conceptual-ly, at the most
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Figure 9, Effect of rire radial stiffnes on automob¡le response function,
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Figure 11. Relation of wheelbase and wavelengrth to bounce and pitch.
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Figure 12. Effect¡ve wheelbase filtering for bounce exc¡tat¡on.

Figure 10, Effect of unsprung mass (axle weight) on automob¡le response
funct¡on.
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stiffness. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the effects
of these parårneters.

Above axle resonance, the transmissibility at-
tenuates even further because the axle can no longer
follow the road inputs; roughness features are
simply absorbed by deflection of the tire.

In âctuality, the vehicle, as it travel-s down a
road, does not experíence equival.ent inputs at a1l-
wheel-s sinultaneously, as shown above. Instead, the
rear vJheels of the vehicl-e are excited by the sane
inputs as that of the front wheels, but delayed in
time by an amount determined by the wheèlbase an¿l
speed.

This type of excitation introduces a filtering
effect to the frequency response function of the
vehicle. The phenomenon can be easiJ-y visualízed
for a car that has uncoupled bounce and pitch modes.
Vehicle bouncing is clearly excited when two axles
nove up and down together, and vehicl-e pitching is
excited when the axles move completely out of phase.
Figure 1I shows that a wavelength that is equal to
the wheelbase can only excite the bounce motions,
but a wavelêngth that is twice the wheelbase can
only excite pitch motions. The effective wave
nunber response function for bounce, vrhich is the
ratio of the average of the pavement elevation at
the two axles to the elevation at the front axle, is
shown in Figure 12.

When the frequency response functíon of a vehicle
is found for a profile input, the wheelbase filter-
ing êffect is included, as shown ín Figure 13.
Although the vehicle response (discussed earlier)
derives from dynamic (i.e., tine-based) resonances
and is purely a function of temporal frêquency (Hz),
the wheelbase filtering is purely a geometric prop-
erty--characterized as a function of spatial fre-
quency (wave number). Hence, the overaLl vehicle
response function, as shown in the figure, would
change vrith speed.

Figure 13, Automobile response function with wheelbase filter¡ng.
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Figure 14. lllustration of tire envelopment phenomena at certaín wavelengths.

A secon¿l source of geometric filtering is intro-
duced into the vehicle response bêcause the tires
contact the pavement over an area rather than at a
single point. At certain wavelengths, the increasêd
vertical- forces produced at one section of the
contact patch between tire and road are compl-êtely
cancelled by decreased forces from ânother section,
with the net result that no variation in force
occurs as the tire rol-Is over the profile. Figure
14 il-Iustrates this phenonenon. For other v¡ave-
Iengths, there is imperfect cancellation and the
tire experiences sone force change, but not as ¡nuch
as $¡ould be er<pected fron the linear spring repre-
sentation shown in Figure 7. This behavior, called
tire enveLoping, resul-ts in Èhe filtering effect
shown in Figure 15 for a typical passenger-car tire
(ff). Again, the tíre-enveloping effect will depend
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on the vehicle speed. since the effect is onl-y
significant fot short wavelengths' its effect on
ride is only important at lower speeds.

In addition to these mechanis¡ns that determine
vertÍca1 response' similar analyses âre necessary to
determine notion in the pitch and ro11 clegrees of
freedom. Response characteristics si¡niIar to those
shown in Figure 8 would be observed, although the
resonances may be at different frequencies.

The potential for ride motions in all three of
these directions exisÈs v¡ith modern passenger cars.
Although large luxury cars are easily designed to
minimize pitch motions, this problem becomes more
acute with smaller cars, which have shorter wheel-

Figure 15, Typ¡cal t¡re enveloping funct¡on.

Figure 16. Ride model of tractor-tra¡ler combinat¡on.

Figure 17. Typical impedance characteristics of commercial trucks'
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Figure 18. Typical PSD of vert¡cal cab accelerat¡on for tractor'trailer.
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bases. Likewise, the excitation of roII (or lat-
eral) notions depends on the vehicle and type of
road. Most vehicle ride studies represent the
propríetary work of the vehicle manufacturers. In
the 1ímited published studies (ll) that relate
subjective ride ratings to vehicle accelerations'
both vertical and lateral accelerations have been
found to correlate with the ratings. Since the
vertical and Iateral accelerations are also highly
correlated, it is not possible to identify which is
the most significant, although iÈ v¡as noted that the
higher correlation was usually found with the accel-
eration that had the higher anplitude at the loca-
tion of the accel-erometers.

corrurercíal Vehicles

Heavy trucks and tractor-trailers rely basically on
the same physical concept for ride ísolation as the
passenger car, although different results are
achieved. The differences arise from factors re-
lated to the suspension systen, structural differ-
ences, and rider location. Furthermore, the articu-
l-ation of a tractor-trailer gives it additional
degrees of freedom, as illustrated in the model- of
Figure 16. Instead of just bounce, pitch, and ro11
motions, the trailer is also free to move indepen-
dently, which adds other resonances to the systern.

The suspensions cornmonly used on trucks are
proportionately much stiffer than on passenger
cars. In part, this is necessary to linit height
changes with loading. In addition' r¡ultiple leaf
springs that have a high level- of coulomb friction
are commonl-y used. These deflect readily on large
bumps, which yields a natural frequency near 1 Hz,
as shown in Figure 17 for a straight truck that has
a tank-type vocãtional body (15). But they nay be
effectiveÌy rigid on smaller bumps with the result
that the tires may act as the primary suspension on
smooth roads, Hence, pronounced vehicle resonances
nay al-so be observed in the figure in the vicinity
of 3 Hz.

The longer wheelbases of trucks and trailers and
the absence of a rigicl body structure extending over
the length of the vehicle allows chassis bending
resonances to occur at low frequencies. Eirst-order
bending modes typicall-y occur at 5-10 Hz on trucks
and tractors. To al-low for the load transport
function, the riders must äIso be located at the
vehicle extremities, far fron the center of nass'
vrhere ride vibrations due to pitching and frame
bending are more severe.

These factors, all conbined, result in comrnercial
vehicle ride motions that are more severe in all
directions and richer in resonances in the mid-fre-
quency range.

The additional- nodes of a tractor-trailer are
indicated on the on-road acceleration spectrum of
Figure 18 measured on a tractor-trailer (16). Here
again, the characteristic resonant modes on the
tires occur in the vicinity of 3 Hz and structural
bending modes near 6-7 Hz.

As vrith passenger cars, roll- or lateral modes may
also exist, and the same wheelbasê filtering and
tire enveloping effects influence the final- result.
The preponalêrance of research on truck ridle behavior
in the united states focuses on the vertical ând
pitch nodes with very little attention to the ro11-
l-ateral behavior. Hence ' one may consider the
behavior represented in Figures 17 and 18 indicative
of the major response modes of commercial vehicles
to road roughness. Al-though they, in general' cover
the same frequency range as is irnPortant Eo the
passenger car, road roughness has a nore serious
influence on rider comfort in commercial vehicles
because of their greater responsiveness and the
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concentrãtion of vibration energy in the 3-8 Hz
freguency range.

STJM¡4ÂRY AND CONCLUSIONS

The perceivecl ride of highway vehicLes depends not
only on the road characteristics and vehicle re-
sponse but also on the riderts sensitivity to vibra-
tion. Viev¡ed as an acceleration input to the moving
vehicle, road roughness, on the average, tends to
present a uniform excitation at 1o$rer frequencies
and an increasing amplitude at higher frequencies.
Highway vehicles, both cars and trucks, are designed
to isolate the rider from road inputs above thê body
resonant freguency by the vibration attenuation
properties of the suspension systen. vehicl-e de-
signers atternpt to keep the body resonant frequency
as 1ow as possible to naximize the attenuation. On
passenger cars, body resonance as low as I Hz is
often achieved, but the high-friction, leaf-spring
suspensions comnon on comnercial vehicles often
result in a 3-Hz resonance.

Although the suspension serves to attenuate
inputs at higher frequency, much of the benefit is
offset by the growth in road roughness acceleration
amplitude at higher frequencies. Secondary reso-
nances of the axles or chassis conpromise the atten-
uation achieved so that significant vibrations on
the vehicle body may be evident out to 20 Hz.

The highway engineer, who is responsible for
maintenance of road condition, has a direct infl-u-
ence on what is nortnall-y the rnajor source of excita-
tion for vehicle vibrations that involve body reso-
nance through the axle resonance. Vehicle ride in
the frequency range of approximately 0.5-20 Hz is
dominated by the physics of these resonances with
current vehicle designs. Vehicle nanufacturers can
alter, but not elininate, their effects. Hence, the
interest of the highway engineer should focus on
roughness in that frequency range that then cor-
responds to a rrave number range appropriate for the
prevailing traffic speed.
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State of the Art of Measurement and Analysis of
Road Roughness

J. C. WAMBOLD, L. E. DEFRAIN, R. R. HEGMON, K. MCGHEE,J. REICHERT, AND E. B. SPANGLER

Th¡s papeÌ is a review of the state of the art of the measurement and analysis
tecfiniques used to evaluate road roughness, A sumnury of some European
work is included in this review; however, the emphas¡s of this paper is on work
done ¡n the Un¡ted States. Road roughness is defined as the deviations of a
pavement surface from a true planar surface w¡th cfiaracter¡st¡c dimsnsions
that affect vehicle dynamics, ride quality, dynamic pavement loads, and pave.
ment drainage. Road roughness is measured by two general types of equip
ment: prof¡lometers, which measure these cfiaracter¡stic dimensions directly.
and response-type equipment, which measure surface roughness as a dynamic
response of the measuring equipment to that roughness. This paper d¡scusses
(a) the cfraracteristic of road roughness, operat¡ng characteristics, and output
of each type of roughness measuring equipment and (b) the varíous methods
of analysis and their application to highway safety, r¡de comfort, dynam¡c
pavement loading, and pavement servicsâbility, These methods of analysis have
been categor¡zed ¡nto two general groups: those that provide a single number
of index such as root mean squate, slope variance, or present serviceability
index and those that statíst¡cally provide more detail than a single index,
such as harmoníc analysis or power spectral density. Finally, a summary of
presmt researcfi pro¡ects on new equipment and analysis methods is given.

The nationrs aging highway syste¡n, together with
increased traffic and growing co¡npetition for the
tax doLlar, nake transportation ad¡ninistration more
difficult. As a resul-t, better management systems
are needed to enable adninistrators to make objec-
tive assess¡nents. Among the major functions of a
highway or transportation department are the plan-
ning of maintenance schedul-es for a system of exist-
ing roads and the acceptance or rejection of newly
buil-t or resurfaced roads. The decision to resur-
face a particular section of road, in preference to
others, is not a sirnple one in víew of the many fac-
tors that should be taken into consideraÈion. How-
ever, considerable infornation is avaílabIe to sup-
port an objective evaluation, and research is under
v,¡ay to permit the developrnent of inproved pavenent-
management systens.

For maintenance rnanagement purposes, an evalua-
tion of the condition of a pavement must include at
Ieast four factors: (a) safety, (b) pavenent per-
formance, (c) pavêment distress, and (d) structural
capacity. Each of these factors is used in the
decision-making process to determine the nature and
extent of pavement rehabilítation.

Of these four, pavement performance is nost
generally related to road roughness in one nanner or
another. This $ras initiaì-Iy accornplíshed with the
present serviceability index (pSI), âs developed at
the Anerican Association of State Highway Officials
(AASHO) road test. In its original form, the pSI
was developed as a measure of the rider's evalua-
tion, and thus the pavement-performance factor was
the only one to reflect the consumer's evaluation of
pavenent condition.

Passengerrs evaluation is used here instead of
t.he usual reference to ride co¡nfort. In nuch of the
work on road roughness, it has been deternined that
there is a dichotomy between ride quality (a subjec-
tive guantity) and pavement serviceability (an ob-
jective rûeasure). Ride guality is primarily a mea-
sure of acceptance of the roadway as a method of
conveyance. Serviceability is a measure of the
physical characteristics of the pavement surface.
Although some attempts have been made to correlate
these quantities, Iittle infor¡nation exists to
define this relation.

The nature of the roughness, for example the

extent of rutting, cracking, and patching, was in-
cluded in the calculation of pSI. In the interest
of expediency, nany states have dropped one or more
of these terms or simply substituted a constant.
The PSI procedure has gone through many such
changes, and a variety of other indices have been
developed so that now there is no standard practice
f or quantifying pavenent performance.

The measurement of road roughness is of interest
to the maintenance manager in determining pavement
safety, serviceability, and potential for assessing
pavement distress, as well, as to the highway or
transportation department that r.¡ants an acceptance
criterion for newly constructed or repaved roads.
Some departments already have acceptance criteria
for newl-y constructed or paved roads. In such
cases, roughness is not to exceed a specified value
as measured by a specified measurernent nethod.
Thus, it is recognized that paving equipment and
methods are imperfect and some roughness is to be
expected in new pavements. In a few cases, the
inÍtial roughness is so high as to nake the pavement
appear to be distressed.

fhe initial road roughness wiLl normally increase
with exposure to traffic -and weather. Deformations
in the pavement foundation caused by poor drainage,
se¡el-ling soils, or nonuniform initial conpaction
will- lead to roughness in the surface course.
Freeze-thaw cycfes cause seasonal changes in rough-
ness and some permanent deformations. Shear forces
generated during braking of heavy vehicles may cause
shifting of the surface course and initiate a wash-
board-type roughness, which is then aggravâted by
dynamic wheeL forces excited by the roughness.

Rel-atively large faul_ts in the riding surface may
develop across pavements to bridge deck joints.
Similar faults may develop in the railroad grade
crossings. Shifting in the foundations causes the
development of roughness (as discussed above) in
flexible pavements. In rigid portland cement con-
crete (PCC) pavements, whole slabs may tilt and re-
sult in faults at the joints. Finatly, tocal fail-
ures such as potholes nay develop and contribute to
the overall roughness of the road surface.

Continuing deveLopnents in measuring equipment
and analysis techniques have greatly expanded the
avaílable informabion. For example, a new co¡nmer-
cially available alI-digital inertial profiloneter
systern not only provides a more accurately measured
road profile but is also able to provide real-time
data analysis of the measured road profile, which
makes analysis information immediately available as
the road profile is measured. Research is in prog-
ress to further simplify the inertial profilorneter
syst.em by the development of an operational noncon-
tacting sensor to replace the road-fo]l_owing wheel
in the present inertial profítometers. These de-
vel-opmenÈs include acoustic, infrared, and white-
ì.ight sensors being developed by the Federal High¡{ay
Administration (FHWA) and com¡nerciatly in the United
States. Other similar systems are being developed
in Europe (1r2). Thus, there will soon be a choice
of the noncontact sensors.

ROAD ROUGHNESS

Before r4re begin an in-depth discussion of equipment
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Figure 1. Typical lransfer funct¡on for passenger car body relative to axle
v¡brat¡ons at 87 km/h.
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amplitude ratios greater than I extend from below I
Hz to almost 14 Hz in a typical automotive vehicle.

Vehicle frequency response in the time domain
(hertz) is related Èo spatial frequency in the high-
way profile by the velocity at which the vehicle
travels over the highway profile.

A vehicle that travel-s at 24 n/s on a road of
wavelength of 3 m wiII experience an g-Hz excita-
tion¡ a vehicle Èhat t.ravels at ),2 m/s on a 1.5-n
wavelength wiIl experience thê same 8-Hz excita-
tion. Spatial frequency is defined as the re-
ciprocal wavelength so that it can be converted to a
freguency in hertz. Thus, by using a vehicle speed
in the proper units, we can convert the spatial
frequency to time-domain frequency, as shown by the
second scale along the abscissa of Figure J- (an ex-
a¡nple case vrith a vehicle velocity of 24 n/sl. with
this relationship, we can see that spaÈial fre-
quencies fron 0.04 to 1.0 cycles/m will cause the
vehicle body to oscillate at an amplitude greater
than the ampl-itude present in road profile. A third
scale in wavelength is also given for the readers'
convenience.

llith these relationships, we can examine the
characteristic dimensions of the road profile con-
tent that contríbute to road roughness. An exampLe
of the short wavelength roughness contribution is
the road profile shown in Figure 2, which caused a
vehicle to vibrate objectionably at 10 Hz r.rhen the
vehicle was driven over it at 88 km/h. An analysis
of this road profile IFigure 3, (3)1 suggests that
the objectionable vibration was caused by the short-
wavelength, periodic Ínputs centered about the 2.29-
m component, which is half of the slab tength.

It also suggests that, in the measurement of
short-wavelength road roughness, sufficient resolu-
tion will be necessary to measure accurately the
anplitudes for the wavelength shovrn in Figure 3.
Currently, it is considered necessary that profiling
equipment be capable of neasuring anplitudes down to
0.025 cm.

MEASUREMENT OF ROAD ROUGHNESS

Road roughness is neasured by two types of equip-
ment, that which nèasures the response to roughness
(response-tlæe equipment) and that which neasures
actual profiles (profilometers). fdealLy, the pro-
filing methods give accurate, scaled reproductions
of the pavement profile along a straight line. In
practíce, the range and resolution of any profilÍng
devices are li¡nited, but within these limits the
measurement may be called absolute.

The response-type measurenent records the dynamÍc
response of mechanical systems as they travel over
the rough road at some constant speed. It is,
therefore, a relative ¡neasurement and depends on the
characteristics of the mechanical system and the
speed of travel.

Response-Type Equiprnent

As early as 1917, the Bureau of public Roads (BpR),
now FIIWA, investigated devices to measure the road
roughness of highways. In the early I920s, the
Via-Log was used to some extent by New york highway
officials, but it h'as not generally adopted by other
hÍghway departments. Of interest is a L925 file
letter that states that its price ($750) may have
been the principal reason for its limited use.

Varíous devices to measure road roughness were
tried up to May 1925, hrhen the fírst BpR roughometer
(4,5) $ras introduced. The roughometer is a single-
wheel trailer that measures the unidirectional ver-
Èical movenents of the damped, leaf-sprung wheel
(with respect to the frarne) by a mechanical inte-
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Figure 2. Road that induces automobile body shake.

Figure 3. Harmonic analysis of road that causes automobile body shake.

for measuring road roughness, let us define road
roughness ítself. Road roughness is defined as
deviations of a traveled surface from a true planar
surface that has characteristic dimensions that
affect ride quality, vehicle dynamics, dynamic pave-
ment loads, and pavernent drainage. To quantify
these characteristic dimensions it is necessary to
discuss the dynamic characteristics of the vehicle,
vehicle speed, and the wavelength and anplitude
content of the road profile over which the vehicle
travels,

The dynamic characteristícs of a typical vehicle
can be represented by a transfer function shown in
Figure I. The plot shows thê response of the vehi-
cle in the frequency range from I to 24 Hz in terms
of the amplitude ratio. For êxample, a sinusoidal
road input to the vehicle at a freguency of I0 Hz
would cause the vehicle to oscil-late at the same
frequency but at an amplitude l-.7 times greater than
the input amplitude. As can be seen from the pLot,
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grator. The results are recorded on counters to
produce an inches-per-mile count of roughness.
Several- highway departments (6,7) have added a cumu-
lative tape recorder and an oscillograph. Another
modification of the BPR roughometer, developed at
Purdue University (8), is designed to provide more
information than the original- version. It uses
several- resonance beams that are excíted at dif-
ferent freguencies; thus, at a given speed an indi-
cation of the rrravelength content of the surface is
g iven.

Due to the slow response of the electromèchanical
counter, measurements with the roughometer are gen-
erally made at 32 kn/h. Testing at this l-ow speed
is a disadvantage Ín that it is not very safe when
other traffic is operating at nornal highway
speeds, Ill-inois has reported (9) thaÈ this Iimita-
tion can be corrected by replacing the electrome-
chanical counter by an electronic one for operation
at hígher speeds. However, the higher speed modi-
fies the operational- characÈeristics of this devíce.

Another type of response equipment is the group
generally called roadmeters (I0-ll). Tr.ro commonly
used meters are the Portland Cement Association
(PCA) meter (14) and the Mays meter (lgl. These
meters neasure the vertical move¡nents of the rear
axLe of an automobile relative to the vehicle
frame. Because of its lo$r-cost and high-speed oper-
ation, this method is now in widespread use. The
performance and capabilities of the roadneter were
the subject of a $¡orkshop held at purdue University
in 1972 (!q). This method of measurenent is clearly
the simplest and l-east expensive. However, the
response-type equipment in use today is knos¡n to be
time unstabl-e, and the data from these devices will_
only be usable if suitable calibration procedures
are developed to overcome this limitation. Sígnifi-
cant progress has been recently made under a Na-
tional Cooperatíve Highway Research program (NCHRP)
contract (l-7) to identify the !i¡ne-unstable el-ements
in these systerns and to develop calibration proced-
ures to account for their changing performance.

Al-I roadmeters neasure a dynamic effect of the
roughness, but this type of measurement does not
define the profile of the roughness. Some wave-
lengths will- be amplified and others will be attenu-
ated; thus, the sel-ection of the ¡nechanical system
is critical. Roadmeters are useful for survey work
in predicting the usersr response regarding the
quality of the road. However, to examine further
the condition of a road or to determine what charac-
teristics of the road cause the poor condition,
profiling equipnent (commonly catled profilometers)
need to be used.

Profiling Equipment

The advantages of a profiling system are evident.
It contains cornplete information about the pavenent
profile (within the limits of the particular device)
that can be evaluated according to specífic needs.
Such systens are expensive, however, either in ini-
tial cosÈ or in operation, and require sone data
processing.

The simplest profilometer is a straight edge
(18), and nodifications, such as putting it on
wheels, have been ¡nade. Several- straight-edge spans
are used, íncluding I0, 12, 15, 16, and 30 ft. This
equipment is operated either statically or at very
low spèed. It is not suitable for profiling because
it cannot measurè wavelengths longer than its span
and can distort wavelengths that are harmonics of
its span. Low-speed systems such as the Carey,
Huckins, Leathers, and other engineers (CHLOE) are
moving reference planes that have littl-e or no dy-
namic effects because of their slow speed (19,20).
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A low-speed profilometer system developed by the Air
Force (2]-) consists of a horizontal laser beam,
which is transmitted as a reference, and a tracking
vehicle, which moves slowly along the runr.ray and
measures the undulations of the pavenent. profiles
of r{avelengths up to 120 m are measured with pre-
cision but at slow speeds of about 5 km/h. The
operation of the equipment requires highly trained
technic ians .

The first modern profiling equipnent, the General
tr{otors Research (cMR) Laboratories profiloneter
(1,22,23), was developed by cMR Laboratories in the
1960s by using an internat reference concept. The
cMR profilometer (see Figure 4) uses two spring-
loaded, road-fol-lowing wheels, instrumented with a
linear potentiometer t.o measure relative displace-
ments between the vehicl-e frame and the road sur-
face. The accelerometers, mounted on the frame over
each of the follower wheels, are used to measure the
vehicle fra¡ne motion by doublê Íntegration of the
signal. The frane ¡notion is then added to the rela-
tive displacements motion to yield two voJ-tage sig-
nals, r{rhich in theory are the road profiles of the
wheel paths (see Figure 4). This method of using a
road wheel displacement signal plus the double
integration of the body accelerations, rather than
jusÈ the double integrations of wheel acceleratíons,
is used as a means of covering a wider range in the
measurement of road roughness. The vehicle suspen-
sion acts as a mechanical filter and transmits
low-frequency (Iong wavelengths) vibratíons but at-
tenuating high-frequency (short h'avelengths) víbra-
tions. Thus, frequencies below 1 Hz are measured
prinarily by the accelerometers, mounted on the
vehicle bodies, whereas the frequencies above 2 Hz
are measured primarily by the 1ínear potentiometers,
nounted bet\,¡een the body and the follower wheels.

For frequencies between l- and 2 Hz, the profile
is a combínation of the two signals. This method
has been shown to be extremely useful because it has
good resolution of both the short wavelengths, which
have low amplitucles, and the long wavelengths, which
have ¡nuch greater amplitudes. The GMR profilorneter
was originally manufactured with analog processing
equipment; however the most recent profilometer has
been manufactured with an on-board minidigital com-
puter.

In the digital computer version (see Figure 5),
the road profile co¡nputation is performed by a digi-
tal minicomputer on board the profiloneter vehicle,
and the computed road profile data points are stored
on a digital nagnetic tape recorder for later data
processing. In this system the sensor signals,
acceleration, and dispJ-acement are sampled and im-
mediateJ-y convertèd to digiLal- values for use in the
profile computation. The sampling and computation
of the road profile are perforned as a function of
distance instead of time, as in the earlier analog
system, which ¡nakes thesê independent of vehicl-e
speed and much easier to interpret. The digital
system, through the programnability of the nini-
computer, reducês considerably the technical exper-
tise previously required to operate and maintain the
analog computer system. System calibration, signal
scaling¡ and data fornatting for storage of nagnetic
tape data are functíons performed under software
program control.

Computation of road profile is scaled so thât a
wide range of road profile values can be conputed
and stored on magnetic tape without concern about
systen overload. Although road profile data points
are computed several times per data record point,
data points are typically stored on nagnetic tape
every 6 in of distance braveled for the two-track-
wheel paths.

The GMR profilometer system has become known
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Figure 4, Diagram of measurement system for GMR profilometer.

Figure 5. Digital vers¡on of GMR profilometer,

undèr several nanês: General Motor profilometer,
rapid travel profilometêr (RTp), and surface dynam-
ics profilometer (SDP). The syste¡n is corunercially
available but is currêntly being used by only five
states! Kentucky, Michigan, pennsylvania, Texas,
and West Virginia. The last system, built for West
Virginia, is the new digital- systern with the appli-
cation software just described. In addition, Texas
is in the process of replacing its early anal-og sys-
tem with the new digital design.

There are several reasons that the G¡4R-type
profilometer is not nore widel-y used in the highway
connunity. Certainly its high purchase cost is an
inportant factor, although more than 40 states have
skid testers that hâve al-most the same pricê tag.
Another inportant factor may be the limited use that
has been made in the past of the information con-
tained in the roughness profile. Both of these
reasons could moderate as nore cost-saving applica-
tion software, like the bÍtu¡ninous fiII pro{tran,
becomes availabl-e to the highway colnmunity and the
output of the profilometer becomes an inportant
inpuÈ to a well--designed pavement rnanage¡nent sys-
tem. (The bituninous fill progra¡n allows one to
simulate an overlay and to cornpute the new profile
developed. ) Another factor that should inprove
profilo¡neter pêrfor¡nance and assist in user com-
munity acceptance will be the replacement of the
present road-following wheeL with a noncontacting
device.

Anong various profiling apparatuses developed in
Europe, we should mention the French designed ily-
namic profile analyzer (41 [1'analyseur du profil
en long bitrace (ApL) du Laboratoire central fran-
cais des Ponts et Chausseesl (see Figure 6). It
provides for the measurement of two tracks of longi-
tudinal profile. Each of the single-wheel trailers
(see Figures 6 and 7) that constitutes the measuring
device is rnade up of
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1. A profile pick-up wheel that is nechanically
conditioned to remain in contact with the road sur-
face (even at relativel-y high constant speed of up
to 144 km/h or 72 kn-/h for normal tests),

2. An inertial pendulum used as the measurenent
reference, and

3. A measuring wheel-carrier arm that rotates
around the same axis as that of the pendulum.

The center of mass of the inertial penduturn is
located at the center of percussion of the trailer
relative to the towing point, which allons measure-
ments of thê profile to be made by considering the
angular displacenent of the wheel carrier-arm and
the pendulum. This is achieved with a satisfactory
¡nechanical decoupling from the towing vehicle. A
transducer transforms the angular displacement into
a ¡nagnetic tape-recorded electric signal. This
infor¡nation is later available for computation. The
transfer function of the ApL equipnent is flat over
the frequency range of 0.4-20 Hz (response between
+5 and -5 percent of the nean). The two-track ver-
sion permits the study of average longitudinal even-
ness as weIl as average rolling movements. However,
because each trailer has its own reference, thêre is
no assurance that the roll componênt is correct. À
conmon transverse sensor bete¡een the tvro independent
trailers would be required to ensure a correct mea-
sure¡nent relative to the sa¡ne reference.

Another apparatus, the profile analyser from Èhe
Technical University of Ber1in (4', , works on a
si¡nil-ar principle; the apparatus involves a refer-
ence base of pendulum type and a bogie used as a
sensor wheel-. The signal corresponds Èo the gradi-
ent between the bogie truck and the reference base.
this gradient can be translated by an analog or
digital computêr into amplitude of differences in
level- or acceleration. The transfer function is
fl-at between 3 and 25 Hz, but the testing speed is
low, about 20 km/h.

Figure 6. Dynamic profile analyzer, Frendt design ApL,

lf zor a.Y

Figure 7, Components of APL,
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Figure 8. Theoretical differences among GMR profilometer, ApL, CHLOE,
rolling straightedges, and BPR roughometer.

Figure 9. Block diagram of acoustic probe signal conditioning equipment.

Darlington (25) has analyzed the response of
several- profiling devices by means of Bode plots.
These have been reproduced in FÍgure g (24,25) with
the addition of the ApL. These plots strow l-hat, of
the road roughness measurement systems in use today,
only the GMR profil_ometer and the ApL can record the
true road profile.

Research Equipment Under Development

The main limitation of the Gt4R system has been the
road-following wheels (26,2'7). Because the cMR is a
mechanicaL dynanic system, frequency response, and
thus profiling speed, Ís generally limitecl to 65
km/h (40 mph). To re¡nêdy this weakness in the GMR,
several noncontact probes have been developed to
replace the road-following wheels.

To date, many types of noncontact probes have
been proposed that use various radiation frequencies
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(acoustic, infrared, white 1ight, J-aser, and micro_
v¡ave). FHWA is currentl"y investigating two of
these, the acoustic and the infrared (see Figures 9
and 10). The acoustic probe is still in a deveJ-op_
nent state (28r22). At present, two projects are
under way, one to provide on-board data reduction
equipnent and the other to provide a rugged version
of the probe for everyday road use. The infrared
system is now in the evaluation stage. It appears
that it will provide a much less expensive probe
than the acoustic probe. Further evaluåtion and
development are scheduled. The infrared sensor was
developed as a part of a study by the Southwest Re-
search Institute to devise a measuring system for
hydroplaning potential. Twe1ve sensors, mounted
transversely on the trailer¡ neasure profile in the
longitudinal direction. Each sensor has two dif-
ferential detectors that produce two voltages pro-
portional- to the light intensity received by each
half of the detector. The light intensity changes
i.¿ith distance and also with changes in reflectivity
within the Iight spot. The output of one of the
detectors is reversed, which has the effect of can-
celling the signals for changes in reflectivity but
reinforcing them for height changes.

The system also measures acceJ-eration, together
with pitch, roll, and yaw rates, to give the motion
of the reference fra¡ne of the 12 sensors and thus
correct the relative measurements in order to pro_
ducê the 12 road profiles. processing provicles a
l-ft grid from which longitudinal and transverse
profile data are available.

A noncontact probe based on white light is being
developed by K.J. Law Engineers, Inc., a manufac_
turer of the c!4R-type profiloneter. In Èhis âp_
proach the noncontact probe (Figure lI) wi]I take
the place of the road-following wheel assembly on
the profilometer systens novr nanufactured by that
conpany. The noncontact probe is based on Èhe mea-
surement of Èhe angle at which an incandescent spot,projected vertically down fro¡n the vehicle on the
pavement, is viewed by the system. A change in the
vehicle-to-pavenent distance causes a change in the
vievJing angle that is related to a change in vehicle
displacement. À prototype system based on this
concept has been buitt and demonstrate¿I. The dis-
place¡nent measuríng resolution of the prototype sys-
tem has been found to be better than 0.25 mn, which
compares favorably ç¡ith the road-following wheel
systen Ít is designed to replåce. This noncontact
probe has several advantages. The radiated spot or
footprint is visible to the human eye, and the shape
and size of the footprint can be tailored to the
appl ication.

The British Transportation and Road Research
Laboratory (1r2,3_e) is also working on a noncontact
sensor (see Figures If, and 13). This system focuses
a laser beam to a 0.282-m¡n dia¡neter spot and records

Roughom.trr

A Mays meter and PCA meter have a
s¡m¡lar r6ponse to that of the
roughometer,
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Figure 1 1, GMR profilometer w¡th a noncontact d¡splacement transducer,

Fiqure 12. Principle of contactless sensor.

the position of the reflected light spot on a linear
array of photocell-s. The system is claimed to be
capable of rneasuring profiLe roughness at speeds
from 5 to 80 km/h (2). Four noncontact sensors are
nounted in line, and the reference is established by
conputatÍon. Thus, no accelerometer or double in-
tegration is required.

Calibration of DevÍces for Measuring Roaal Roughness

The time instability in devices for measuring roa¿l
roughness must be accounted for by calibration pro-
cedures that convert their present Performance to an
established standard performance.

Profil-ometers, for which dynamic effects are
negl-igible, can be calibrated statically. This can
be done directly on surfaces for which the absolute
profile has been obtained. In the cMR-type pro-
filometer, the complete system can be calibrated by
bouncing the profilometer vehíc1e ín a stationary
position. In this mode (Figurê 5) the output of the
systen (w) should be close to zero because there is
no change in the road profile. In the early GMR-
type profiloneters, the quâ1ity of systen perfor-
nance was an operator judgment. In the new digital
i{est virginia profilometer, a computer program
guides the operator through the calibration pro-
cedure-s and ¡nakes the judgment about the qualily of
the systemrs performance.

Calibration of response-type devices for measur-
ing road roughness is a more difficult task. CaIi-
bration of response-type devices was addressed in a
recent NCHRP project (IZ) in which the time insta-
bility of the response-type devices was evaluated
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Figure 13, Construct¡on of prototype profilometer, without polyurethane
foam lagging and cover.

Figure 14. Calibration of West Virg¡nia Mays meter.

WEST VIRGINIA ROAD PROFILOû,iEIER À¡IAYS SI¡ÂJLATION, rchos/m¡b

and standard calibration procedures were developed.
Two procedures h'ere proposed--the primary procedure
involves the use of a GMR-type profiloneter and the
secondary procedure involves the use of a specially
designed set of artificial road bumps. rn the cMR
profiloneter approach, the profilometer v¡as used to
measure a road profile that was then used as an
input to a simulation of a response-type device.
The output of the simulation is then the output that
would be expecÈed from a response-t]¡pe device driven
on that road profile. Since the output of a
response-t]¡pe device is also a function of road
roughness, the same procedure must be done for a
range of road roughnesses. A Mays ¡neter calibration
capability has beèn prograrn¡ned into the vÍest vir-
ginia digital profilometer system, including the
simul-ation of West Virginiats ¡4ays meter vehicle.
The resultíng calibration for the West virginia Mays
meter vehicle is shown in rigure 14.

The proposed secondary cal-ibration procedure
ínvol-ves driving over a foreshortened set of spe-
cia1ly designed artificial bumps at low vehicle
speed. The theory is that the system output at the
lower speed can be used to calibrate the system
output at the normal 80-km,/h operating speed. It is
also observed that rnore work needs !o be done on
this approach.

ROAD ROUGHNESS EVALUATION

Measuring the profiLe of a roaal is a prel-imínary
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step in evaluating its performance as a riding sur-
face for vehicles and in judging its surface
geometry. fn recent years the trend in road pro-
filometer design has been toward instruments capable
of sensing undulations in the road surface with
wavel-engths as long as 100 m, and doing this ac-
curatel-y at highway speeds.

Because visual eval-uation of the recorded road
profile is difficult, the najor problem in applica-
tion is extracting useful roughness data. The meth-
ods selected for the reduction of road profile data
depend on the ultimate uses for which the roughness
neasurements are intended and on the inherent limi-
tations of the equipment. Sorne potential uses of
road profile data include the following:

Use
Construction

Maintenance

Data
Specification of surface profile

limits in new road construc-
tion, evaluation of costs to
improve road

Prediction of loss of service-
ability in existing roads, es-
tablishment of maintenance and
replacement criteria

Vehicle behavior Correlation \.¿Íth vibrational re-
sponse and fatigue danage in
vehicfes, development of pas-
senger comfort criteria, eval-
uation of roughness effects on
vehicle steering and braking

Some of these applications require highly sophisti-
cated data processing, which would lead to an en-
tirely mathematical- representation of the profile
record, for example, of its power spectral density
(PSD). Other applications nay require on.l-y ân av-
eraging or summing to establish a single roughness
criterion, such as the BPR roughness index. How-
ever, departments that have profiling equipment are
able, in effecÈ, to bring the road surface into the
l-aboratory and to seek the most useful data-
processing method.

Measured records are recognized as random signals
of finite duratÍon; as such, they can be viewed and
described in terns of three basic domains: space
(or time), ampÌitude, and frequency. The descrip-
tion of the space domain is the unprocessed signal-
versus-space (or ti¡ne). AI1 dèscriptions of anpli-
tude domain reduce the measured signal to a single
number or table of values; this proceilure is mãthe-
matically equivalent to computing an anplitude prob-
ability distribution for the signal. Frequency
do¡nain representations of signals are generally
considered to contain the most infornation.

The most commonly used method, the present ser-
viceability index (PSI) (31), is of the amplitude
domain type. The equations are determined from
subjective evaluations, with one relation for flex-
ible pavement and one for rigid pavement. Both
equations are developed to use either the mean slope
variance (3¿) or the roughness index (l-Ð as the
required input value to make the PSI calculation.
The slope varlance is the mean squared deviation of
the slope from its nean square, and the roughness
value is a reading of inches of displacement per
mile of travel.

There are three frequency domain representations
used in the analysis of road roughness data: har-
monic analysis, PSD, and amplitude-frequency distri-
bution. Harmonic analysis is a representation that
assumes that the roail roughness data are periodic.
rhis anaJ-ysis method reduces a conplex road rough-
ness wave for¡n to a harnonic series of sinusoidal
wave forms that, in effect¡ are the anpJ-itude con-
tributions of the various har¡nonics in the road

roughness data being analyzed. The computed ampli-
tudes of the various sinusoidal wave forms can be
shown graphically as a function of spatial wave
l-ength, Figure 3. Representation of harmonic analy-
sis is useful- in isoJ-ating periodic spatial wave
lengths in a road surface that, when driven over at
a certain vehicle speed, can produce tine domain
frequencies that cause poor ride quality.

The PSD representation assunes that the road
roughness data are randon. PSD shor"¡s the extent
thãt spatial wave lengths within a bandwidth con-
tribute to road roughness. A PSD estinate is ob-
tained by accumulating the squared amplitude wíthin
a bandwidth over the length of pavement processed,
dividing by the pavement length to obtain mean vari-
ance over that pavenent length, and then dividing by
the bandwidÈh to obtain an average for that band-
width. A graph of roughness power spectrun can be
plotted with the spectral density in meters squared
per cycle per meter as the ordinate and the spatial
frequency (inverse of the wavelengLh) in cycles per
rneter as the abscissa. The area bounded by the
curve, the horizontal axisr and any two selected
abscissas represent the total nean square value of
roughness for wavelengths that lie between the two
ordinates. The total area under a Poh'er spectrum
curve gives the total mean square roughness of the
pavement in meters squared or other comparable
units. Several researchers, incl"uding Hutchinson
(3,Ð , Quínn (Þ) , as well as the Michigan Department
of Transportation, advocate the use of the PSD. In
1965, Vogel (36) reported on the wavelengths and
amplitudes of road surfaces. He stated that, if the
PSD of road surfaces are plotted on log-log plots'
one obtains straight lines that have a slope at a
certain angIe. Furthermorer parallel shiftÍng of
these l-ines occurs for different road amplitudes
that have similar distributions and change in sl-ope
shows different distributions.

Amptitude-frequency distribution (AFD) (37'38) is
an effective method for combining the infornation
contained in both the PsD and the anplitude repre-
sentations. The complete array of numbers of the
AFD identifies the rando¡n signal as a combined am-
pLitude and frequency distribution (AFD) and in-
cludes not onl-y continuous or periodic ¡nakeup but
al-so singularities in the input.

From the preceding discussion, we can see that
response-type equipment, if properly tuned and cal-
ibrated, is useful to highway departnents for sur-
veying at l-ow cost. However, the profiling metho¿ls
provide the more detailed information that is needed
for research. In fact, the response data are sLill
available and can be predicted with a quarter-car
si¡nulation. with the development of new profÍIing
methods, further analysis can be made availabfe fro¡n
profiles. Although there is a reluctance to use new
technology because of the costs involved (new equip-
ment and trained personnel), new methods are being
developed to make available more information con-
tained in the profiles. Although there are nany
usefuL analysis methods already developed, many
methods, like some of those developed by the Uní-
versíhy of Texas, have yet to be impJ-emented, and
others, like those developed by Michigan, are inple-
nented but reLatively unknown.

With the devel-opnent of the digital GMR-type
profilo¡neter, processing of road profile data can be
performed as the road profile is being measured, or
afÈerwards, by retrieving data stored on digitãt
magnetic tape. several computer prÕgrams for this
purpose have been implemented on the West Virginia
digital- profilorûêtêr by the K.J. Law Company, manu-
facturer of that system. Ti.¿o of the programs in-
volve the simulation of low-speed inspection devices
(BPR roughoneter and moving straight edge) to pro-
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duce the output of these devices without the devices
being used. In thís approach, road profile can bê
measured at safe nor¡nal traffic speed and the output
of the slow-speed inspection device cornputed as re-
quired. This approach also allows the retirement of
oId, diffÍcuIt-to-maintain ínspection equipment
without losing continuity with historic inspection
procedures. A third computer program involves the
simulation of the Mays meter on response-type device
calibration. Thê l{ays neter rnodel used in the simu-
lation was developed in the NCHRP project (l-7) and
is the first implenentation of the calibratiãn pro-
cedure recommended in thÍs project. A fourth pro-
gram implemented for vtest Virginia involves a bitu-
¡ninous fill program developed by Michigan. In this
program, the measured road profile is input to a
simul-ation of a bituminous paving machine. The out-
puts of the program are a graphical representation
of the repaved surface and the amount of material
required to perforin the repaving.

On the other hand, the data of response-type mea-
surement systens cannot be reduced to the absolute
roughness profile. Nevertheless, these systems, if
properly tuned and calibrated, are useful for sur-
veying a highway syste¡n at relatively low cost and
with a minimum of data processing. The profiling
method couLd obviously replace response-type mea-
surements but, untiL the cost of procurement and
operation of the two becomes competÍtive, response-
type neasurements will be used for the buÌk of road
survey operations.

Tr.ro roughness analysis methods used in Europe
have been reported by the permanent Association of
Road Congresses (24). One of the methods, which is
now traditionally used in Europe, is the determina-
tion of the spectral density of the variations in
amplitude l-evel. This methodr which is very ac-
curate and carried out by neans of a specialízed
analog computer, is effective for research. The
minimum length of a section studied with this method
is about 3 km.

The other nethod is the analysis of the average
variance of differences in 1evel from the mean clas-
sified for varíous bands of wavefength. By breaking
down the whoLe scale of the results obtaíned into f0
bands of r^'avelength of increasing geometry, a scal-e
of values has been set up Èhat aIIows simple compar-
ison of results of measurements carried out on vari-
ous roads. This more primitive but more directly
accessíb1e method is well adapted to systematic mea-
surements. The lengths of the sections studied need
to be at l-east 200 n.

STANDARDIZATION OF ROAD ROUGHNESS MEASUREMENTS

Road roughness measurements have been used for many
years in construction control and, with the intro-
ductíon of the roadmeters, surveys for pSI ratings
have become widespread. Standardization of the
various measurement methods woul-d be helpfuì- to all
current users and particularly to potentiaL users
who nust se]-ect equipment and train operators.

The committee on traveled surface characteristics
of the Anerican Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) has recently organized a third subgroup on
roughness. The group is now made up of three sub-
committees: (a) on methods for measuring profile
and roughness, (b) on measurement and control of
roughness in construction and rehabilitation of
pavenents, and (c) on methodology for analyzing
pavement roughness. The groups' principal assign_
ment is to standardize the accepted and widely used
measurement rnethods and to serve äs a forum for the
exchange of infornation. Candidate measurement
methods for standardizatÍon include the high-speed
profil-ing devices and the associated data processing
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methods, the roadrneters, pSI calculations, and the
various devíces used specifically in construction
control.

FUTURE OF ROAD ROUGHNESS MEASURE¡,IENTS

Fron the above discussion, it is apparent that both
measurement methods, profiling and response_type,
are useful in meeting the needs of highway depart_
rnents. The profiling method provides detaÍIed
information on the roughness profile, which may be
needed for research or experimental projects. This
roughness profile can be processed in various ways
and can be used in principle to predict the output
of any response-type measurement system if its me-
chanical properties are known. This capability is
used by several states to calibrate response-Èype
measurement systems.
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Abridgment

M. SAYERS AND T.D. GILLESPIE

Road meter systems that measure vehicle response to pavement roughness
have limited accuracy, but more importantly, cdnnot be cal¡brated val¡dly
for use on all types of roads without access to a General Motors Reseàrch
Labûratory-type prof¡lometer, Even with good pract¡ce on the part of the
users that el¡m¡nates the obvious effects of varied tire pressure. cargo weight,
faulty components, and the like, I¡m¡tations inherent to the road meter sys-
tem rema¡n. These l¡m¡tat¡ons are due to the unique dynam¡c propert¡es of
each vehicle, the nonlinearities ¡nherent to the veh¡cles and road meter ¡n-
struments, and nonuniform¡ties of the tire and wheel assembl¡es. This paper
explores various ¡mprovements to road meters that w¡ll reduce fhe required
calibration effort. The ma¡Ðr source of nonl¡near¡t¡es in the vehicle-road
meter systems are due to the road meter ¡nstruments and can be el¡minated
by the use of an equivalent electron¡c meter based on a linear transducer.
With linear meters, it becomes poss¡ble to measure and correct for vehicle
mot¡ons câused by tire and wheel nonuniformit¡es, Th¡s can be done in the
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laboratory on a smooth drum roller or by special processing of on.road
measurements keyed to wheel rotat¡on as detected by an inductive pickup.
However, even then. reference road-type surfaces are still required for
cal¡brât¡on to scale the veh¡cle dynamic response. Only by the add¡t¡on of
ac@lerometers ¡s ¡t poss¡ble tü compensate for vehicle dynamic response
by simpler means of cal¡bration. With th¡s level of instrumentation, the
road prof¡le can be roughly determ¡ned and the road meter system has be-
come a crude profilometer.

Road meter systems have become increasingly popular
for quantifying pavement serviceability due to their
re.Iatively low cost and sirnple operation. These
systens consist of a conventional autonobile or
special trailer, together with a road meter lsuch as

Overview of Road Meter Operation in
Measuring Pavement Roughness, with

ImprovementsSuggested
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Figure 1. Typ¡cal installat¡on of road meter in vehicle.
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Figure 2. Relation between the road meter measurement and the axle-body
movement of vehicle.
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a Mays meter or portland Cement Associatj.on (pCA)-
Wisconsin meterl that measures motion of a solid
axle relative to the vehicle body. Figure I shows
the essential layout of a typical road meter system.
Traversing a road, these motions detected by the
road meter constitute the response of the vehicle to
road roughnessi thus, road meter systems are often
called by the more technícal name of response-type
road-roughness-neasuring systems. Ideally, the road
meter instrument accumul-ãtes the movement of the
axle relative to the body, as shown in Figure 2.
The tÕtal accumulated movement, normalized by the
length of the pavement (or more properly, by the
time duration of the measurement), is then used as
the roughness numeríc.

This approach to measurement of road roughness ís
prone to many sources of variability, such that
frequent calibration is needed to maintain accept-
able accuracy. Due to shortcomings in the available
calibration methods, the National Cooperatíve High-
way Research Program (NCHRP) has sponsored a re-
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search project (1) to exa¡nine t,he problens in the
calibration and use of road meter systems. The
findings of that research indicate that vaLid caLi-
bration methods fÕr existing systems are necessarily
and unavoidably tirne consuming. This paper draws on
these findings as a start in addressing the ques-
tion: Can road-meter-type systems be improved to
provide better accuracy and require less calibration
effort? The atternate approach for ¡neasuring road
roughness is with a General MoÈors Research Labora-
tory (CUn¡-¡"n. profiloneter, which offers greater
precision and flexibilíty, together with much ¡nore
modest calibration require¡nents. But the high
initial cost of the profilometer puts it beyond the
reach of nost highway agencies. In this paper, the
GMR profilometer represents a standard of perfor-
mance that the suggested improvements in road meter
design seek to reach.

PROBLEMS IN CÀLIBRATING ROAD METER SYSTEMS

Any calibration method for road meter systens must
neet the simple criterion that two systens, properly
but separately calibrated, be able to produce nearly
identical roughness measurements for any section of
road. If this is the case, the cal-ibration is valid.

The first problem in calibrating road meter
systems has been the lack of a well-defined rough-
ness numeric that could be used as a reference for
the calibrated roughness scale. The present ser-
viceability rating (pSR), devetoped by the American
AssociatÍon of State Highway Officials (AASHO) (2),
requires a panel of judges ho subjectively rate fhe
pavement section. pSR is thus an imprecise and
inconvenient calibration reference. As a part of
NCHRP project 1-l-8 (1), a reference roughness sta-
tistic was developed for the purpose of calibrating
road rneÈer systems. By its exact nature, it re-
quires a profilometer to determine its value for
existing road sections. But, even r,rith the capa-
bility of assigning objective reference roughness
va.l-ues to surfaces, calibration of road meter sys-
tems is conplicated by four categories of charac-
teristics inherent in passenger cars, trailers, and
road meters. These characteristics, outlined be1ow,
cannot be eIi¡ninated from existing systems by even
the nost diligent efforts in terms of maintenance
and proper use of the equipment and so must be dealt
with by the calibration process.

Vehicles That Have Unique Dynamic properties

The overall dynarnic properties of a vehicle are
determined by the weight, compliance, and damping
properties of its individual components. The prop-
erties díffer from vehicle to vehicle and over the
l-ife of a vehicfe. The properties of one vehicle
can aLso change wÍth environmentaf conditions; for
example, damping provided by shock absorbers nearly
always increases at colder temperatures. Since
every vehicle has unique response properties, no thro
vehicles can be used to measure exactly the same
qual-ity of roughness. Tailoring of the dynamic
properties of vehicles to match the reference is
beyond the scope of available technology. vehicle
sensitívity to unique features in a roughness spec-
trun can be reduced by installing very stiff shock
absorbers, and this practíce is reco¡nmended as means
for improvement (1).

But, overall-, one must recognize that differences
exist among vehicles and adjust roughness measure-
ments obtained from a particular road meter system
with empirical regression equations obtained in a
calibration. Because pavements each have a unique
roughness spectrum, a road meter system can overre-
spond to one road section (relative to a reference
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F¡gure 3, Effect of hysteresis in road metet on the measured roughnes
statistic.
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Figure 4. Effects of t¡re and wheel nonuniformity on the actual road meter
measufement.
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vehicle) and underrespond to another. This produces
a random error and, to prevent bias in the regres-
sion equation, a nutnber of pavements nust be used to
provide the data base for the regression.

Vehicles Are Not Linear

Vehicles contain many components that have friction
or free play between them and are danped mainly by
shock absorbers that are tuned by the manufacturer
to provide a good ride over all operating conditions
by giving them complicated nonlinear properties.
Thus, if the roughness spectra of two surfaces
differ by a factor of two, the corresponding vehicle
motions will generally change by a different fac-
tor. Another characteristic of nonl-inear systems is
that the response at one frequency is dependent on
the excitation at other frequencies. Thus, calibra-

3l-

tion must involve broad-spectrum roughness typical
of real roads. Al-so, the best regression equation
may not be a straight line that passes through zero,
so the calíbration must include at least tvro differ_
ent levels of road roughness.

Road Meters Are Not Linear

Although road neters are intended to transduce and
accumulate axle-body rnotÍon, as shown in Figure 2,
they do so by employing a number of discrete
svritches that are only capable of detecting position
within a certain interval. As a result, they quan-
tÍze Èhe ax.J-e-body position and create random error
and compromise meter repeatability when the road is
so smooth that the size of the axle-body motion is
close to the quantization interval.

A more serious problen with modern road meters is
that there are gaps between the switches, so that
when the axle-body position moves from one switch to
another, the response is not immediate. If the
¡notion should reverse Ín this 9ap, a count is lost.
This effect (called hysteresis) results in a rough-
ness neasurement that is lower than the true value.
UntiÌ this time, hysteresis has not been recognized
as irnportant to performance and hence is variable
among and within modeLs of commercial road meters.
Figure 3 demonstrates the effects of hysteresis by
comparison of measurements taken simultaneously with
two road meters install-ed in a single passenger
car. Note that regression equations between the
true roughness values (obtained with a Linear trans-
ducer) and the measured values do not pass through
zero and that the loss due to hysteresis is faír1y
constant for aII roughness levels. In addition to
this constant effect, random error also increases
with the hysteresis in the road neter. fn practice,
the hysteresis nonlinearity in many commercial
meters is so ì-arge that the vehicle nonlinearities
are trivial by comparison.

Tires and Wheels Are Not Round

A road meter system not only responds to pavement
roughness but aLso to other disturbances, most
notably those caused by nonuniformities in the
rotating tire and wheel assembLies. whether the
nonuniformity is caused by inbalance, runout (dinen-
sional out-of-roundness), variation in radial stiff-
ness, or all three, it is manifest as a periodic
forcing at the rotation frequency of the wheel-
(approximatèIy 10 Hz at 50 ¡nph). Although the
forcing does change with speed, at one particular
speed it always has the same amplitude. Hence, its
effect on the roughness neasurement is nore notice_
abl-e on smooth roads. Figure 4 shor,¡s this effect
for different l-evels of wheel runout amplitude.
Tire and wheel nonuniformities can be reduced, but aperfectl-y unifor¡n âssenbly is inpossible to obtain
and roughness measurements on smooth roads wiII
always be biased, as shown ín the figure.

In practice, the ríghtand left-hand wheels will
always have slightly different circunferences; as aresul-t, the phasing between them will slow1y change.
When the nonuniformities from èach side are inphase, the axle receives maxímum excitation. And
when they are completely out of phase, they cancel
and provoke a rninimum response. The distance needed
for the phasing to cycl_è from in-phase to out-of-
phase to in-phase again can be more than a mile.
Accordingly, ¡neasurements on snooth roads may bê
subject to a slowJ-y changing error that is consis-
tent only over long distances. Measurements for
sections shorter than one mile should be obtained by
averaging the results of several runs together to
reduce the random error from this source.
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Figure 5. Examples of road meter cal¡brations.
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Cal-ibration of Existing Road Meter Systems

Thj.s outline of the quirks and complicated behavior
of existing road meter systems shoulcl make clear
that a valid cal-ibratíon is no snall bask. Each of
the four categories discussed above must be ad-
dressed by the calibration process if on-road mea-
surenents fro¡n different systems are to be converted
to a comnon roughness scaIe. I\'ro aPproaches are
possible and are il-l,ustrated in Figure 5.

First, regression equations can be calculated by
running the road meter system over a nu¡nber of
roads, together with a Gl"lR-type profilometer
equipped to provide the reference roughness mea-
sures. Vehicle dynamics, nonlinearities, and tire
and wheel nonuniforrnities will all- be included and
taken into account by the regression relationship
that acts as the calibration curve (see Figure 5a).
Since tire and wheel nonunifornities provoke a
speed-dependent response, different regressions
should be made for each neasurement speed used in
normal practice. And since vehicl-e properties
change with time, temperature, and other variables,
cal-ibrations must be conducted frequently. Due to
the uniqueness of any one road section, 10 or more
sections should be included for each regression to
avoid biasing the calibration. This method has been
demonstrated to be effective; however, it is time-
consuming and requires access to a profilometer,
which is both rare and expensive.

A second approach, which eliminãtes the need for
a profilometer, is to perform the calibration with
surfaces that have known roughness properties. This
can be done with hydraulic shakers, by responding to
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tape-recordeil reference profile signals, or by
fabricating arÈificial surfaces that have roughness
properties typical of real roads. (However, a
surface that has a roughness spectrum unusual for
real roads cannot provide a cafibration that is
valid for on-road measurenents. ) Artificial sur-
faces were designed as part of the NCHRP project
I-18 t.o be traversed at l-5 mph and to provide exei-
tation typical of rough, bituminous roads that are
traversed at 50 mph. The roughness value associated
with the surface is defined by its profil-ei hence,
the precision of the calibration ís limited by the
precision of the surface profile. By reducing the
calibration speed, the task of minimizing background
roughness fro¡n the underÌying surface and fro¡n
fabrication imprecision is reduced. The surfaces
were designed to be average to the extent that they
had no peculiaríties that were significant enough to
bias the calibration.

The main problem with a reduced-speed type of
surface or a hydraulic shaker is that forcing due to
the tire and wheel nonuniformities is not replicated
because the wheels are not rotating at the proper
rate. As Figure 5b illustrates, the resulting
calibration is reasonably accurate for moderate and
rough pavenents (assuming tíre and wheel nonunifor-
nities are small due to good maintenance practice),
but not for smooth pavêments. If the magnitude of
the tire and wheel nonuniformities were known, the
calibration curve could be modified analytically, as
shown in Figures 4 and 5b; hoi{ever, it is impossible
to establish this magnitude with existing meters.

POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS IN ROAD METER DESIGN

After a review of the operation and calibration of
road meter systems as they now exist, hardware
changes that could improve accuracy or ease the task
of calibration can now be considered. Table 1
J-ists, for a number of instrumentation types, the
mini¡num calibration that would be required to cor-
rect for each of the four categories of road neter
and vehicle performance characteristics Lhat act
together to require such a lengthy calibration
process.

Note that, for the basic Mays meteror PCA meter-
based systen, the tire and wheel- nonuniformity
problem puts the tightest constraints on possible
calibration methods, as only a regressJ.on with a
profilometer is valid. But, if the user of such a
system is not interested in rating smooth pavements,
the effects of tire and wheel nonuniformities are
not as important, and then the major constraints are
inposed by the nonlinearitíes in the system.

Linear Transducer

civen that the main nonlinearities in a road meter
system are contributed by the meter, Èhe obvíous
first step in hardware improvement is their elimina-
tion. The most sirnple device that would acconplish
this is based on a vel-ocity transducer mounted
exactly 1íke a road meter transducer between the
axle and body of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 6.
The output voltage, after it has been rectified and
integrated eÌectronically, is proportional to the
accumulated axle-body alisplacement that exÍsting
road meters try to measure. This type of road ¡neter
eIi¡ninates hysteresis and quantization effects on
roughness measurements, requires fewer parts than
exÍsting meters, and, if mass produced, could be
¡nuch less expensive. Building such a ¡neter from
scratch today costs about $200 in parts, including
power suppl-y, transducer, electronics, and display.

Perhaps a more significant advantage of a linear
transducer over a conventional road meter is that
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Table 1. Minimum calibration efforts required to correct for performance va¡iables.
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Pe¡formance Variables

Type of
Instrumentation

Individual Vehicle
Vehicle Dynamics Nonlinearities

Meter
Nonlinearities

Tire and Wheel
Nonuniformities

Mays meter, PCA metera

Linear transducer
Linear transducer, inductive rotation pickup

Two accelerometers
Two accelerometers, inductive rotation pickup

Accelerometer, noncontacting probe

Artificial surfaceb Two artificial surfacesb

Artificial surfaceb Two artificial surfacesb
A¡tificial surfaceb Two artificial surfacesb

One special surfacec One special surfacec
One special surfacec One special surfacec

None None

Regression equations from real
¡oads and profilometer

Smooth drum rollers
Single road test, spectrum

analyzel ú computet
Smooth drum rollers
Single road test, spectrum

aralyzer or computer
None

Two artificial surfacesb

None
None ,

None
None

None

a Ex ¡sting.
bsurface must repticate roughness spectrum of average road. It cannot have any peculiarities, typical of individual sectio¡s of road, that would bias the calibration.csurfâce can have any profile, as long as it is knoM.

Figure 6. Linear road meter system, TLECTRON I CS

AND OUTPUT

TRANSDUCER

tire and wheel- nonuniformitÍes can be quantified and
used to adjust a cal-ibration curve found with two
reference surfaces. All that is needed is the
apparent roughness due onl"y to the i{heels on a
perfectly smooth road, as indicated in Figure 7.
The most direct method is to place the rear wheels
of the vehicle on a smooth drurn roller, run the
vehicle at speed, and observe the measured rough-
ness, as shown in Figure 8. (Thís approach will not
work with existing road meters because they witl not
respond to smal-l- ampÌitude, high-frequency vibra-
tions unl,ess they are simultaneously subjected to
larger anplitude vibrations caused by pâve¡nent
roughness. )

A second method for deternining the role of tire
and wheel- nonuniformities involves mounting an
inductive sensor on a wheel to produce an el,ectric
pulse with each revoLution. This set-up is iÌIus-
trated in fígure 9. The record of pulses, together
with the Linear transducer signal, can be used to
quantify the effect of the tire and wheel nonunifor-
mities, even if the vehicle speed and the tire
phasing change slowly throughout the test. The two
records are used to compute the coherence function
between the axle-body motion and the average rota-
tion rate of the wheel_s. The coherence function
tel-Is hoi,i much of the output is correlated with the
wheel rotation and allows the operator to place a
precise number on the apparent roughness provoked by
the tire and wheel- nonunifornity. Note that the
inductive sensor and spectrum analyzer are only
required for calibration and not for full-time use.
Hence, an agency that has a fleet of road metej:
systems could obtain a singl_e sensor-spectrum ana-

Figure 7. Calibration of
linear road meter system.

SMOOTH

MEASUREMENT

Figure 8. Use of smooth drum roller and linear transducer measured to
establish the roughness induced by t¡re and wheel nonuniformities.

lyzer package that would be circul-ated among the
differenÈ vehicles.

Conceptually, this approach of discerning the
apparent roughness induced by tire and whèel nonuni-
for¡nities is superior to the drurn roller approach,
due to the nonlinearity of the vehicle suspension.
The amount of amplífication in the vehicle can be

REFEREN CE

SURFACES

E LECTRON I CS
AND OUTPUT
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Figure 9. Use of rotat¡on sensor, l¡near traruducer, and spectrum analyzer to
determine the measured roughness ¡nduced by t¡re and wheel nonuniformities
while traversing normal pavement.

ROTATI ON

SENSOR

Figure 10. Example of crude profilometer w¡th quarter-car simulation, based
on two l¡near transducers.

ELECTRONICS AND
DISPLAY

different on a drum roller than on the road.

Tvo AccêÌêr Èers

Even at this point the unigue vehicle dynamic prop-
erties are still present to influence the neasure-
ment obtained, which ¡nandates calibration on known
road-type surfaces. These effêcts can be eliminated
by the addition of an accelerometer vrith the linear
transducer, or alternately, sinply two acceler-
ometers, as shown in Figure 10.

The vertical acceleration of the body, immedi-
ately above the rear ax1e, can be written as

a + (l/M.) (suspension force) + (1/M,) (other forces) = Q (t)

where 2s is the acceleration and Ms is the
sprung mass, The suspensíon force consists of a1l
forces fron springs, sway bars, shock absorbers, and
friction. Virtually a11 of the nonlinearities are
contained in the suspension force, and in addition,
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¡nost of the time-varying cornponents that canno! be
¡naintained (mainly damping characteristics) are also
included. The other forces term includes effects
due to the front-ax1e excitation and to wind. The
vertical acceleration of the rear axl-e, neglecting
tire and wheel nonuniformities, is

z" - (1/M") (suspension force) + (Kr/Mu) Qu - z) = g

where

zu = vertical- axle position,
z = average (of the two wheel locations) pavement

el-evation,
äu = axle acceleration,
Iqu = unsprung mass, and
Kt = tire spring rate (sum of both wheels).

If we neglect the other forces tern, Equation I can
be solved for the suspension force term and conbined
with Equation 2 to yield

z = zu + (Mu/K1) (;;) + (M./Kr) (i;) (3)

Since zu can be found by doubly integrating åu,
Equation 3 shows that tr,ro accel-erometer signals
(2s and äu) and two coefficients (MulKT and
M=./KT) can ideally renove all vehicte dynamics
and leave the profíIe. The profile would then be
input to the reference quarter-car simulation with
well-known response properties (that will noÈ change
with time) to obtain the conventional roughness
measurement. Note that this scheme aLso eliminates
the nonlinearities in the suspension so that the
final- measurement is 1Ínearly related to roughness.

The basic Linitations on the accuracy of the
profilometer are inposed by (a) the presence of
other forces in Equation 1, (b) the accuracy r,¡ith
whích the tlro coefficients Mu/Kt and Ms/Kf
can be determined, and (c) the time stabílity of the
two coefficÍents. Since this type of system has not
been built and tested, the importance of these three
factors can only be estinated. Tests on a roaal
sirnulator with four hydraulic shakêrs, together v¿ith
computer studies, have indicated that the oÈher
forces are indeed small (1).

Determination of the tv¡o coefficients is, in
fact, the calibration of this system. The two
coefficients can be found by running the vehicle
over any known profile (which need not have the
roughness spectrum of a typical road) at several
speeds. Sinusoidal bumps or eccentric drun ro1lers,
run at two speeds, would provide the most straight-
forward determínation of the coefficient values, but
there are no theoretical problems with using rnore
convenient shapes, such as a plywood sheet laíd on a
smooth surface.

variations in the coefficients with tine can be
minimized by maintaining a steady l-oad condition
(M"), which requires that the level of gasoline be
kept within fairly close limits and a constant hot
air pressure be maintained in the tires (KT). If
necessary, a separate empirical- curve could be used
to relate the Ms,/K1 coefficient with gasoline
leve1 and cargo weight. KT might change as the
tires wear and age; 5f so, the coefficients would
have to be reestabl-ished periodicaLly.

S ince the response properties that vary with
temperature, hunidity, and so on are elirninated
(along with the individual clynamic properties),
calibration of this system, of the sane kind needed
with the others, is not needed. As Figure 11 shows,
the relation beth'een the corrected and uncorrected
neasurements is due solely to tire and wheel- nonuni-
formities. As before, their effect can be compen-

a)
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Figure 1 1. Calibration of crude prof¡lometer,

Figure 12. Noncontast¡ng prof¡lometer with quarteÌ-ca¡ simulation.

ELECTRONICS
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SOU RCE

sated by using a drum roll-er set-up or
pick-up ¡nethod.

Accelerometer and Noncontacting probe

The fínal l-evel of sophist.ication
achieved consists of an acceleroneter

35

a noncontacting probe that operates as sholrn in
Figure 12. This system should be recognized as a
Gù4R-type profiloneter, although the actual instru-
mentation package would more resemble today's road
meters. Note that the trimnings available on most
profilometers are l-acking. The system simply mea-
sures the body-to-ground distance with the probe,
along with the body acceleration. After the accel-
eration is integrated twice, the two signals are
added, which yielcls the profile, which is then input
to a quarter-car simulation that provides the well-
defined reference roughness statistic. No computers
or tape recorders are needed. The cal-ibration task
is límited to the following:

l. Calibration of the probe¡
2. Calibration of the acceleroneter, and
3. Occasional checking of the el-ectronic proces-

sor .

As Table J. shows, all of the problens with existing
road meter systems are eliminated.

SIJMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The 1ow cost and simplicity that nake road meter
systems so popular are offset by limited accuracy
and the need for a difficult calibration, as demon-
strated in the NCHRP l--I8 project (I). !{eans for
overcoming these linitations by the addition of more
cornplex and sophisticated instrumentation have been
explored in this paper. At the level- of instrumen-
tation needed to aIlow calibration on something
other than a known, random road surface, the systen
has actualJ-y beco¡ne a simple profiloneter. Thus,
the developrnent of improved road meter systens wiII
lead to the development of sitnplified, low-cost road
prof ilometer systerns.
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the inches per m¡le statist¡c that is commonly calculated, the ARV is shown to
be valid for comparing pavements that are measured (and usedl at d¡fferent
speeds. At the same t¡me, the ARV concept provides a logical basis on which
to establish calibration for roadmeter systems, ln the absence of a universal
calibration, the measuÌements obtained from different systems cannot be com-
pared except in the special case where empir¡cal correlat¡ons have been estab-
lished. Accordingly, an absolute roughness scale is specified based on a refer-
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Better Method for Measuring Pavement

Roughness with Road Meters
M. SAYERS AND T,D. GILLESPIE

Recent research on methods for calibrating road roughness measur¡ng sys.
tems has shed new light on improving the use of tñe currently popular Mays
ând Portland Cement Associat¡on (PCA) roadmeters. The measurement pro.
vided by these meters (accrued displacement between the rear axle and vehicle
body) is discussed and shown to relate best to pavement serviceability when
normal¡zed by the t¡me durat¡on of the test, lhus yielding a simple statistic
called the average rectified velocity (ARV) of the axle-body morion, Unl¡ke
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ence ARV (RARV) statistic determined from a quarter-car s¡mulat¡on. RARV
constitutes an ab6olute roughness stat¡stic, rigorously def¡ned at a given test
speed, whose val¡d¡ty as a calibration reference has been established from field.
test exper¡ence with in-use roadmeter systems. An apprec¡at¡on for the ARV
¡s important to h¡ghway engineers because the concept provides the link in un.
derstanding between current roughness measurement practice and service-
abil¡ty of roads as seen by the public at normal traff¡c speeds.

National Cooperative Highway Research program
(NCHRP) Report 228 (I) has provided an opportunity
to take an objective look at the road roughness mea-
surenent process with roadmeter systems. In so
doing, it has become evident that their ultimate
purpose--to assess pavement serviceability--is ham_
pered by the choice of the measured statistic in
conmon use. Specifically, the practice of normaliz_
ing inches of roadmeter roughness by the distance
traveled (inches per nite statistic) is not appro-
priate to such systens because it inplies that the
statistic is a measure of the actual pavement prop-
erties, rather than the measure of vehicle response
that it is. Further, the inches per nile statistic
íncorporates a speed dependence that confounds its
relation to serviceabiJ-ity on roads that have dif-
ferent prevailing traffic speeds and conplicates the
calibration of these systems.

Roadmeter systems are subject to many other prob-
Iens related to day-to-day reJ-iability and calibra-
tion procedures, which are nore visible to the user
than the aforesaid lirnitations. Thus, it is no
surprise that they woul_d remain mostly unknown prior
to a research effort that has the scope of the NCHRP
project. But, once the performance and operation of
roadmeter systems are well understood, we see that
these systems are best used to ¡neasure the average
rectified velocity (ARV) of the axle motion relative
to the body.

ARV is obtained sinpty by nornalizing the road-
meter roughness count by the time duration of thê
test. This statistic, which hãs units of length per
time (e.9., inches per second), has a more direct
relation to the dynamic response of vehicles to road
roughness. Hence, it has more utility as a rough-
ness neasure related to serviceability. SimilarIy,
it provides a more direct basis for calibrating
roadmeter systems Èo a comparable roughness scale.

This paper reviews the concept of pavement ser-
viceability and il-lustrates the differences between
ÀRV and the inches per mile statistic as a measure
of serviceability. A calibration reference for ARV
neasures is al-so presented.

PAVEMENT SERVICEABILITY

A prirnary result of the American Association of
Statê Highrray Officials (AASHO) road test h'as the
development of the serviceability concept for evalu-
ating the condiLion of the pavement surface 12,).
The proper measure of pavement serviceability, de-
fined by AASHO, is an average of subjective opinions
provided by a panel of judges by using a present
serviceability rating (pSR) scale of 0-5, hrith a 5.0
being perfectly smooth and 0 being impassable. The
PSR numbers were correlated with various objective
measurements of pavement features through regression
equations so that the objective ¡neasurèments could
be used later to estimate pSR. The estimate of pSR
based on a measured pavenent ståtistic ís called
present serviceability index (pSI). pSI values also
vary from 0 to 5 and have the same physical inter-
pretation.

At the time of the AASHO study (l_955), the slope
variance (SV) produced by the AÀSHO profilometer
Ithe predecessor to the Carey, Huckins, Leathers,
and other engineers (CHLOE) profilometerl vrãs the
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objective measurement of roughness obtained on the
pavement test sections, although some sections were
also run r{rith a Bureau of public Roads (BpR) rough_
oneter. Each of these devices produces only a
single statistic, and thus the AASHO data cannot be
used to provide a detailed understanding of exactly
which road features influence pSR the nost, other
than the general concl_usion that pavement roughness
alnost completel-y determined the pSI (2,3). Another
finding from the AAsHo study was tÏat different
regression equations were needed to relate the ob-jective measures to pSR for different pavement
types. This Índicates that neither meãsure is truty
related to serviceability; for if this were the
case, a single regression equation would be valid
for al-I pavement types. Analyses of the CHLOE and
BPR roughometers have shown that they are sensitive
to roughness features that are absorbed by the tires
on a vehicle and have littl-e effect on ride. At the
same time, rigid pavements vrere found to have more
of this type of roughness, and hence the measures
are biased against rigid pavements (1).

The exacÈ relation between pave¡nent features and
PSR has never been established, but by just con-
sidering the interaction among pavement, vehicle,
and passenger we can be fairly certain that service-
ability is a measure of the ride experienced by the
users, as well as perceived wear and tear on the
vehicles. A pSR of 5.0 would mean that no vibra-
tions attributable to the road are detected by the
panel nenber, and a pSR of 0.0 would nean damage to
the vehicle. In this paper, we wiII proceed wj.th
the understanding that the exact nature of the pSR
scale is unknown, but that equal pSR ratings are
obtained for different pavements if both excite
equivålent vehicLe motions, in terms of both pas-
senger víbrations (ride) and suspension and wheel
notions (wear and tear). Thus, at a minimum, a
single serviceabitity ratíng is a function of (a)
pavement roughness features, (b) vehicle properties,
(c) the Índividuality of the person making the rat_
ing judgment, and (d) speed.

Although hhe first three points were wideJ.y ac_
cepted, the speed factor is sometimes ignored, al_
though virtually any section of pavernent has a rea_
sonable serviceabiì.ity if very low speeds are
rnaintained for reasons other than its roughness.
For example, a section of pavement in a congested
cíty area could have potholes, cracks, irregular
settlement, and still be fair (pSR = 2.5) for thepeople it services if other conditions (e.g.,
children, intersections, ând many driveways) re_
strict the speeds to less than 20 nph. yet, if
these other restricÈions were removed, the same
pavement night be inpassable (pSR = 0) for most
users at 45 mph, becäuse the vehicle would be
damaged by the roughness. Clearly, the serviceabil-
ity cannot be defined by a physical ¡neasure of the
pavement roughness alone, but also must take into
account the average speed of the traveling public.
This fact is not acknowJ-edged in the original AASHO
study, no doubt becausè the concern was in rating
highways at high speed. Therefore, the equations
provÍded for pSI do not include speed, and as a re_
sult, the validity of comparing pSI values for pave_
ments that are travel-ed at different speeds is un_
certain.

Although the above example might seem extreme,
the same argument applies for highways that have
close, but dissimil-ar, speed limits. A section of
highway used at 45 mph can be a little rougher (and
thus have a lower pSI as deter¡nined by the AASHO
equations) than a section used at 55 mph, even
though they both offer equival_ent ride quality and
thus equal serviceability.
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Figure 1. lllustrat¡on of ABD and accumulated ABD on road 1 at 50 mph.

Distance Traveled at 50 mph (l4i, )
0 .0ì .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 -07 .08

3

Time (Secs. )
(b)

RATING PAVEMENTS IN INCHES PER I\4ILE

The CHLOE profilometer and the BPR roughorneter are
seldom used routinely for ¡neasuring pavenent rough-
ness ânymore, nainly because they require 1ow
operating speeds that obstruct traffic and slow down
the ¡neasure¡nent process. Instead, the nost popular
type of system is that of a conventional passenger
car instrumented vrith a roadmeter. Most roadneters
in use are either Mays neters manufactured by Rain-
hart corporation (4) or Portland Cement Associatíon
(PCA) -Wisconsin meters (:) , also availabLe com¡ner-
cially from several ¡nanufacturers but sometimes
fabricated by their users. Both types of meters
transduce the rear-axle motion relãtive to the car
body. Consider first the measurement process' which
assumes that they transduce the motion perfectLy and
are perfect meters. In fact, they are not, and the
resulting effects on the measurement are atldressed
later.

The axle-body ¡notion is random, as illustrated in
Figure la for a typical record of axle-body distance
(ABD) versus time. Roadmeters are intended to ac-
cumulate this motion, as shown in Figure lb for the
sa¡ne record. When ABD is increasing, which is to
say it has a positive veJ-ocity, the two plots have
identícaI shapes. But when the ABD is decreasing
and has negâtive velocity, the accunulation on the
meter is an inverted duplicate of the ABD plot that
has a positivê velocity. Therefore, thê accumula-
tion on Èhê meter is a version of the ABD record
that has the velocity rectified (i.e., unchanged
when positive and inverted v¡hen negative).

[This figure and the fol]-owing figures v¡ere
generated on the computer for the convenience of
illustrating certain effects of using a quarter-car
simulation together with measured road profil-es and
a mathematical model of a ridemeter. The rnodels
were thoroughly vaLidated with field tests in the

Figure 2. lllustration of ABD and accumulated ABD on road 2 at 35 mph.

Distanc€ Traveled at 35 mph (¡fi.)
0 .01 .02 .03 .04 .0s

234
Time (Secs)

(a)
Distance 'Irðveled at 35 mph (ili. )

.02 .03 .04

'tine (Secs)
(b)

NCHRP project (I) such that the resul,ts shoe/n are
indeed representative. l

Common practice in the past has bêen to normalize
the total accu¡nulated motion obtained by dividing it
by the length of road section under test to obtain
an inches per mile statistic. The measure obtaíned
is supposedly an indication of verticaL deviation
per ¡nile of Length--a type of measurement that
closely identifies with the engineerrs notion of
roughness ín the roadway as seen by a vehicle. In
fact, the value accumulated on the meter at any time
is the product of the_ average rate of vehicle motion
and the length of time the meter has been running.
The rate of accurnulation ís directl-y related to the
ride vibration amplitude at any speed. The rate
normally increases wiÈh the speed, as does the level
of ride vibration. However, the travel time over a
given J.ength of pavement dirninishes with speed, so
that the ratio (as reflected Ín the inches per mile
statistic) varíes with speed both according to the
different level of ride vibration and t.o the dif-
ferent travel time. this behavior is illustrated
here by some exa¡nplesi a more rigorous treatnent is
presented elsêwhere (1).

In the first example, the vehicle speed is 50 mph
during the test illustrated in Figure I and thus, in
the 6 s shown, 0.083 mile was traveled. The accumu-
lated ABD is 4.5 Ín, which gives a roughness mea-
surement of 54 in/mile. Figure 2 shows similar tine
histories, for a different pavement section, with a
measurement speed of 35 mph. A comparison of Fig-
ures I and 2 reveals that both ABD plots are quali-
tatively similar and that the accumulated ABD in
Figure 2b is also 4.5 in after 6 s. From the user's
viewpoint, both pave¡nents wil-l cause the same wear
and tear to the vehicle and produce the same inten-
sity of vêhic1e vibration (ride), hence the service-
abílity of the pavements should be equivalent. But
at 35 mph,6 s is only 0.058 mile, and thus the 4.5
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Figure 3. lllustration of ABDandaccumulated ABDon road 2 at S0 mph.

Distance-lraveled at 50 mph {Mi.)
0 .0t .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08

(a)
Distance Traveìed at 50 moh (Mi.)
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these inch per second statístics that road 1, at 50mph, provides the same service to its users as road2 at 35 nph. The change in serviceability rdhen thespeed for road 2 is increased from 35 to 50 mph isequally clear from these numbers.
Division of the accumulated axle_body distance bya time interval results in an .r"aug. veLocity.

Since the roadmeter rectifies the axle_body motion,the statistic being caLculaÈed is the averâge recti_fied velocity (ARV) of the axle-body motion. Theconversion factor between ARV and inches per rnile isthe time needed to travel one mile ât Lhe testspeed. For 50 mph, this factor is 72 s/níIe when
ARV is given the units inches per second. Thus,data recorded in inches per mile can be easily con_verted to ARV, after which ,neasurements taken atdifferent speeds can be compared directly. Nocethat Èhe practice of converting the roughness mea_
surements to an equival-ent 50 mph test speed by mul_tiplying the inches per mile figure by- the ratioactual speed/S0 results in the ARV, which has theunits inches per 72 s. This measure is equallyvalid, but should be recognized for what it is__ÀRv
represented with unconventional units.

Because the basic rneasure produced by a roadmeter
depends on vehicle response, and is therefore speed
dependent, measuremênts must be taken at speeds typ_ical of the users of the pavement. Open highways
should be run at 50 mph (or even 55 mph), but otherroads should be run at nornal prevailing speeds.
Measurements made at other speeds (for exampl-e, 35
mph on an Interstate highvray) are not valid and can_not be converted to an equivalent measure at thecorrect speed without a tedious correlation exer_cise. Although all roads have qualitatively similar
roughness characteristics, any one section is unique
and no universal relation between roughness at dif_ferent speeds will accurately correct for speed onevery road (L).

EFFECTS OF ROADMETER TRANSDUCER FEÀTURES ON
MEASURED ROUGHNESS STATISTICS

Up until this point in the discussion, we have as_
sumed that the roadmeters arê capable of measuring
ABD perfectly and continuously. In fact, current
Mays and pCA neters employ transducers that havediscrete steps that can only identify thè ABD asbeing within a certain intervaf. the original eCA¡neter used switches l/g-in on_center, and the Maysmeter uses an optical pick-up that had l,/10_insteps. Al-though different versions of the road_
meters dêtect notion with different hardware setups,they all äct to quantize the ABÐ, as ill-ustrated in
Figure 4. For the Mays meter, each step (as in thefigure) corresponds to one incremental step in Èhe
advance of the serip chart; for the pCA meter, eachstep corresponds to a count in one of the reg_isters. lNote that the paper length produced by the
Mays meter must be rnultiptied by a scale factor of6.4 in/ln to relate paper dispJ-acement to ABD.SiniIarIy, the unweighted sum of pCA meter countsmust be nultiplied by the quantization interval(typically 1/8 inlcount). The practice of weightingthe PCA meter counts before summing them is not con_sidered in this paper. Although pCA meters can pro_
duce the same measurements as a Mays meter, and thus
ARV, the converse is not true and therefore the
simple accumulated ABD measure is seen to be of moreuniversal interest.l Note that although the quan_
tized version of the accunulated ABo piot is not atrue representation (see Figure Ib), the fractional
error in the resulting accumulated ABD is small ifthe measurenent time is long enough. A statistical
araJ-ysis, which êmployed random process theory,
showed quantization effects to be negligible fõr

.F3

=2E

Tine (Secs)

(b)

in of accunulated ABD result is 77 ín/mile. There_fore, judgment of roughness on the basis of theinches pêr mile statistic leads to the erroneous
conclusion that road 2, used at 35 mph, is worsethan road 1, used at 50 mph when, in fact, both
roads appear equivalent to the user public.

Not only do the inches per mile numerics distortthe underlying pavement serviceability, they do notrel-ate to fíxed physical features of [ne road as onemight suppose fror¡ the implied meaning of the sta_tistic. RegardLess of the final unit", the sta_tistic is still based on the response of the vehicleto the road at the measurement speed. ff the mea_suring speed on the second road (Figure 2) is in_creased to 50 mph, the ride is rougher, with ¡nore
ABD motíon, as shown in Figure 3. If the speedlimit is raised for this road section, so that 50mph would be representative of the typical userspeed, the road would provide less service becausethere nould be more wear and tear on the vehicle,along with a poorer ride. Ho!¿ever, because of thedecreased transit time, the accunulated ABD willdecrease to 3.? in, which results in a roughness of65 in/mile. Thus, this measure would ¡níslead thecasual observer into thinking that the road offersbetter service at 50 mph than at 35 mph.

BETTER STATISTIC FOR RATING PAVEMENTS

Clearly, the problem in conparing roadmeter accumu_lated ABD measurements taken at different speedsresults from the conversion of the measurement tothe inches per rnile statistic. A more useful sta_tistii is obtained by dividing each accumulated ABD
measurement by the time duration of the test. Byusing the same Èhree examples, the data from Figurã1 would yield a measurement of 0.75 in/s. The datain Figure 2 wouLd al.so give 0.75 !n/s, ând the datain Figure 3 woutd give 0.88 inls. It is clear frorn

I

T'ine (Secs)
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Figure 4. lllustrat¡on of accumulated ABD obtained by a meter w¡th
quant¡zat¡on.
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Time (secs)

(a)

Time (Secs )

(b)

reasonably long measurement times when the axle_body
motion is fairly large compared with the quantiza_
tion level (I). (The 6-s record length in the fig-
ures was sel_ected to clearly illustrate roadmeter
operation but is real]-y too short for accurate mea_
sures with commercial meters.) In general, if four
or more quantization intervals on a l{ays or pCA
meter are frequêntly activated in measurement, thequantization should not be a problem. But íf the
road is so smooth that onty a few intervals are
activated, a randon error witl be included in the
measure¡nent, depending on the equilibrium position
of the axle relatíve to the switching interval_s.

Commercial Mays and pCA meters also have hystere_
sis in the transducers. this is usually a result of
spaces bêtween the switches, as illustrated on the
side of Figure 5a. But hysteresis can also be
caused by free-play somewhere between the axle at_
tachment and the position sensor, as, for example,
with loose mountÍngs or worn bearings. Figure 5b
shows the accumulated ABD for tvro hysteresis levels
and also for a second axle-body equilibriurn position
for one of the levels. The figure ÍIlustrates that
(a) hysteresis acts to reduce the accurnulated ABDfrom its true value (shown in Figure la) and (b)
hysteresis, together with the guantization, intro_
duces a random error that depends on the equilibrium
ABD within the center switch interval. The prac_
tical importance of these two effects is apparent
from Figure 6, which compares ARV measurenents takên
sirnultaneously fron two commercial roadmeters that
were instålIed Ín the same vehicle. The figure
shows that the loss in measured ARV is more or less
constant and not proportional to the true ARV. Inaddítion, ¡nore scatter occurs wÍth the high_
hysteresis meter, which has a standard residual
error of 0.140, than for the lower-hysteresís rnetêr,
which has a standard residual error of 0.097. The
standard residual error used to compare these two
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Figure 5. lllustration of accumulated ABD obtained from mete6 w¡th d¡fferent
hysteresis levels and static posit¡ons.

=2Ê

É

lime (Secs )
(b)

measuring systems is the ratio of the range ofscatter to the range of measured values and definesthat portion of the standard deviation of one mea_
suremenf not accounted for in the correlation withthe second neasuremênt.

In practice, hysteretic 1osses cãn be compen_
sated, on the average, by calibraÈion by using re_gression equations. However, the increased scatter
cannot be reduced by any practice other than by re_
ducing the hysteresis. The calibration, though
imprecise, eliminates trends correctly if a 1arge
number of roads are incl-uded and a1l neasuremenÈs
are converte¿l to ARV. If the calibration is to be
used to relate measurements taken at different
spêeds, it is vital that al_I inches per nile mea-
surenents be converted Èo ARV. This is obvious fro¡nthe figure and preceding discussions because the
hysteretic effect is a constant loss of ARV and,therefore, corresponds to a different inches per
nile vaLue at each speed. Thus, a calibration ob_tained from inches per mile statistics measured ãtdifferent speeds wilI have even greãter scatter.
Figure 7 illustrates the scatter effect by showing
the same data used in Figure 6 plotted in inches per
mile units. The need for presenting calibration
curves in terms of ARV instead of the inches per
mil-e statistic is, of course, another argument forits use.

REFERENCE ARV MEASUREMENT

The most fundamental problem ín catibrating road_
neter systems has been the lack of a well-defined
absolute reference measure against which to cali_
brate. ARV (as well as inches per mile) is a mea_
sure of vehicle response at the selecÈed test speed,
so no singì.e objective measurenent of pavement
roughness can be expected to relate to roadmeter
statistics at arbitrary test speeds. Further, since

Quantization and Hysteresi

Hysteresis =.03"
(Different Static ¡leten

Hysteresjs = 0.10"
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Figure 6. Linear regressions of Mays and PCA meter measurements of ARV
aga¡nst true ARV when mounted in one vehicle,
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Figure 7. Linear regressions for Mays and PCA meter measurements of inches
per m¡le aga¡nst true inches per mile.
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individual vehicÌes and roads have unique proper-
ties, perfect agreement between any two systems,
even after calibration, is impossible. But clearly,
the reference measure should agree closely wíth the
neasures made with roadmeter systems. In essence, a
reference pavement roughness measure should:

1. Provide ã neasure that correl-ates highly with
PSR for al.l speed and pavenent conditions,

2. Provide a measure that correlates well with
existing roadmeter systems for all conditions, and

3. Be clearly defined to the extent that mèa-
surements taken anywhere, at any t.irne, have the sa¡ne
scale.

By and large, these objectives are rnet by use of
the ARV concept to describe pavement roughness as
measured by roadmeters and by defining a reference
against which to calibrate. A reference system is
presented in FÍgure I that is defíned by the dif-
ferential eguations and parameter values shown in
the figure. These equations can be nanipulated
analytically to provide a linear response function
or copied into a ¿ligital conputer simulation.
Alternatively, a physical system can be built that
treats the equations as the performance objectives.
The most practical physical system is an electronic
circuit that, when given a voltage proportional- to
pavenênt profile at the correct speed, provides an
output voltage proportional to the axle-body rno-
tion. Of course, the consequence is the need for an
instrument for profiling actual road sections, a
natural resul-t of defining a roughness rneasure so
precisely. In fact, the precision of a reference
ARV (RARV) neasurement is limited only by the pre-
cision of the profiJ,ometer. With existing General
Motors Research Laboratory (GMR)-type profilometers,
t.his results in errors of less than one pêrcent.

The adequacy of the RARV statistic defined in
Figure I has been established by experimental cor-
rel-ation with a number of roadmeter measurenent sys-

Figure 8. Reference pavement roughness measur¡ng system.
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tems (I). A roadmeter measuring system can be cali-
brated to the RARV roughness scalè by using regres-
sion equations to relate the true RARV value to the
ARV measurement over a selection of roads. The
resuJ-ting numeric is then designated the calibrated
ÀRV (CARV), which ideal-ty agrees closely with the
RARV value. However, a randon error Ís stilt
present, which reflects the uniqueness of each road-
meter system. Although temptation ís to report re-
sults in the fornat familiar to nost roadmeter users
(such as ín/72 s = inch,/mile at 50 mph), in fact
there is no universal inch per nile standard that
will yield the same meaning to all users. But on
the reference scale, the existing data show that, on
a fair road (RÀRV = 1.0 in,/s), the roadrneter systems
have a precision of about 10 percent, but on
smoother pavements, the relative error is ¡nuch
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greater and can be on the order of 50_100 percent.
On the other hand, roa¿l¡neter systems denonstrate
better accurâcy on rougher roads (5 percent andbetter) (1).

REPORTING ARV MEASUREMENTS

fn a11, three classes of ÀRV statistics have beenpresented. The first, ARV as obtained with a road-
meter, wiII include effects of meter hysteresis andindividual- vehicl-e response properties as \delI asthe pavement properties and measurernent speeds. Raw
ARV measurements from different systems do notquantify roughness on a connon scale, and any com_parisons betr.reen ARV measures from different systems
are not va1id. The second class is RARV, a wel_I_defined property of pavenent profiJ.e at a given
(simulated) neasuring speed. It requires a pro_
filometer, together with the vehicle simul-ation
shown in Figure B. fts precisíon is límited only bythe precision of the profilometeri errors less than
one percent (0.01 in/s) are easy to naintain r.¡ithcurrent profilorneters (l). The third class is the
CARV measurement that is obtained by using the re_gression relation between raw ARV values from agiven roadmeter system and the true RARV values.
CARV is the best estinate of R.ARV that can be madewith a particular roadmeter system.

CARV measures taken by different systems can be
compared directly because they are based on the same
RARV scale. Measures taken at different speeds arealso conparabte if they are taken at typical traffÍc
speeds. Because the ARV measure is dependent onspeed, roughness measurenent practice with road_
meters will be improved by subscripting measurements
with the test speed (e.g., CARV35 = 1.6 in,/s).

The validity of the RARV statistic for aJ.I typesof pavement has not yet been cornpletely esÈabtished
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in the fie1d, although the limited data gathered
during a correlation program show no bias for dif_ferent pavement types (l). Because the RARV sta_tistic is influencea Uy ttre same roughness featuresthat cause typícal ride and suspension motions,unlike the CHLOE profilorneter and BpR roughometer,there is no obvious reason to suppose that the RARVis biased by pavement type. ttence, it is suggestedas a single objective ¡neasure of pavement service_ability for all conditions until ã better mêasurecan be developed through further research to re.Latesubjective ratings to specific road roughness gual_ities.
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Road Roughness: Its Evaluation and Effect on
Riding Comfort and Pavement Life
A"A.A. MOLENAAR AND G.T. SWEERE

This paper describes the evaluatíon of road roughness and its influence on driv_
ing comfort and pavement deterioration. Dist¡nction is made between an inven-
tory and a diagnostic survey. The equipment used for both surveys is described,
They are a r¡demeter for the ¡nventory survey and a high-speed profilometer
for the d¡agnost¡c survey. Since the ride index, which is given by the ridemeteÌ,
is dependent on the measuring vehicle, relations are establ¡shed between the
ride index and fundamental indicators of road roughness as determined with
the high-speed profilometer. Based on measurements with the high-speed
prof¡lometer, the impact of road roughness on the structural deterioration of
lhe pavement and on the riding comfort ¡s calculated. Also, the ¡mpact of road
roughness on the safety of the road user is described. By using the results of
tftese calculations and the relat¡on that exists between ride index and funda_
rEntal ind¡catorr of road roughness, acceptance levels for the ride index were
establ¡shed, These acceptance levels can be used as a guide in the evaluation of
lhe results of the ¡nventory suruey.

In order to know whether pavement is still in a good
condition, the highway engineer should frequently
perform condition surveys. Those condition surveys
should consist of monitoring thê strength char_

acteristics (e.g., dêfl-ection, cracking, and rut_
ting), skid resistance, and roughness of pavements
(l). Since road roughness affects, to a large ex_tent, the dynamic loading of the pavemenÈ caused bythe tire, iÈ also affects the devetopment of thestructural deterioration of the pavement and thesafety of the road user. So road roughness should
be taken into account in evaluating the strength ofthe pavenent and thê safety of the road user (Figure
I). Because evaluãtion of a whole road network willresult in a mass of data, the survey should be donein two phases:

1. An inventory survey and
2. A diagnostic survey.

The invêntory survey can be done.by means of mea_
surements that are easy and cheap to use and can be
executed at high speed. To this group of measure_
ments one can count the Mays neter, the portland
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Figure 1, Relat¡on of pavement roughness
evaluat¡on to evaluat¡on of pavement
strength and safety.

Cement Association (pCA) ¡neter, the Delft University
ridèneter (which is used in this study), and even
the Bump Integrator [also called the U.S. Bureau of
PubIic Roads (BpR) roughometerl. Each of these is
easy to use and rather cheap to opêratei besides
that, the measurenents can be done in a short tj.me.
The disadvantage of this type of measurements is
that only an indication of road roughness is ob-
tained in terns of vehicle responsei so in fact it
is not the road profile that is measured by the in-
teraction between the road and the vehicle. The
diagnostic survey should be done by neans of nea-
surements that will give the exact profile of the
road. This road profile can be used as input for
aII kinds of calcuJ-ations, such as power spectrum
calcul-ations or sinulation of vehicle behavior.
Based on the resul-ts of this type of neasurement, we
can determine what kind of maintenance activity
should be applied in order to reduce pavement rough-
ness to an accêptable leveI.

For the diagnostic survey, use can be made of the
leve.l-ing methods for profile determination, which
are slow in operation. Sophisticated high-speed
profÍlometers such as the surface dynamics profi-
lometer, originally known as the General_ I\,Iotors pro-
fiJ"oneter, the ÀpL developed in France, and the
Delft University high-speed profilometer, which is
used in this study, are much more suited for this
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type of survey. By using one of these systems one
can get the exact road profile on which one can
execute all kinds of calculations, as for instance
simul-ation of the vehicle behavior. Disadvantages
of these systems are that they are complex and ex-
pensive and require an analog computer to interpret
the results.

Measurements with a high-speed profilometer
should be seen as diagnostic surveys. Although
these measurements can be executed at high speed,
specially trained personnel and complex and expen-
sive equipment are needed. Most highway authorities
are not in the position to have such equipnent.

fn order to knov¡ from the inventory survey
whether or not the pavement is in a satisfactory
condition, one should have an insiqht into the ex-
tent to which the resul_ts of these inventory mea-
surements wiì-I give information about more funda-
mental properties of road roughness, such as the
povrer spectrum and the slope variance of the road
profile, as deter¡nined by diagnostic survey
methods. In other words, relations between the in-
ventory ãnd diagnostic survey methods are needed.

Furthermore, the results of the diagnostic survey
should be translated into values that are rneaningful
to the road user and highr,¡ay engineer. The power
spectrum of the road profile needs to be translated
into, for instance, a present serviceability index
and a load safety factor. The latter should repre-
sent the damaging effect of a dynamic axle load in
conparison with the effect of a static axle load.
Once pavement roughness is translated into effects
on driving comfort, road user safeÈy, and pavement
deterioration, vre can set up acceptãnce levels for
the results of the inventory survey. An unaccept-
able l-evel of road roughness in the inventory survey
wil-L result in a diagnosÈic survey. The results of
the diagnostÍc survey should be taken into account
for the sel-ection of the proper maintenance strategy
to be applied. This process of the interactions be-
tween both survey nethods and planning of mainte-
nance r{orks is ill-ustrated in Figure 2. Although
the approach illustrated in Figure 2 seens attrac-
tive, in general only 1ittle r+ork Ís done to make
such a procedure operational. Therefore, a research
program was started at the Delft University to work
out the approach illustrated in Figure 2. The main
goal-s of this project werê as follows:

1. To study the effectiveness of the Delft Uni-
versity ridemeter for inventory roâd roughness sur-
veys;

2. To determine how the roughness of roads can
be translated in such a way that the results can be
used directly for the evaLuation of the structural
pavement deterioration, driving comfort, and road
user safety Ínfluenced by car-pavement interaction;
(Road profiles measured with the Delft University
high-speed profiloneter were used as input for this
study) .

3. To determine whether rel-ations exist betr,¡een
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Figure 3. Delft University ridemeter.

Horizontal and vertical according to International
Standardization Organization proposal

Bruël and Kjaer type 4332
Calibration value, 1 00 mV/g; input impedance,

1.5 MO; acceleration, t8 g (0.8 V)
1 - 2.5 - 6.25 for switch-position 3 - 2 - 1

1.4 x

Reset, 40 mA; operate, 40 - 60 mA
4 x DEAC -5/500 DK2; voltage-control by means
of a meter with zero suppÍession

Fully charged batteries, 8 - 10 h
Discharged batteries, l4 h
15 s

Ridemeter 157 x 107 x 170 mm,2050 g; extemal
accele¡ometer including preamplifier, 31 x 3l
x 80 mm, 130 g

About 5350O
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defl-ection and amount of visible cracking, varied
from excelLent to marginal. Some sections neede¿l an
overlay very much. The qual-ity of the subgrade, ex-
pressed in its dynamic modulus of elasticity as
deternined by neans of deflection measurements,
varied from 50 t'1N/m2 to 250 MN/m2. In other
words, both weak and strong subgrades were con-
sidered.

The ridemeter ¡neasurements were perforrned by two
men, one driving and one writing down the rídemeter
values. The hÍgh-speed profilometer neasurements
h¡ere also performed by tr,¡o men, one driving and one
operating the equiprnent. Note, however, that, wÍth
so¡ne small modifications, both measurenents can be
performed by one person,

Delft University Ridemeter

The ridemeter (Figure 3) developed by the Vehicle
Research Laboratory of the Delft University is a
compact, light-weight ínstrumenÈ for evaluatÍng the
riding cornfort of vehicles as far as mechanícal
vibrations are concerned. The vibrations may be
measured at various locations within a moving ve-
hicJ-e, such as the floor or the seat. The ridemeter
evaluates comforÈ based on the comfort criteria pro-
posed by the fnternational Organization for Stan-
dardizatíon (ISO). Accordingly, the ridemeter is
comprised of two weighting networks (filters) based
on the ISO proposal: one for horizontal and the
other for verticaL vibrations (Figure 4).

Accelerations are nornally measured by a standard
built-in accel-erometer. If desired, an external op-
tional transducer can be used. The acceLerometer
output is weighted by the appropriate network de-
pending on the measuring direction. Subsequently,
the average root-mean-square value of the signal is
determined over a period of 15 s. This value, which
rnay be termed as ride index, is dispJ.ayed on the
counter of the ridemeter. A relatively high value
of the ride index índicates poor comfort and vice
versa.

The sensitivity direction is marked by an arrow
on the front-panel. ¡.,teasurements in the desired
dÍrection may be carried out simply by turning the
ridemeter so that the direction of sensíÈivity is in
Iíne with the desired direction. In case an ex-
ternal accel-erometer is used, the sensitivity direc-
tÍon of this device is brought in Iine with the
direction Ín which measurenents are desired. rn
both cases the appropriate network, depending on the
meäsuring direction, is chosen with the help of the
f ilter selector-switch.

A warning light shows up shoufd an accidental
overloading occur, in which case the signal from the
accelerometer may be attenuated in two steps. The
ridemeter is thereby suited to evaluate comfort over
a large variety of operating conditions and for a
broad category of vehicles. A second indicator lanp
marks the end of the measuring period of t5 s. The
counter can be reset to starÈ thè next measurement.
The power supply of the ridemeter consists of buitt-
in, rechargeable batteries. A recharging device is
supplied as a separate unit. Tab1e I gives the
specification of the ridemeter.

For the ridemeter tneasurements in this study, use
was made of the external accelerometer, which was
placed on the floor at the right-hand side of the
car beneath the front seat. The car used for the
measurements was a nornally maintained Opel Kadett
passenger car. The tires were inflated to the
specified pressure. The measuring speed was 4g
km/h, which means that, given the measuring time of
15 s, each 200 m, a ride¡¡eter vaLue was obtained.
As mentioned before, the main criteria for eguipment
to be used in the inventory survey are as foll_ows:

Figure 4. F¡lter character-
ist¡cs ridemeter.

Table 1. Specificat¡ons of Delft Un¡vers¡ty r¡demeter.

ltem Specification

C¡iteria

Accelerometer
External input

Attenuation factors
Ratio horizontâl versus
vertical

Curent consumption
Batteries

Operating time
Recharge time
Measudrg time
Dmensions and weight

Purchase cost

the rideneter val-ues and the factors described in
item 2;

4. To set up acceptance level_s for the ridemeter
vaLues based on road roughness effects on pavement
deterioration, driving comfort, and road user safety
ínfluenced by road roughnessi and

5. To determine relations between the ridemeter
values and the results of measurements with eguip-
ment that is commonly used in the Netherlands, such
as viagraph, straight edge, and bump integrator.

The project described is part of a current proj-
ect of Èhe Delft University on the dèvelopment of a
pavement management system. The project is spon-
sored by the Civil Engineering Department. This
paper will deal with the first four items.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

In order to fulfill the objectives mentioned above,
18 different road sections were rneasured with both
the De1ft University ridemeter and Delft University
high-speed profilometer. Al1 measured roads had an
asphaltic concrete top Iayêr. The condition of the
Pavement structures, both in terms of magnitude of

t.

I
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t. Easy to handle,
2. Measurements have to be done at reasonabl_e

speed, and
3. Lovr operating costs.

The ridemeter seens to fulfilI these requirements
excellently.

Delft Universíty High-Speed profil-ometer

this profilonêter, which is aLso developed at the
DeÌft University Vehicle Research Laboratory (2), is
an acoustical system for measuring road roughness.
ft consists of the following:

I. A measuring system firrnly mounted on a ve-
hicl-e (Figures 5 and 6),

2. An electronic device to process the measured
signals, and

3. A magnetic tape recorder.

The principle of the system (Figure 7) is based
on the measurement of accel_eration (a) and the
simultaneous rneasurement of distance (h) between the
device and the road surface. The displacement (e)
of the rneasuring device is obtained by integration
of the accel-eration (a) twice. The distance (h) is
measured by means of an acoustical system. Acous-
tical pulses are sent to the road surface by a
transducer (T). The refl-ected pulses are focused on
a microphone (M) by means of an elliptícal reflector
(R). The distance is calculated fron the delay in
time between transmitted and received pulses. The
pulses have a repetition rate of 860/s and a fre-
quency content of 20-70 k:dz. By subÈracting h from
e without phase errors the road profile is obtaineil,
as follows:

y=e -h+c =d d a¿t dt-h+consta¡rt (1)

This calculation is performed by an electronic de-
vice. The systen has been designed for measuring at
speeds of. 63t 80, or I00 km/h. A suitable nominal
speed may be chosen depending on the driving condi-
tions. In order to facilitate measurements, a
variation in the t.est speed of up to 20 percent of
the norninal speed is automaticatly corrected by the
el-ectronic device. This is achieved by using the
vehicle speed signal as a control input to the elec-
tronic system and to the recorder motor drive and
modulator s.

The ¡neasured road profile is obtained in the form
of a recorded tape that is ]Rlc-conpatible. To ob-
tain a better signal-to-noise ratío for the shorter
wavelength, a prewhítening technique is used before
recording. The measurements for this study were
performed at a speed of 63 kn/h, which means that
the road profile was sanpled at distances of about
0.02 m. The accuracy of the measuring system is
either 2 percent of the rneasured amplitude or I mn
depending on which value is the largest.

The great advantage of this system over other
high-speed profiloneters is belÍeved to be the ab-
sence of physical- contact between the ¡neasuring sys-
tem and the road surface. Note, however, that the
neasurernents can only be performed on dry roads and
during dry rr'eat.her. Otherwise, moisture in the
microphones will cause unusable signals on the tape
recorder.

Ridemeter þleasurenents

As nentioned before, ridemeter values were obtained
for 200-n long sections of the 18 roads considered
(3). On some roa¿ls the measurements were äIso done
by using cars other thån the stanalard OpeI Kadett.
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Figure 5. Acoust¡cal system.

Figure 6. View of the electronics: (a) oscilloscope, (b) electronic device to
proæss measured signals, and (c) magnetic recorder.

Figure 7. Principle of acoustical high-speed profilometer.

This was done in order to establish retations be-
tween ridemeter values measured by using different
cars. These relations are shown in Figure B. for
some sections relations were aLso set up between the
ridemeter values as measured with the Opel Kadett
and the results of measure¡nents with the bump inte-
grator (4) (see Figure 9). The ride¡neter values
were related to the present serviceability índex
(psi) by using the bump integrator versus psi scale
given by Auschek (5). This is shown in Figure l-0.

It was concluded from this study thãt

'l-. The ridemeter is a very sinple tool fot
qualifyÍng road roughness in terms of riding comforti

2. Àlthough Èhe type of car will influence the
results, it is possible to determine which road sec-
tions are in a good, marginal, or bad condition in
terms of riding comfortr and
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Figure 8. Relation between
ridemeter values as measured by
using an Opel Kadett (Cl¡) and
those measured by using other
cars (ct).

Figure 9. Relation between
ridemeter values measured by
an Opel Kadetr (Cl¡) and the
Jesults of bump integrator
measuÌements.

Figure 10. Relat¡on between
ridemeter values measured by
using an Opel Kadett (Clr) and
ps¡.
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Al-1 energy density relations were described in this
vray.

For a11 roads but one, the correlation coeffi_cient squared of this relation was higher than 90percent. For one road the correlation coefficient
was much lower. This was because in that specificsection the road surface consisted of both bricks

6 Fol 850
./. .. ./.. /.

I

and asphalt.
Furthermore, the slope variance of each roadfile was calculated with

5y=$ rrft).A(À)dÀ

where

pro-

(3)

i l,'

If,þ' i,,

t:, l;,
PSr Bt tn/kri

F(À) = (2,/1)tSin(nr/\, _ (I/LIsín(\L/)\)ttr/mt =transfer function of the American Associa_
tion of State Highrday Officials (AASHO)
profilometer,

l_ = 0.24 mr
L = 7.77 m, and

tSVt=tradiant2x10-6.

Next, psi was calcuLated with

psi = 3.27 - 1.37 (1og SV - 0.7s) 
@)

Fro¡n these calculatíons it was deternined thatpsi of the road sections considered varied betereen
l-.98 and 4.1. A relation was determined between the

Figure 11. Example of a power spectral density curve and its representat¡on by
a straight l¡ne.

Figure 12. Relation among constants A(Ào), N from the power spectral density
curve, and slope variance (SV).

t'-
i'

l

3. If the rideneter vatue is 30 or higher, adiagnostic survey of the road roughness is recom_
mended.

Uegsufemgnts ryith High-Speed profilometer and
Calculation of pn¡,i p^"^x-oo- o.-^-^¡lll-

The longitudinal profile of the road sections con_
sidered was measured by means of the high_speed pro_
filomeÈer (6). From the road-profile signal, which
is stored on magnetic tape, enêrgy density spectra
were derived by using the fast Fouríer transform
technique. The energy density tA(I) I wãs deter_
mined as a function of the wave length (f). An
example of a typical plot of energy density is given
in Figure 11. According to Stenschke (71 ¡ energydensity relations can be described wíth

A(À) = AQ,Jû/\)N e)
where

A(À) = enêrgy density tmt at wavel-ength À tmt ,A(À0) = energy density at a specific hravêtength
16r l¡ = 5 m; and

N = a constant.

SV t10 rod l

[m]
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Figure 13. Used mass spring dâshpot model in the vehicle
s¡mulation.
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r idemeter was fed; this resulted in a simulated
ridemeter value CIN.

Figure 14 gives a graphical representation of theresults of the si¡nulation for a rough road. Fromthe gro$rth of the CIN2 line (i.e., squared simu_lated ridemeter vatueJ, it has been -possible 
todetermine those points within a section that caused

sudden discomfort (e.g., raiJ-road crossings or pot_
holes) .

Sí¡nulation of Truck

This simulation was carried out in order to estab_
Iish the effects of road roughness on the dynanic
tire loading. The simulation was carried out by
using the sane basic car model as sho!,rn in Figure 13
but now with the spring, dashpot, and other char-
acteristics of a two-axle DAF truck (distance be_
tween axles is 3.2 m).

T1.¡o speeds were used for the simulation of a
loaded truck (rear axle load of 100 kN) and an un-
loaded truck (rear axle 1oad of 30.5 kN). Figure 15
gives a graphical representation of the results of
the simulation. For each simulation, the distribu-
tion of the axLe loads was determined. Thê standard
deviations were calculated from these distribu-
tions. It could then be concluded that the effect
of road roughness on the dynamic tÍre loads was the
sa¡ne for the loaded truck driven at a speed of 63
km/h and the l-oaded and unloaded trucks driven at a
speed of 31.5 kmlh. OnIy the unloaded truck driven
at a speed of 63 km/h caused very large dynamic
forces.

RELATIONS BETWEEN RIDEMETER VALUES AND THE INFLUENCES
OF ROAD ROUGHNESS ON DRIVING COMFORT AND
PAVEMENT DETERIORATION

One of the goals of the research program was to re-
Late ridemeter values to parameters that are direct-
Iy relaÈed to driving comfort and pavement deterio-
ration. In the previous sections we described how
the ridemeter values were obtained, how psi of the
road sections considered was calculated from road
profile measurenents, and how road roughness in-
fluences the dynanic axle loads of a given truck.
Given these results, nov, we can relate ride¡neter
values to driving confort and pavement deteriora-
tion. First, a relation was set up between the
slope variance, which proved to be a good indicator
of road roughness, and the standard deviation of the
dynamic axle loads as cal,culated for the truck, used
in the sinulation, driven at a speed of 63 km/h
(9). These relations are shown in the southwest
corner of Figure 16. They are as follows:

F-

1

Figure 14. Example of
results of passenger car
simulat¡on.

rood profile

133 25 mm

200m

factors A(fO) and N fron Equation 2 and the
sJ-ope variance calculated from Equation 3. This re-
Iation could be described with

logSY=7.977 + 1.046 logA(\)-0.302N R2 =0.99 (5)

With SV, A(IO), and N as previously defined, the
equation is valid for the following

64.2 x 10-s < A(rO) < 982 x t0-e and
0.06<N<1.28

A graphical representation of the equation is
given in Figure 12. Since the relation between the
energy density and the slope variance is excelì-ent,
it is st.ated that representation of road roughness
in terms of sl-ope variance is accurate enough to be
used in the further analysis.

VEHICLE SIIVIULATIONS

In order to establish the effects of road roughness
on vehicLe performance, vehicle sirnul-ations were
carried out on an analog conputer with the road pro-
file, measured with the high-speed profiloneter and
stored on magnetic tape, as input (g).

Tr.ro types of vehicle si¡nulations were performed:

I. Sí¡nulation of a passenger car and
2. Simulation of a Loaded and unloaded truck.

The simulated speed rr'as 63.0 km/h for the passenger
car and 63.0 and 31.5 kmrzh for the truck.

Si¡nulation of passenger Car

Figure 13 gives a schematical representation of the
car model that was used in the sirnulation. The used
values for the spring and dashpot characteristics
were those of an average passenger car and not those
of the Opel Kadett thåt r4'as usêd for the ridemetêr
measurenents. The output signal (Xw,v) was dif-
ferentiated tlrice h'ith respect Èo time. With the
resuLting signal (iv,v), an analog model of the

o I x" 
Mu,J
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oroaded = 0.302 + 0.057SV - 0.000 85SV2 R2 = 0.85 (6)

ûunloaded = 0.61 1 + 0.164SV - 0.0036SV2 R2 = 0.70 (7)

lh.t". oloud.d is the standard deviation of thedynamic axle load caused by the loaded truck
( I metric ton I ) and SV is the slope variance
( I rãdiant z x 105) . Both equations are validfor 1.51 < SV < 22.65.

Next, the relation betleen the ridemeter vaÌue ofa given sectÍon as determined by the vehicl-e si¡nula_
li:" qIil and rhe slope variãnce was ãetermíned.This relation is shown in the nortfrwest- corner ofFigure 15 and can be clescribed with

SV = 2.185 - 6.081CJ*-N + 704.463 eI;2 R2 = 0.90 (S)

The sinulated ridemeter val-ue ffi reas used becausethis value correlated better witÅ' sv ttai ti,e mea_sured CI vaLues.
The measured ridemeter values CI¡ as determinedby using the opel Kadett were relatËd Jo tne simu_Iated ridemeter values CI¡r which resulted in

CIN = -0.051 I + 0.0107 CIk - 0.000 13 CI? R2 = 0.66

andT < CIy<42

or, by using the mean ridemeter values oversect ion,

where 
_S is the damage 

. 
factor and pi is the nagni_tude of the axl-e Loads in group i (kñi.In other words, S is calcuiatea by using only thedynanic loads that are larger than'the static axleload of 100 kN.

The rel-ation between the measured rideneter value(cr) or simutared ridemerer vaLue (¿i;t-u"d S ."
shown in rigure Ig. Figure lg shows tiat ttre :.n_fl-uence of road roughness on the number of equiva_lent t00-kN axle loads is linited. Ou" to roadroughness, the number of I0O_kN J_oad applications isat the most 1.3-1.4 tines the number Ji static loadapplications. Figure 19, which is taken from
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(l l)
t = 

,=,ì o 
(Pill oo)a

Figure 15. Example of
results of truck s¡mulat¡on.

CIN = -0.0807 + 0.0l36CIr - 0.000 tSeIk2
a¡rd l0 < õln. :S

R2 = 0.89

(e)

a given

(10)

Figure 17. Ridemeter values
¡n relation to ISO levels of
comfort and fatigue.

respons of the tood'ng ftoq

.espons of the f¡ont oxle Et=¿5.5kN

KN

time of .,
exposure fl

The first relation is poor mainly because thesinul-ated values were obtained by usini a two dimen_sional- vehicle model, which meåns thät roll move_ments were excluded. The relation between the meanvalues of cr¡ and crN is, of aour""r" much betterbecause the infJ_uencé' of peak values Ís reducedhere. The mean value rel;tion is 
"fror"n in thenortheast corner of Figure 16.

FinaI1y, the rel_ations between the ride¡netervaLues as measured by using different cars (seeFigure 7) and those neasured with the Opel_ Kadett,are shown in the southeast corner of FÍgure 16.From this correlation study r,re concluded that, ifride¡neter values are measured at 40 and highèr, thepavement needs to be mainÈained since the psi isIower than 2. This latter value is ofler, u.eO as a¡nínirnum acceptancè Ievel. Note that ifris riaemetervalue is in close agreement with the value that canbe read from FÍgure 10.
In order to compare the established ride¡netervalue acceptance leve1 with the co¡niort and cârdriver fatigue criterion deveLoped bt IsO, referenceis ¡nade to Figure 17, in which the iiã"r*au, valuesare related to those criteria. From this figure itcan be determined that, after a 20_30 ¡nin drive on aroad with psi = 2 (ridemeter vafue = 40) r the cardriver wilJ. cl-assify the road as not comfortable.After a 3-h drive the car driver wilt show symptonsof fatiguè.
fn order to quantify the damaging effect of dy_namic axle loads on pavement structures, a damagefactor (s) was deter¡nined by u"ing ït"'calculateddynamic loads caused by the rear ;xle (pstat = 100kN) of thê Loaded truck traveling at a àpeea of efkn/h.
S is calcul-ated in the following rr,ay:

1. Determine the standard deviatÍon of the dy-namic axle Ìoads from rideneter measurements byusing Figure 16 and
2. Once the axle Load distribution is known,calcufate the damage factor (S) ny usinf the fotlow_ing equation:

Figure 16. Relation between r¡demeter values, slope variance, and standarddev¡ation of the dynamic axte toads of a loa¿eã ani ,"i""Jãjä"¡..
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Figure 18. Relation between
ridemeter values and
damage factor.

Figure 19, lnfluence of number of dynamic equivalent 100'kN single-axle

loads on the structural deterioration expressed by the probab¡l¡ty of survival
(P) of the pavemenf.

Nstot

Pâvmeûc is a lhree layer systeo

Type of asphaltic concreter Dense AsPhlÈic Concrete

sriffûess of the Dix: 5 x loe N/ú'?

stiffness of the subgrad€: I x 103 N/n'?

h = 0.9 h'/ Et/ù + 0.9 h2l E2/83

another paper (1q) shows that the ínfLuence of the
dynamic axl-e loads on pavement deterioration is
limited.

INFLUENCE OF ROAD ROUGHNESS ON ROAD USER SAFETY

For the safety of the road user, the magnitude of
the lateral tire forces is an important factor be-
cause those forces are necessary for the directional
control of the vehicle. The magnitude of the
lateral tire force depends on the normal tire force,
the tire slip angte, the tire camber angle, and the
coeffÍcient of friction between tire and the road
surface. ny using the information given elsewhere
(l!-t3), lateraL tire force distributions were de-
riveã for the different pavement sections from the
distributions of the normal tire loads. this ap-
proach vrill lead to rather stringent minimu¡n accep-
tance levels for the road roughness. For instance,
if the psi of a road is 2.0r this would be unaccept-
able for safety reasonsi hoerever' this val'ue is only
just betow the mini¡num acceptance leve1 established
for other reasons.

It is hard to establish criteria for road rough-
ness based on road user safety because the needed
Íateral tire forces will dePend on the neeil for di-
rectional control. In other words, roads that have
a relatively large amount of curves or roads that
carry both stow traffic (for instance bicycles or
agricultural tractors) and fast traffic, which will
l-ead to a relatively large amount of passing nove-
ments, need a snoother pavement than roads that do
not have such features.

More study is needed to establísh roughness cri-
teria based on road user safety. Based on this
study, however, v¿e recorunend that the psi should not
be lower than 2.5 for reasons of safety' which means

that the ridemeter vafues should be lower than 30.
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CONCLUSTONS

From the study describecl in this paper the following
concl-usions have been drawn.

l. In order to establish the roughness of a road
networkr inventory and díagnostic surveys should be

carried out.
2. The inventory survey can be carried out with

sirnple equipment, such as the ridemeter described in
this study.

3. Relations exist among the ridemeter values on
the one hand and Èhe psi, damaging effect of dynamic
tire loads, and standard deviation of dynamic tire
loads on the other hand.

4. These relations show that, if the ritlemeter
values are higher than 40' the road shoul-d be main-
tained for reasons of low serviceabiì-ity index
(psi < 2) .

5. Ridemeter values should Preferabl-y be lower
than 30 for reasons of road user safety.

6. Based on conclusions 4 and 5¡ we recom¡nend

that a diagnostic survey should be carried out if
the ride¡neter values are between 25 and 30.

7. Energy sPectra can be accurately alescribed by
two paraneters, A(À0) and N.

8. The slope variance anal so the psi can be ac-
curately calculated from A(I0) and N.

9. Road roughness has only a 1í¡nited effect on
the structural pavenent deterioration.

I0. Road roughness seems to have a marked effect
on road user safety.

11. More study should be done in order to estab-
Lish road user safeÈy-based roughness criteria.
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Reflex-Percussive Grooves for Runways:
Alternative to Saw-Cutting
SATISH K. AGRAWAL AND HECTOR DAIUTOLO

The presence of transverse grooves in runway surfaces helps alleviate aircraft
hydroplaning dur¡ng land¡ng operations. The Federal Aviation Admínisrrat¡on
has recommended installat¡on of 0.2b-in square_gÌooves spaced at l.2S in
cente¡-to-center on runways where potent¡al of hydroplaning exists. However,
many runways remain nongrooved, primarily because the cost of grooving bytre conventional saw.cutting method, currently in widespread use, is high. Th¡spaper describes the braking effectiveness of an aircraft tire on reflex-percussive
groov€s. prodt¡ced by a newly developed low_cost groove.installation iechnique
called the reflex.percussive cutting process. This irocess ¡riãr.u on the prin.
ciple of controlled removal of concrete, The cuttìng head c;uses the material
directly_under the area of impact to pass through a iapid compression-tens¡on
cycle. Because it is weak ¡n tension, the concreìe fractures in ir¡e rocar¡zed areaof ¡mp-act without damaging the surrounding concrete. The braking effective_
ness of an aircraft tire on these gtooyes is comparable to conventional saw_cutgreoves under similar conditions of wetness, and both types of grooves allev¡atehydroplaning, The cost of installat¡on of ttre reflex-peráuJu" groo"", in port-
land cement concrete, however, can be as row as hari the cosi ot ¡nstalat¡on orconventional saw-cut grooves at the recommended groove spacing.

The braking performance of an aircraft during land_ings on water-covered runways depends on the levelof friction developed in the contact area betrl,eenthe aircraft tire and the runway surfãce. Thefriction levet developed in the .o.,t..t area isaffected by aÍrcraft speed, desígn of the tiretread, runway finish and draÍnage cãpacity, charac_teristics of the braking system, unj tf,. amount ofwater on.the runwäy. Under flooded runway condi_tions, aircraft may hydroplane 
"hurJf ,rury 1owleve1s of friction are available and ihe brakingcapability is significantly reduced. Loss in brak_ing capability can be considerable even if runwaysare covered with only a thin f ilm of r.ratêr.

During hydroplaning, the physical contact betweenthe tire and the runway is lost, and the tires aresupported on the intervening layer of vrater. Hydro_planing occurs as a result of rapíd buildup ofhydrodynamic and viscous pressures in the tire_run_way contact area. Dynamic or viscous hydroplaningare identified according to whether inerÉiat forceãor viscous forces, respectivel-y, are predominant.In all cases of hydroplaning, however, Ëoth effectsare present to some degree. Dynamic hydroplaningcan be minimized by a rapid remãval of ïater fromthe tire-runr^ray contact arêai runlray grooves accom_

plish this effectively by providing escape channelsfor r,rater forced out of the contacf area Cluring tirepassage over the grooves. Viscous hydroplaning canbe al-leviated by providing adequate iricrotexture inthe runway surface.
The Federal" Aviation AdministratÍon (FAA) hasreco¡nmended (l) 0.25-in wide by 0.25_in deep grooves

spaced at 1.25 in between centers and has encouragedairport managers, operators, and owners to groove
runways where potential of hydroplaning or overrunexists. Hogrever, many runways have not beengrooved. The major deterrents to the use of runwaygrooves are the high cost of grooving by the .onrrunltionat saw-curtíng method unã th. iváifatifity ofonly limited evidence as to the effectivêness ofgrooved surfaces at the touchdown speeds of jet
ai rcraft..

The objective of the research described in thispaper is to evaLuate the brâking effectiveness of anaircraft tire on grooves produced by a nerl, and l_essexpensive reflex-percussive cutting process and tocompare the performance of these grooves with theconventional- saw-cut grooves.

GROOVES PRODUCED BY REFLEX-PERCUSSIVE PROCESS

The refl-ex-percussive method of controlled removalof concrete was recognized by the Concrete Societyof creat Britain ín 1972. fhis nethod was firstoeveJ-oped for providing a very rough finish in Èherunway surface. When the cutting head strikes thesurface of the concrete, it 
"uu""" the materialdirectly under the area of impact to deftect down_!,/ard and thus crêates a momentary and localízedcompression. The compressive strain is primarilyelastic, and almost imrnediatety the concrete re_bounds and passes into tension nearly equaÌ to theinit.ial- compression. However, becauÀe it Ís veryweak in tension, the concrete fractures anal releasesthe. elastic energy as the kinetic energy of theflying fragments. The great ua,ru.,tug"' of thisnethod of cutting is its ability of nJt looseningthe aggregate particles within ttre matrix or creat_
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ing microfractures
concrete.

in the undamaged surrounding

Kfarcrete Linited, of London' Canada, demon-
strated that the reflex-percussive process can be
readily adapted for installing grooves in the con-
crete surfaces. By tiltÍng the cutting heads (three
heads were used for this study) at ]3o' the reflex-
percussive grooving nachine (Figure l) provides
nonsy¡nmetrical v-shaped grooves. Figure 2 shows the
reflex-percussive grooves in a portland cement
concrete (Pcc) test surface; Figure 3 shows the
dimensions of these grooves and those of conven-
tional saw-cut grooves.

BRAKING EFFECTIVENESS OF REFLEX-PERCUSSTVE GROOVES

The experimental program was conducted at the NavaÌ
Air Engineèring CenÈer, Lakehurst, Nev, Jersey. Test
Track I at this facility was modified Èo accomplish
the objectives of the research described in this
paper.

Test Facility and Equipment

The test track is I mile long and has guide rails

Figure 1. Machine for install¡ng reflex-percussive grooves,
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Figure 2. Reflex-percussive grooves ¡n PCC surface.
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spaced 52.5 in apart that run paral-lel to the track.
Reinforced concrete strips extend beyond the guide
rails to a width of 28 ft. The last 200 ft of the
track v¡ere used for installing the test bed. The
Pcc test bed was 30 in wide and 5 in thick. An
aircraft arresting system is located beyond the test
Èrack to recover the test equipment at the comple-
tion of a test run.

The major components of the test equipment are
the four-wheel-ed jet car, Èhe dead-load carriage
that supports the dynamometer and wheel assembly,
and the measuring systen. The jet car is powered
with J48-P-8 aircraft engines that produce a total
thrust of 24 000 lb.f and is used to propel the
dynamometer and wheel- assembly and the carriage from
the launch end at a preselected speed. The jet car
(Figure 4) is disengaged when the test speed is
attained, and the dynamometer assembly and the
carriage are allowed to coast at this speed into the
test bed.

The dynamometer and wheel" assembly were jointl-y
developed by the FAA and the U.S. Navy and have the
capability of simulating a jet transport tire-wheeI
assenbly under touchdown and rol-Iout conditions.
Test speeds of up to 150 knots were attained on the
test track. Figure 5 shows the dynamoneter and

Figure 3. Dimensions of reflex-percussive grooves and convent¡onal saw-cut
grooves,
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Figure 5. Dynamometer and wheel assembly show¡ng vertical and horizontal
load links.

Figure 6. Four sections of 200-ft test bed.

Figure 7. Schematic of grooved ând nongrooved sections.
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wheel assembly and the details of the instrumenta-
tion,

The dynamometer is instrumented to measure the
vertical load on the tire, the horizontal_ force
developed aL the tire-pavement interface, the angu-
1ar velocity of the test tire, and the vertical
motion of the dynamometer assembly relative to the
dead load carriage. The water depÈh on the test bed
was measured by the use of the National Aeronautical
and Space Administration (NASÀ) water level depth
gage.

Test Sections

The 200-ft test bed (FÍgure 6) was divided into four
45-ft sections following a 20-ft section; the 20-ft
section was intended to ensure proper approach of
the test wheel into the test sections. The dimen-
sional tolerance of the test surfaces was held
within tI/8 in fron horizontal leveI in each test
section. Figure 7 shows the schematic of grooved
and nongrooved sections on each test bed. Testíng
on bed no. 4 is the subject matter of this paper,

Table 1. Test parameters used in program.

Parameter Description

Tire
Vertical ìoacl
Inflation pressure
Tread design
Size and type

Pavement
Type of surface
Macrotexture
Type of grooves

Environmental
Water depth

Operational
Wheel operation
Brake pressure
Speed

35 000 lb
l40Iblin2
Worn and fully trearled, six grooves
49x17 , 26-ply , type 7

PCC
0.021 in nongrooved, grease smear measure
Reflex-percussive

Under 0.02 in wet, 0.02-0.1 6 in puddled,
0.11-O.32 in flooded

Rolling to locked
300-1 800 lb/in2
70-1 50 knots

testing on other beds is described in our other
paper in this Record and elsewhere (2).

Test Parameters

Four types of parameters \eere investigated in the
test program. These are the tire parameters, the
pavement parameters, the environrnental parameters,
and the operationaÌ parameters. The primary cri_
terion was to choose a value for a given parameter
such that it represented a value widely used by
airlines and aircraft

A surunary of the test parameters included in the
program is given in Table l.

Test Procedure

In order to obtain maximum available friction Ìevelfor each set of operating conditions, multiple tests
e/ere conducted at a constant speed while the brake
pressure was gradually increased in successive testsuntil wheel lock occurred. A wheel slip between
6-18 percent was recorded as the range in which
maximum friction level occurred, A maximum of four
daLa points were collected in each test. A complete
test consisted of the following steps:

I. Test tire was selected änd checked for infla_tion pressure;

'- : . i¿,?:

;;;
'.'

>
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Figure 8. Test on reflex-percussive grooves.
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2. Desired water depth was obtained on the test
sections;

3. Jet engines h'ere starled at the launch end and
set at the performance level to provide presel-ected
speed in the test sections;

4. Jet car was released to propel the test equip-
ment (dead load and dynamometer) t test tire remained
in free rolling state during this maneuver;

5. Jet car was braked and separated from the test
equiprnent several hundred feet avray from the test
bed (this allowed the dead loacl and dynamometer to
enter the first test section at the preselected
speed. The test speeds in the remaining sections
were cithin I or 2 knots of the speeds in the pre-
vious sections as computed from the analog traces.)t

6. Before entering the first test section' the
hydraulic systems were activated to apply the verti-
cal l-oad and the brake pressure on the tire (the
magnitude of each was preselected), thus, the wheel
entered the sections at presel-ected test conditions;
and

7. As the wheel left the test bed, unloading and
brake release were initiated and the test equipment
was recovered by the use of arresting cables.

Data Coll"ection and Analysis

Data were coll-ected on oscillographs. Typical data
coll-ected in a test included horizontal- force at the
tire-pavernent interface' vertical load on the tire,
coefficient of fríction developed at the interface,
and wheel revolution. water depth and brake pres-
sure were recorded manual1y, and the test speêd v¿as

computed from the tlistance-time trace on the oscil-
Iograph.

Figure 8 shows the test results. The values of
the coefficient of friction in this figure represent
the maximum availabl-e under each set of operating
conditions. A least-square fit h¡as obtained betr,¡een
speed and coefficient friction.

Discussion of ResuLts

Test results on reflex-percussive grooves and on
nongrooved PCC are shown in Figures 9-11. The basic
characteristics of the friction-speed reLations in
these figures indÍcate a drop in friction with
increasing speed--a trend that is wel-l documented in
the past (3). These results verify the validity of
the experimental procedures of this research and

complement the findings of past research.
The improvenent in available friction level as a

result of grooving is shown in Figures 9 and 10.
Under hret surface conditions (Figure 9) r the braking
performance of both new and worn tires is inproved
on the groove¿l surface conpared with the nongrooved
surface. The improvement in braking performance in
going from a nongrooved to a grooved surface is
larger for a worn tire than for a new tire. This
may be expected becausê the viscous pressure in the
contact arêa between a worn tire and a nongrooved
surface are considerably high, and when the worn
tire is operated on the grooved surfaces, this
pressure is reduced significantly. For the case of
a new tire operating on nongrooved surface, the
viscous pressure is smal-l- to start with and is
further reduced r.¡hen the new tire operates on the
grooved surface.

when the operaÈion on puddled surfaces is consid-
ered (Figure l0), the performance of a new tire on a
grooved surface (Figure 10c) is significantly better
than on nongrooved surfaces. Note also that a worn
tire perforrns better on a grooved surface than a new
tire does on a nongrooved surface. Under flooded
surface conditions (Figure 10), the occurrence of
frequent wheel lock prevented accumulation of any
meaningful data on nongrooved surfaces; the avail-
able friction levels were low even on the grooved
surfaces.

The reflex-percussíve grooves can be installed in
two orientations (Figures 9-1I) because the cross
section of the grooves is nonsymmetrical. Depending
on the direction of motion, the tire wil-1 encounter
different flow conditions as it hits the groove. An
attenpt to isolate a preferred orientation of the
grooves in terms of improved brakíng performance for
one orientation compared r,rith another was not suc-
cessful; braking perfornance was cornparabfe for both
orientations. However, hígher rubber deposits were
observed for the orientation shown on the right i.n
Figures 9-II.

COMPARISON OF REFLEX-PERCUSSTVE GROOVES WITH
CONVENTIONAL SAI,{-CUT GROOVES

The braking performance of conventional saw-cut
grooves was evaluated in another investigation (21

and is reported in our other paper in thís Record.
crooves of various pitches betr.¡een I.25 and 4 in
(Figure 7) were included in the test program. The
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general_ conclusion from the study described in ourother paper in this Record is that the conventional
saer-cut grooves spaced at 3 in or less will provide
an acceptable braking performance to an aircraft
tire on r,rater-coverèd surfaces.

A comparison of the braking performance of the

Figure 9. Coeff¡cient of fr¡ction as tunct¡on of speed on reflex_percussive
grooves under wet surface condition-

WET SURFACE
woter depth 0 . 0.02 in

{c) sprro,

Figure 10. Coeffic¡ent of friction as funct¡on of speed on reflex-percussive
grooves under puddled surface cond¡t¡on.

PUDDTED SURFACE
woter deprh O.02 - 0.1ó in

Figure 1 1. Coeffic¡ent of fr¡cf¡on as funct¡on of speed on reflex_percussive
grooves under flooded surface cond¡t¡on.

FTOODED SURFACE
wqte¡ Depth 0.1Z - O.32 in.
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reflex-percussive grooves with the conventional
saw-cut grooves is shown in Figures 12 and 13. Theresults for the saw-cut grooves are from anotherreport (Zl ¡ the results for the reflex_percussivegrooves are replotted from Figures g_1I of thispaper. Since the orientation of the reflex_percus_sive grooves did not show definitive trends, thedata for these grooves, in Figures 12 and 13, arenot separated by orientation. All the curves inFigures 12 and 13 show a l-east-square fit to thedata.

It is evident frorn Figure l_2 that the braking
performance of an aircraft tire on thê reflex_per_
cussive grooves is comparable to that on the sar,¡_cutgrooves under puddled and flooded conditions.
Figure 13 shows the performance comparison for wetsurface conditions. Here again, the braking perfor_
mance of the two types of grooves is comparable.

The cost of saw-cut grooves depends on the groove
geornetry, the groove spacing, and the hardness ofthe aggregate used in the pCC. An investigatíon bya construction cost consultant indicated that sig_nificant cost savings can result by increasing thegroove spacing of the conventionaf saw-cut grooves.
For example, by cutting grooves at 2_ín spacing, thecost savings over 1.25-in groove spacing are 15percent, and at 3- and 4-in spacings, the cost
savings are 25 and 2g percent, respectively. Hard_
ness of the aggregate influences the diamond bladelife--softer aggregates require less frequent bladechanges; harder aggregates reguire more frequent
blade changes. Since the diamond-tipped blades areexpensíve, the total grooving cost increases for
concrete by using harder aggregates.

Figure 12. Comparison of braking performance of reflex-percussive and saw-
cut grooves on puddled and flooded surfaces.
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Figure 14, Braking performance and
estimated cost as funct¡on of groove

spac¡ng.

The refLex-percussive grooving process is rela-
tively insensitive to the hardness of the aggre-
gates. This insensitivity coupled v¿ith the long
l-ife of cutting heads and high operating speed of
the nachine provide substantial savings to the total
grooving cost. The CanadÍan manufacturer, who hol-ds
the patent for the application of this cutting
process for grooving' has demonstrated the econonics
associated with the process during resurfacing of
part of an operating runway. However' reafistic
cost estinates and full savings potentÍal- can only
be realized after applícation of these grooves on an
operating runway. Figure 14 shows a composite view
of performance and estimated grooving costs for both
the saw-cut grooves and the reflex-percussive
groovesi the latter have the potential of costing
only half as much as the 1.25-in spaced conventional
saw-cut grooves.

Testing currently beín9 conducted by FAA is
directed toward finding a cost-effective groove
configuration for the asphaltic concrete surfaces.
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As part of its engineering and developrnent progran
(4), FAÀ êxpects to conduct a comprehensive evalua-
tion of the grooves produced by the reflex-percus-
sive process. The evaluation will include the
optimizabion of the groove shape and size and the
braking effectiveness of the grooves.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are drawn from the find-
ings of this research and are valid for Pcc surfaces:

l-. The reflex-percussive cutting process is an
alternate groove-installation technique cornpetitÍve
with the conventional saw-cutting method;

2. The braking performance provided by the re-
flex-percussive grooves on water-covered surfaces is
comparable to that provicled by the 2-in pitch'
conventional saw-cut groovesi and

3. The instãl-Iation cost of the reflex-percussive
grooves can be significantly less than that of the

4ROOVE SPACING (INCHES)
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conventional sav¿-cut groovesi a potential of costingas low as half as much as conventíÃaf saw_cutgrooves at l_.25-in spacing exists.
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Vehicle Interaction.

Effects of Groove spacing on Braking performance of
An Air craft Tire
SATISH K. AGRAWAL AND HECTOR DAIUTOLO

The braking and cornering performance of an aircraft during operat¡ons onwater-covered runways is improved by the introduct¡on oii'r.nrr"rr" groou",on rhe runways. The Federat Avíarion Adminisar",¡àif,ãi i.lorr.na"a0.2$in wide x 0.2$in deep saw-cut grooves spaced at 1.2s in, to be instailedon runways where the potential ofhydroplaning exists. Hã*""år, 
" 

f"rg. nulnb",of runways h.ave nor been grooved. rne majo. ieasãnlo.üì. ì, ,n" r,igt 
"or, 

orgroove installation and the availabil¡ty of only limited ev¡¿"i." uOout tt 
" "t-fectiveness of rhe grooved surfaces at rhe ,"rlr,J.*irpåäTäf modern air_craft. The research reported here indica-tes thar, ú, ¡"ä*.ri"g,l,e spacings ofdre conventìonar saw-cut gÌooves up to 3 in, tt" 

".rt 
oìáiåiå instailation canbe reduced !v un to 25 percent compared with the ¡nrt"íl"tioi cost of g¡oovesspaced at 1.2b in. The ¡esutrs furthei sho* t r"t fri"ii;;ì;;;;; avaitabte onúrese grooves under wet operarins con¿¡t¡on; are ".i ir"irìäåia¡v below rhoseatta¡ned on grooves spaced ar 1.2s in. rn..",.ruit 

"rJ"iiiãio, op.r"tingspeeds up to iS0 knots,

The braking perforrnance of an aÍrcraft during land_ings on h'ater-covered runvrays depends on tte l.rrelof frictíon developed in tÃe 
"o.,tu"i.le. uetw.enthe aircraft tire and the runway 

"uifu.". Thefriction level deveJ.oped in the å"ntu"a area isaffecLed by aircraft speed, aesign oi the tiretread, runway fin!.sh and drainage .upu.ity, charac_teristics of the braking system, un¿ fnl amount ofwater on the runway. Under flooded runway condi_
li:n:: aircraft may hydroplane Ou".ur.- rr"ry l-owfriction level-s are avail_ab1e and the Lraking ca_pability is reduced significantly. io""-in brakingcapabiJ-ity can be considerable .u"n i¡ runways arecovered with only a thin fil-¡n of water.
. During hydroplaningr the physicaL contact betweenthe tire and the runway is lãst and the tires aresupported on the intervening layer of Ì./ater. Hydro_planing occurs as a resuLt of rapid buildup ofhydrodynamic and viscous pressures in the tire_run_way contact area. Dynamic or viscous hyalroplaningis identified according to *t.tiã.- iíertiaf orviscous forces, respectivety, ur" pr"aorìnunt. Inall cases of hydroplaning, hãwever, l"ir,-årt."ts are

present to some degree. Dynamic hydroplaning can beminimÍzed by a rapid removal oi 
-*-.'J", 

from thet.ire-runway contact _areai runway grooves acconplishthis very effectivety Uy proviáln!- 
"""up" channelsfor water forced out of the contaci area during tirepassage over the grooves. Viscous hydroplaning canbe alleviated by providing adequate íi"rot"*tu." inthe runway surface.

The Federal Àviation Administration (FAA) hasrecommended (f) 0.25-in wide x 0.25_in deep groovesspaced at I.25 in between centers and has encouragealairport mênagers, operators, and owners to grooverunways wherê potential of hydroplaning or overrunsexists. Hor.¿ever, many runways have not beengrooved. The major deterrents to tt¡e use of runway
?::"":" are the high cost of grooving by rhe conven_Eronal saw-cutting method and the avãilability ofonly Iimited evidence about the effectiveness ofgrooved surfaces ât the touchdor.rn speeds of jet
a i rcraft.

The objective of the research described in thispaper is to determine a cost_effective groove con_figuration for porÈIand cement concrete (pcc) sur_faces.

SCOPE OF IWESTIGATION

A cost-effective groove configuration was deterninedby ínvestigating whether an increase in groovespacing beyond the FAA recorunended value of 1.25 incan lower the total cost of grooving without ad_versel-y affecting the braking perfo-rrnrn"e of anaircraft tire on these grooves under wet and floodedsurface conditions.
Low grooving cost and acceptable braking perfor_mance are the two key factors used in the determina_tion of a cost-effective .""figui"ti"n for thesar^r-cut grooves. The term acceptabÌe braking per_formance is subjective and is deflned as fol-lows for
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Figure 1, Grooving mach¡ne used for cutting 0.2$in x 0.25-in deep grooves af

various p¡tches ¡n test sect¡ons.

Table 1. Test parameters used in program.

Parameter Descriptlon

Tire
Ve¡tical load
Inflation pressure
Tread design
Size and type

Pavement
Type of surface
Macrotexture
Type of grooves
Groove spacing

Environmental
Water depth

Operational
Wheel operation
Brake pressure
Speed

35 000 rb
140lblin2
Worn and fully treaded, six grooves
49x17 ,26-ply, type '7

PCC
0,02 I in nongrooved, grease smear measure
Conventional saw-cut grooyes, 0.25 x 0.25 in
1.25, 1.50, 2,2.50,3,and 4in

Under 0.02 in wet, 0.02-0. I 6 in puddled,
0.17-0.32 in flooded

Rolling to Iocked
300-l 800 lbi in2
70-l 5 0 knots

the purposes of this study: The avãilãble friction
IeveI on water-covered surfaces that have grooves
installed at spacings in excess of.1.25 in is sig-
nificantly higher Èhan on nongrooved surfaces and is
not signíficantly lower than grooves spaced at
currently reco¡nnended values.

The groove spacing was chosen as lhe only vari-
able to be included in the test progra¡n after an
investigation (2) shoh'ed that increases in the
groove spacing has significantly more potential for
cost saving than changes in the groove size. This
investigation was conducted by sampling the grooving
costs in the northeastern, midwestern, and south-
we6tern united States and included both the PCC and
the asphaltic concrete surfaces. This paper ¿le-

scribes the results on PCC surfaces only. The
saw-cut grooves were installed by a machine (Figure
1) developed by the U.S. Navy.

EXPERI¡4ENTAL PROGRAM

The experimental program was conducted a! the Naval
Air Engíneering Center, Lakehurst' New Jersey. Test
track I at this facility was ¡nodified to accomplish
the objective of the research. The descriptions of
the test facility and equiprnent, test sections, and
the tesÈ procedure are given elsewhere (l) and also
in our other paper in this Record.
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Test Paråmeters

Four types of parameters etere investigated in the
test program: tire para¡neters' pavement parameters'
environ¡nental parameters, and operational param-
eters. The primary criterion was to choose a value
for a given parameter such that it represented a

value widely used by airlines and aircraft.
Table I summarizes the test pararneters included

in the program.

Data Collection and AnaLysis

Data were collecÈed on osciltographs. Typical data
collected in a test included horizontal force at the
tire-pavement interface, vertical load on the tire'
coefficient of friction developed at the interface,
and wheel revolutions. Water depth and brake pres-
sure were recorded manually' and the test speed was
computed from the dÍstance-time trace on the oscil-
J-ograph.

Tables 2 and 3 show the test results. The values
of the coefficient of friction in these tables
represent the maximum available under each set of
operating conditions. A least-square fit was ob-
taÍned between speed and coefficient of friction.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Test results on Èhe conventional saw-cut grooves are
shown in Figures 2-4. The basic characteristics of
the friction-speed relation in these figures indi-
cate a drop in friction coefficient with increasing
speed--a well-documented trend (4). These resul-ts
verify the validity of the experimental procedures
of this research and complement the findings of past
research.

Wet runway surfaces are normally encountered
during or after a light or moderate rain; these
surfaces may be saturaLed with water but would not
have measurable water depth. À worn tire operating
on a wet, nongrooved surface represents a situation
where predominantly viscous hydroplaning may occur.
Even when hydroplaning does not occur, the viscous
pressures in the contact area are high and renain
high at a relativeJ-y low speed. The result is low
levels of available friction. The broken-line curve
in rigure 4a shows the friction levels obtained
under these conditions.

when a new tire is operated on wet, nongrooved
surfaces, a more complex phenomenon takes place
under the tire. The viscous pressure under the tire
grooves is smalter than under the ríbs. This re-
sults in a lor.¡er integrated pressure under the tire
and provides more contact between the tire and the
concrete surface. The friction levels avaifable are
íncreased significantly (over those obtained with a
worn tire), as shown by the broken-Iine curve ín
Figure 4b.

When the surfaces are grooved, the perfornance of
a lrorn tire under v¡et conditions inproves signifi-
cantly, vrhen compared with nongrooved surfaces, as
shown in Figure 4at the performance of a new tire Ís
also improved under sinilar conditions. However,
the introduction of grooves on the surfaces renders
the performance of a worn tire comparable to that of
a new tire, as shown by the solid-line curves in
Figures 4a and b.

The data scatter around the solid-line curves in
Figure 4 is not indicative of the effect of groove
pitch or shape on Èhe available friction levels.
Rather, it shows the sensitivity of the coefficient
of friction to changes in the waÈer deptht it is
relativel-y more difficult to control small water
depths (0.0-0.02 in) precisely; therefore' it j.s

likely that the water depths are varying from these
1 imíts.
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fhe puddled surfaces are representative of condi_tions that can be expected right after heavy rainsof short durations. puddles cãn also be forned onpoorly drained runwâys or where targe variations intemperature produce undulations in itre 
-run"uy 

"ur_face. rn any event, the water_filleã iuoales aregenerally not conti.nuous in either the iongitudinãlor the lateral direction. The flooded ,u-n"uy condi_tions can be expected as a result-oi-continuous,
heavy rainfall. Braking p.rforrun."" on sroorr"a urranongrooved surfaces when puddled and flooaed condi_tíons are encountered are shown in Figure 5.
-_Comparison of Figures 5a and b shows that, fora1l groove spacings, the braking f".ior*un"" on

Table 2. Test Ìesults on pCC surfac€s w¡th worn t¡re,
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puddLed surfaces is improved by the use of a nev,tire rather than a worn tire. - 
tfris improvement isavail-able over the entire ,.ng" oi op"ruii"g speeds.on the other hand, h,hen floodea'.oiãltion. arepresent, the new tire provídes gradually improvingbraking performances as operati;9 speeås are re_duced. Tire wear is thus un irpo.ÉunJ;;"a", duringlow-speed operations on grooved, flooded surfaces.The braking performance on nongrooved surfaces ispoor under puddled and fl-ooded conOitions, and theprobability t,hat hydroplaning may occui is alwayshigh. The results on nongrooved surfaces undèrpuddled and flooded conditions with the use of aworn tire are shown in Figures 5a and c. A coeffi_
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Surface,
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¡s ooó r¡ ,""ii!¿iä"ï^irî rff,l|;p'r,*;å-""r',:'"-,*tr = o.or-0.r6 in, puddled; a¡d c = 0.1?-0.32 in, flooded.

Table 3. Test results on pCC surfaces with new tire.

Coefficient of F¡iction x I OO

Nongrooved
Surface,
Broomed

Grooved Spacings

1.25 in 1.50 in
Test
Speed
(knots)

2in 2.50 in 4in3in
C c C

41 30 20
28 24
24

70 39 32
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8
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8
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cient of friction of only 0.05 is available when

operating speeds vfere below I00 knots; above 100-
knot operating speeds, the wheel was locked at all
of the braking pressures. A friction coefficient of
0.05 is generally accepted as a leveI that repre-
sents hydroplaning. The friction force that cor-
responds to a coefficient of friction of 0.05 is 5

percent of the vertical load on the tire. The
introduction of grooves on the surface has increased
the available friction from 0.05 to a maxirnum of
0.29; the s¡nalLest increase occurs for the worn tire
in operation on flooded surface; the largest in-
crease occurs for a new tire in oPeration on puddled
s ur face.

Although the use of newer tires and grooveil
runr¡¡ays wiIl shift the onset of hydroplaning to a

higher speed, they cannot, in all cases, completely
eliminate it. As the operating speeds increase' the
ti¡ne available for the fluid particles to escape
fron the tire-runway contact area decreases. Any

increase in number of escape paths, either by pro-

Figure 2. Coeffic¡ent of fr¡ct¡on as funct¡on of speed under puddled and

flooded surface cond¡tions on saw'cut grooves for 1'25'and 1.50'in pitch'

w0ßt IRt

tìo
(d)
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viding patterns in the tire trea¿l or grooves in the
runway surface, cannot totalty conPensate for the
reduction in availabl-e time brought about by higher
operating speeds. Closer spacings between the
grooves, however, wiJ-1 provide more discharge out-
Iets to the water entrapped in the contact area.
Although the nunber of discharge outlets will be
increased¡ the reduction in time available for a

fluid particle to go fron onê discharge outlet to
another when the groove spacing is reduced from' for
example, 3 in down to 1.25 in will be 0.000 87 s at
Io0-knots operating speed. The question, therefore,
arises as to whether the entrapPêd mass of water'
because of its inertia, can respond fasÈ enough to
show any significant changes in braking perfornance
on the two spacings used in the above exanple.
ClearIy, much larger spacings wiIl have adverse
effects on the braking perfornance; Figure 5 seems

to support this argunent. It shows a large drop in
coefficient of friction for 4-in groove spacing over
1.25-in groove spacing. Hor¡¡ever, no consistent
trend is identifiable regarding the direction in
which the friction force is changing when the entire
specÈrun of groove-spacings is considered.

Figure 3. Coeff¡cient of fr¡ction as funct¡on of speed under puddled and sur-

face conditions on saw-cut grooves for 3- and 4-¡n p¡tch.
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Figure 5. Comparison of relative
braking performance of worn and
new tires-
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Figure 6. comparison of atta¡nabre speed for constant friction rever on saw-cufgfooves.
Figure 7' Braking performance and est¡mated grooving cost as funct¡on ofgroove spacing.
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If a coefficient of friction (u) of 0.15 isarbitrarily chosen as a performance 1eveL that isexpected from any of the groove configurationsÍncLuded in the test prograrnl it is fossible tocompare the braking performance on these grooves interns of attainable speeds under various operatingconditions. The dâta from Figure 5 are ieplotted inFigure 6 for a constant fríction tevet ot 0.15.Certain observations can be made fron a review ofFigure 6. under fl-ooded cona:.tiois, itre groovesspaced beyond 2 in cannot provide a i of 0.1_5 withworn tires even at low operating 
"p"åa". This canbe expected because the only cnãn.,j" ior water toescape from the contact area are the grooves, andthere are not enough of them. fn thiJ situation,the. 

. 
snaller the groove spacing, the better thebraking performance. Howèvèr, tÀe consequence thatgroove spacing beyond 2 in cannot sustain a frictionlevel of 0.15 is of little importance. The com_pletely worn tire and the tfoodãa surface representt$ro extremes of tire.wear and runilray conlamination,respectively; the likelihood of tïis combinationbeing present at the runways is very sma1l. If thegrooved surfaces were puddJ-ed, the same r,rorn tirecan now attain a friction leve1 of 0.1-5 under anoperating speed range of ì20_g0 knots between thegroove spacings of 1.25 and 4 in, respectively. Ingeneral, as the groove spacing is i-ncreased, theoperating speed to maintain À constant friction
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l-evel of 0.15 decreases.
smaller with a new tire.

The rate of decrease is

The effect of groove spacing on the braking
performance of a worn or a new tire on pudilled and
fÌooded surfaces can also be evaluated from Figure
7. This figure shows the data from Figure 5 re-
plotted in an alternate manneri the effect of groove
spacing is compared in terms of maximum available
coefficient of fricÈion under various other test
con¿litions.

rn all cases, the friction coefficient decreases
as the speed increases for aI1 the groove spacings.
The friction Ievels attainable on nongrooved sur-
faces approach the hydroplaning level- (u = 0.05)
at operating speeds of 100 knots or less; the intro-
duction of grooves increases both the level of
friction available and attainable speeds; the lower
the operating speeds, the higher the available level
of friction.

I{hen comparing the effects of increased groove
spacings under constant operating conditions' note
that, although the overalL effect is a decrease in
friction level with increased spacings, the decreãse
cannot be classifÍed as significant. If the opera-
tion wÍth new tires is considered, by increasing the
spacing f.tom 2 to 3 in, the friction force remains
unchanged at 150 knots. In fact, the decrease in
friction force, when the groove spacing is increased
from the current standard value of 1.25 to 2 or 3

in, is a maximum of 0.06 with new tires operated on
puddled or fl-oo¿led surfaces. A slightly higher
decrease occurs with a worn tire under símilar
operating conditions.

Cost Analysis

The total cost of grooving is a function of many
variables; groove spacing is one of them. The
investigation by a Washington, D.C., fir¡n concluded
that fixed and variable construction costs for
grooving runways are 60 and 40 percent, respec-
tively, of total cost and that the variable cost
savings increase nonlinearly with groove spacing.
For example, by cutting grooves at 2-in spacingr the
cost savings over 1.25-in groove spacing are l-5
percent (out of the total available of 40 percent).
The cost saving for 3- and 4-in spacings over I.25-
in spacing are 25 and 28 percent, respectively
(Figure 7).

Cost-Ef fective croove Conf iguration

As pointed out earlier in this paper, the cost-ef-
fective groove configuration must meet certain
criteria. Ì{e showed in Fígure 5 that the overal-I
effect of an increase in the groove spacings is a

decrease in available friction. However, the de-
crease is noÈ significant. Tn addition, the braking
performance on all the grooved surfaces tested is
signÍficantly higher than on nongrooved surfaces;
friction leveIs that represent hydroplaning condi-
tion were observed on both puddled and flooded,
nongrooved surfaces (Figures 5a and c). If perfor-
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mance alone were a factor for selecting a groove
configuration, 1.25-in spaced grooved runways wiII
provide maximum friction levels under all operating
conditions included in this study. However, in the
najority of cases, both the cost and performance are
considered to be imporÈant vrhen installing grooves
on runways. In these cases the groove spacings of 2

or 3 in will provide sufficient braking to allow a
gradual reduction in the speed of an aircraft and
thus develop further brakÍng. In addition, savings
of up to 25 percent in the cost of groove installa-
tion (co¡npared with installation cost of 1.25-in
spaced grooves) are available.

CONCLUSTONS

The following conclusions are drawn from the find-
ings of this research and are valid for Pcc surfaces.

1. The conventional sãw-cut grooves spaced at 3

in or less will provide acceptable braking perfor-
mance to an aircraft, on etater-covered surfaces.
Installation cost of these grooves is up to 25
percent less than that of the grooves spaced at 1.25
in.

2. conventional- saw-cut grooves spaced at I.25 in
provide maximum friction levels under all operating
conditions included in this study.
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Effects of Diffêrential Pavement Friction on the Response
of Cars in Skidding Maneuvers
GORDON F. HAYHOE AND JOHN J. HENRY

A simulation study of the skidding behavior of cars in plane motion on surfaceswith differentiar friction is des.cribed, vehicre drift anire ana torwara vetocity
are taken as indicators of the difficulty a driver will ex-perience in regaining
control of the vehicle, and maintaining ¡t w¡thin the splcified roadwãy borìnd_
aries, should the driver release the brakes at some point during a locked_wheel
skidding maneuver. Boundaries of safe vehicle opår"iioiãi" g¡ven as funGtions
of roadway coeffic¡ents of fr¡ct¡on and the length ot ttì ,oalway where dif_ferent¡al fr¡ct¡on exisß.

Areas of nonuniform tÍre_pavement friction across apavement surface can arise fro¡n a nunber of causes,such as patching, resurfacing of worn wheel tracks,and application of marking materials for delinea_tion. A car passing fron the normal traveled way toa hard shoulder witl also experience different coef_ficients of friction at the tires on either side ofthe vehicle, as will a car that has differentiallyworn tires.
oifferential friction can either exacerbate theeffects of an emergency maneuver (a locked_wheeÌskid, for exanple) or precipitate an energency dur_ing an otherwise normaf maneuver (due to the unex_pected locking of a v¿heeL, for exampl_e). Thepurpose of this study was to set tinits on the tol_erable differential friction for the safe operationof cars. Conputer si¡nutations r{ere used to studyvehicle behavior undêr a set of prescribed condi_tions.
wonskidding maneuvers, or those in which inde_pendent locking of one or more of Èhe wheels of thevehicle occurs, usually involve co*ptex interactionbetween the driver and Lhe vehicle. fn these cases,an analytic examination of the vehicle motion is notpossible because realistic models of driver behaviorhave not been formul-ated. However, a Çonnon re_sponse of car drivers to an emergency is simply tolock the wheels of the car. As wlll Le shown Iater,a full, l_ocked-wheeL skid on a surface with differ_ential friction is not nuch more hazardous than oneon a surface with uniform friction. But if, on asurface with differential friction, the driver re_leases the brakes before the vehicLe comes to rest,the ensuing maneuver may be extrenely tlazar¿ous.Therefore, the following *un"u.r", was chosen toassess the hazard associated with driving a car on adifferential-friction surface. the vehiãl-e is skid_ding on a uniform surface and then pu""u" onto asection of roadway where the coefficiãnts of fric_tion are different for the tires on either side ofthe vehicle. Steer angle is initiaì.Iy at zero de_grees and is held constant during the maneuver. Trvoparameters describing the yaw motion of the vehicleare monitored throughout the Iocked_whee1 skiddingmåneuver and, if either exceeds a certain 1eve1, itis assumed that the driver will not Ue aUfe to rergain controJ- should he or she release ihe orakes.The primary objective of the study was then to es_tablish boundaries of safe operati6n in terms of thetr.¡o coefficients of friction: the length al_ong thepavement for which the differential fr-ictio., e*i"tsand the initial vehicle speed. nigure ï snows theassumed roadway conditions for the *ãnuurrur.In this paper, the parameter that dêscribes theability of a surface to provide frictÍonaI forces isreferred to as ',coefficient of friction,, rather than"skid numberr,. Thís nomenclature enphasizes Èhe

fact that the results are given in terms ofvehicle-tire/pavement properties and not in terms ofpavement properties as described by a locked_wheel
¡lif .nulUer (sN49) measured u..orãing ro A¡nericanÞocreÈy ror Testing and Materials (ÀSTM) test methodE274 (Il. Skid nu¡nbers are used for ranking assumeduniform sections of pavement in Èer¡ns of their ,,skid
resistance" and are not intended to describe thetrue coefficient of friction experienced by a typi_ca1 highway vehicle. In contraÃt, the present v¿orka,in¡ at assessing the relative 'f,ur.rj 

associatedwith differenr Levels of suddenty 
"l;;;l"g fricrionon a pavement surface. Estimates of the true coef_ficients of the pavernent surfaces are therefore re_quired.

VEHICLE RESPONSE DURING A SKIDDING MANETTVER

In a pure skiddíng maneuver, the presence of differ_ential friction on the pavenent .uu""" vehicle yawand an increase in stopping distance that depends onthe change in effective totat friction. ff the ve_hicle is maintained in a skid (i.e., the wheels arekept locked), the trajectory of the center of grav_ity is very close to a straight line; the only dif_ference in vehícte response on pavement surfaceswith and vrithout differential friåtion is the in_creased stopping distance and vehicle yaw. In thiscase, the procedures currently used to determineacceptable skid resistance can be applied by esti_mating the',effective" coefficient åi friction andby allowing for the increased hazard of an increasein effective vehicl-e width as the vehicle rotates.The effective friction and additional hazard wouldhave to be determined for each indiviclual site,which would make a general criterion for acceptabiJ-_ity difficult to fornulate. Hoh,ever, the full skid_ding maneuver is a special case of the generalmaneuver in which a driver loeks the wheels, thevehicle skids so¡ne distance, and the àriver thenreleases the brakes. If the coefficient of frictionis uniforrn over the pavement surface, the vehiclewill not rotate during the maneuver and the drivercan reapply the brakes whÍle ¡naintaining steeringcontrol. If the fríction is nonuniform, Èhe vehiclevrill rotâte during the skid and, on r"l"u=. of thebrakes, will travel in a direction different frornthe original. If the yaw angle is great enough, thedriver may not have steerÍng control.

Figure 1. Pavement surface with differential friction as idealized in simulation
study.
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Figure 2. Vehicle axis system and vehicle parameters,

Vehicle liass
Yaw ìlomenÈ of lnertia =
WheeÌbase, (a + b)

a=
b=

Hâlf-Trâck, t =
Heigh[ of cg, h

Figure 3. Simulation t¡re model results for free rolling and locked-wheel sl¡d¡ng.

Figure 4, Variables def¡n¡ng k¡nematics of four-wheeled veh¡cle mot¡on,

U = Foruard Velocity
V = Lateral Velocity

v = Rêsultant Velocitv = / Ur +nrt'
ß = Drifc Angle = Arctan (V/U)

r = Yau Rate = Angular VelociÊy about a
VerLical Axis through the cg

Tire Sllp Angles (û) |

V + â.r.ùì = ArcÈan (ljfr)
-V + a.r-0, = Àrctan (--)_ -ll - t.r'

û3 = Arctân (yU';++)

-V - b.r-0c = Arcran (-)

SIMULATION I'IODEL

The effect of differential friction on safe car
operation was studied by means of a digital computer
simul-ation in which the vehicle was gíven an initial
velocity, direction¡ and positíon relative to Èhe
nonuniform portion of the pavement. By an extension
of the argument given in the previous section, the
particular pavement configuration r^'as considered to
be unsafe Íf (a) at some point during the skid the
heading of the vehicle changed by more than 20o fron
its original direction or (b) at some point during
the skid the product of drift angle (body sideslip
angle) and forward velocity exceeded a value of 3.66
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m/s (where drift angle is defined as the angle be-
tween the longitudÍnaI axis of the vehícle and the
resultant velocity vector at the center of gravity,
as shown later Ín Figure 4).

The first condition exprèsses the fact that the
driver has no steering control over the vehicle at
Iarge yaw angles and that the vehicle wíII not con-
tinue to travel in the original- direction when the
brakes are released. The second condition expresses
the fact that, after the brakes are released, the
vehicle is Iikely to travel off the highway before
the driver has an opportunity to take conbrol and
change Èhe vehicle heading.

The simulatÍon model has three degrees of free-
don: forv¡ard velocity (U), Iateral velocity (V),
and yaw velocity (r). I'igure 2 shows the variabl-es
and the general layout of the model. The vehicle
model has four wheels; the tire forces at each wheel
are found by using a tire model (2) that calculates
the forces under all conditions of lateral and lon-
gitudinal slip. vehicle suspensíon effects, such as
roll steer and conpliance steer, are neglected' al-
though load transfer is included through a quasi-
static analysis.

DETERMINATION OF CRITERIA FOR SAFE OPERATION

Vehicle control- is, in general, a process in which
the driver turns the steering wheel to modify the
fateral forces generated at the front tires of the
vehicle. vlhether the front tire forces can be
changed by small steering mo!ions is therefore of
fundamental importance to efficient control and, by
extension, so is the shape of the lateral tire force
characteri.stic. Figure 3 shows plots of lateral
tire force versus slip angle for free rolling and
Iocked-wheel sliding at coefficients of friction of
0.8 and 0.3. ISlip angle is the angle between the
dia¡netral plane of the wheel- and the resultant
velociLy vector (in the horizontal plane) of the
wheel ax1e.l The plots were taken from tire model-
results h¡ith t,he coefficient of friction constant
with speed. But' since coefficient of friction
generally decreases wiÈh increasing speed, experi-
mental free-rolling lateral tire force character-
istic curvès typically show a peak in lateral force
at a slíp angle between I0o and 20o. This somevrhat
unrealistic aspect of the plots does not affect the
following discussion; the important characteristic
is that, for a free-rolling tíre, the slope of the
curves at large slip angles (greater than about 5o)
is small compared with the slope at small slip
angIes.

consider a vehicl-e sliding with locked wheels on
a surface that has a uniform coefficient of friction
at a given drift anglê (ß), yaw rate (r), and
sliding velocity (Vr), as shovrn in Figure 4. IIn
Figures 4-7r a = locked-wheel sliding on a split-
coefficient surface, b = Iocked-wheel sliding on a

unifor¡n-coeffícient surface (y = 0.6) , and c = free-
rolling wheels on a uniform-coefficient surface
(y = 0.6) and brake release is at 1.5 s).1 Under
these conditions, the vehicle will rotate about its
center of gravity and travel in the direction of the
Vr vector at decreasing rates until it. stops.
However, if the brakes are released during the
maneuver, the lateral tire forces will rapidJ-y at-
taín the v3lues given by the free-rolling tire force
characteristic curve, disturbing the vehicle from
its straight-line motion.

With free-rolling wheels, the net yaw moment
about the center of gravity of the vehicle is given
by the expression

M"=a.Yc-b.Y" (1)

r,rhere Yf and Yr are front ând rear lateral bire

-o -ì
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forces, respectively, as determined from the charac_teristic curves (Figure 3). Therefore,

lvf, = a . [f(a, ) + f(c2)] - b . [F(cr) + F(aa)] _ a . f[(V + a . r)/U]
-b.F[(v-a.r)/u] 

e)

, For the vehicle-pavement configuration shown inFigure I, yaw räte (r) wil_I be nejative and lateralveJ-ocity (V) vriII, in general, be positive duringthe maneuver. Negative slip angles- give positive

figyr.e 5. Yaw rate, heading angle, and drift angle response of four_wheeled
vehicle when brakes are released during skidding manåuver acioss 3.m_long
spl¡t-coeff ¡cient su rface.
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side forces, and the net yaw moment wil_I thereforebe positive for both Locked and free_roÌJ-ing wheels.If, during Èhe skidding maneuver, drifC angle issmal_J-, the lateral veJ-ocity will be of the sameorder of magnitude as the a.r and b.r termsin the slip-angte expressions. The l-ocked_wheelside forces will aLso be sma1l. W¡en ttre brakes arerêleased, the lateral tire forces will increase andgenerate a large positive yaw moment that will de_crease yaw rate and stabilize the vehicle motion atsome fÍna1 heading angle (to the originat directionof Vr). When the front tire force ís on ttre partof the tire curve that has high slope (smallc¡), it is clear that vehicle yaw rate r,¿il1always go to zero when Èhere is no cÃtrol- actíon bythe driver and that the front tire force can easilybe changed by the driver if he or she turns thesteering whee1.
At large drift angles, Iateral velocity (V) willbe the dominant term in the slip_angÌe expressionsexcept when yaw rate is unreasonably Iarge. V,Ihenthe brakes are released, the magnituåe ot the lat_eral tire forces at the front and rear wilL be de_termined almost wholly by the drift angle and willtherefore give approximately equal and opposite yawmoments about the center of gravity while both frontand rear tires are operating at iarge slip angles.Modification of the slip angles bi the yaw_rate

terms will have Iihtle effect because of the smallsÌope at 1arge slip angl,es. The result is that thevehic.l-e wil-I maintain an approxirnately constant yawrate while moving IaÈeraIIy under thÀ influence ofthe large 1ateral tire forces,
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show yaw_rate, drift_angle,

and heading-angle responses for lengths of differen_tíal friction of l, 12r and Z¿ m, ïtrere -th;-;;;;"
are released I.5 s after the start of the maneuver
.(drift angle is positive for negative yah, rate andheading angle). The pavement coefficients of fric_tion are 0.6 and 0.2. [neading angle is defined asthe angle through which the ,r"¡i"f" rotates fron thestart of the maneuver (t = O) to time t (as shownlater in FÍgure 9). The different scales on thevertical axes of the three plots shoutd be noted.l
. ln Figure 5, yaw velocity, drift angle, and head_Íng angle increase while the vehicle ís sliding onthe split-coefficient surface. yu" ,ut" then de_creases when the vêhicLe is stiding on the uniform_coefficient surface, white drift Jnd heading anglecontinue to increase. ¡{hen the brakes are rel_easedand the wheels are allowed to turn freety, driftangle is 5.5o; this smal1 value causes the yar,, rate

::d the drift angle to dêcrease rapidly to zeÍothrough the mechanism descríbed prË"iou"fV. Theheading angle goes to â constant vaIue, and thefinal vehicle Èrajectory is a straight Iine at thesteady-state heading ang1e. f,u1L s-teering controlis available to the driver as soon as;; brakes arereleased.
fn Figure 6, the vehicle motion follows the same

l:tlurl as in Figure 5 until brake release, exceptthat the three variables reach larger uãiu". becauseof the increased length of time on-tÀe sptit_coeffi_cient surface. When the brakes are råIeased, thedrift angle has a value of 20o un¿ ttl yaw ratedecreases much more sì.owly than in figure S. Theyaw rate does not begin to decrease at J significantrate until the drift angle has beco¡ne 1ess than l0o,2 s after brake reLease. To gain sufficient steer_ing control to stabilize the- 
""ti"i",- tfre drivermust reduce the front_wheet slip angle to less than5o. For a drift angle of 20", tir. driver ¡nusttherefore turn the steering wheel through at least300o (assuming a steering gear ratio of'20:I). Themaximu¡n steering-whee1 rotation rate for a typicaldriver is approximately 400ols (3). ti,u", it driver
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Figure 8. Lateral dev¡ation during skidding maneuvers when brakes are released
1.5 s after ¡n¡t¡at¡on of skid.

Figure 9. Lateral displacement of vehicle traveling obliquely across a road ai
steady forward speed.

response time is ignored, about l- s will pass after
brake release before the driver can begin to signif-
icantly influence the behavior of the vehicle. This
analysís also assumes that the driver nakes the cor-
rect response.

In Figure 7, drift angle is 33o when the brakes
are released, and the vehicle continues to spin at a
constant yavr rate through the re¡nainder of the ma-
neuver. the drift angle also continues to increase
in this case because the increase in lateral veloc-
ity due to vehicl-e rotation exceeds the decrease due
to lateral acceleration. It is clear that the vehi-
cle motion is conpletely unstabfe and thaÈ the
driver cannot influence vehicle behavior during
either the locked-wheel or the free-rolling wheel
phases by turning the steering whee1.

Figure 8 shows the lateral- deviation of the vehi-
cIe perpendicular to the initial heading. Lateral
deviation in the last two cases (f = L2 m and I = 24
m) is in excess of 3 m 1.75 s aftèr brake release.
However' driver control action may be exPected to
reduce this for I = 12 m.

From Èhese results, and from the general descrip-
tion already given of vehicle response in skidding
maneuvers, it is clear that releasing the brakes is
the most hazardous response that a driver can make
in a skidding maneuvêr erhere all four wheels are
Iocked and the vehicle is sideslipping at a large
drift angle. Once the brakes are released, the
ability of the driver to regain control before col-
liding with another vehicle or r,¡ith a roadside ob-
stacle depends in the first case on the drift angle
of the vehicle. Consequentty, an unsafe conditíon
woul-d exist if, at any point during either of the
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simulated locked-wheel- skidding maneuvers, the vehi-
cle drift angle exceeded a value of 20o. This value
r.ras chosen partly because it represented the tran-
sition between a decrease or an increase in the
drift angl-e after brake release in the maneuvers
used to produce the results shown in Figures 5-7. A

further reason was that 20o is an upper linit on the
angle through which a driver can reasonably be ex-
pected to turn the wheels of a car in I s. A longer
delay will probabLy result ín the vehicle passing
into a potential collision zone before the driver
can regain full control.

The 20o drift-angle limit is independent of
speed, but experience suggests that vehicle controL
becomes more difficult as speed increases. A full
explanation of this effect cannot be given, although
important to the present work is the fact that a
vehicle ÈraveIÍng at a nonzero heading angle will
travel sideways, relative to the center of the road,
at a rate in direct proportion to forward speed
times the sine of the headÍng angle (U . sin {,),
as demonstrated in Figure 9. The parameter
U . sin ,1, is given in terms of steady-state
forward speed and heading angle with free-roJ-J-íng
wheels, but the desired parameter should be ex-
pressed in terns of vehicle variable values measured
during a locked-wheeI skid. The substitution of
drift angle (ß) for heading angle is Later shown
to be a reasonabLe transformation. In addition, if
U . sin ß is taken as a linitíng factor in vehi-
cl-e response, it wiIl be the deciding factor only
when drift angle is less than 20o. The expression
may therefore be sirnplified to U . ß grith Little
change in the nu¡nerical values.

An upper limit of 3.66 n/s was placed on U. ßt
if this vaLue was exceeded during a simulated maneu-
ver, a hazard was considered to exist (U is in
meters per second and ß is in radians). The
choice of U. ß = 3.66 m assumes that (a) the ve-
hicle must travel 3.66 rn laterally Èo enter a poten-
tial col-fision zone, (b) the yar4r rate reduces in-
stantaneously to zero and the vehicle travel-s in the
direction of its heading at brake releaser and (c)
the driver is allowed 1 s to regain control and
steer the vehicle to a safe path. The third assump-
tion is the most difficult to justify, since both
driver response time and time to regain control must
be taken into account. For exarnple, if the driver
makes no sÈeering correction at all, he or she will
exceed the 3.66-m allowed lateral displacement in I
s. But if the driver begíns steeríng action at,
sayr 0.5 s after brake release, the heading angle
wil-I decrease during the remaining time, thus ef-
fectively allowing more time to steer the vehicle to
a safe path wibhin the 3.66-n lateral displacèment
Iimit.

The allowance of just I s for the driver to re-
spond and control the vehicfe vrould probably be too
short if the yaw rate did indeed reduce to zero ín-
stantaneously. But Figures 5-7 show that this
assumption becomes less true as the drift angle at
brake release increases. Figure I shows the effect
on lateral displacement. For example, when I = 3 m,
U . ß = I.55 m at brake release and lateral dis-
placement l- s later is 1.43 m. Lateral displacement
I s after brake release is therefore slightly over-
predicted by U.ß. In contrast' U.ß overpre-
dicts lateral displacement by more than a factor of
two when I = 12.2 m. Drift angle' heading angle,
and U . ß at brake release, and drift angle and
lateral- displacement I s after brake release, are
shown in Figure l-0.

The maximun allowable lateral deviation of 3.66 n
was chosen to conform with work by Burns (4) ' where
a vehicle is considered to havê entered a potentíal
collision zone when it moves from the center of a

TIME, s
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Figure 10. Vehicle response at brake release and 1 s after
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maneuver was considered to be hazardous if driftangLe exceeded 20o at a vehicle speed of 32 km/h ormore. It should be noted that chãnging the vehicleparameters or the initial speed ..y - ,.rr"r"" theo¡der. in which the parameters are exceeded, as willchanging the specified safe limit for u .-ì 
". 

g.Figures 1I and t2 shor{ the maxi¡num values ofU . ß atlained during the símulation runs, ptottedas a. function of split_coefficient Length at variouscombinations of coefficients of tiiction. Thelengths where the curves cross the U . B = ¡.Oeline are shown in Figure 13. Also shown in Figure

FiSyle -11, Maxímum U .B attained during locked_wheel skid on split.
coefficient surface (init¡al yeh¡cle speed = gg km/hl.
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Figure 12. Maximum U . B atta¡ned (in¡tial vehicle speed = 8g kmihl.

lane 3.66 ¡n in width to the center of an adjacentlane also 3.66 m in width. The maximum al1or,rablelateral- deviation may be increased or decreased ac_cording to the width of the roadway.
. Burns (4) also gives an experinental jusÈifica_tion for so¡ne of the conclusions drawn from the sim_ulation. He describes a series of experiments inwhich a professional driver locked the wheels of acar on a split-coefficient surface and then relêasedthe brakes after the car had rotated through a spec_ifíed ang1e. Specific findings were 

- 
that (a) arotation in excess of 30o caus;d the vehicle to becornpletely uncontrollable; (b) the permissible angleof rotation at brake release, withãut loss of con_troÌ, decreased as vehicle speed increased; and (c)the vehicle entered a potential collision zone afterrel-ease of thê brakes at a rotatíon of l-Oo and avehicl-e speed of g0 kn/h. These results are im_portant because they are based on the only fuIl_scale experimental data on vehicle foss of controlon split-coefficient surfaces. However, the numberof tests conducted was small, and the experienceddriverrs performance måy not be typical of that ofthe general driving population cåntrontea with anunexpected maneuver. Direct correlation of the sim_ulation results with the experi¡nental results there_fore was not possible. lzuk (5) Sives a pfot of atypical trajectory for u 

".uI"_*-od"l .u. slidingwith locked wheels on a split_coefficient surface,but the effect of releasing the brakes is not con_sidered. l
A study of vehicle_driver behavÍor ãfter brakerelease by including a steering control.ler in thesimulatÍon was not attempted because none of theavailable models (!,Zl accurately reproatuced thebehavior of a hurnan ãriver, particuiaiiv in emer_gency maneuvers.

BOUNDARIES OF SAFE OPERATION

The simul_ation runs were made at an initial- vehiclespeed of 88 kmrzh. In nost cases, either the U . ßIinit was exceeded before the drift_angle limit orneither of the two linits was exceeded. "ìo"ev"r, 
insone runs U . ß reached a maximum value that hrasIess than 3.66 while drift angle exceeded its limitat. a relatively 1ow speed. When this occurred, the

Figure 13. Recommended maximum lengths of differential frict¡on forop€rat¡oÌof cars in skidding maneuvers (vehicle speed at incepiion ofskid = 88 km/h).
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13 are curves indicating when drift angle exceeded
20o at a vehicle speed of 32 kn/h. Figure 13 shows

boundaries of safe operation: If a given combina-
tíon of the two coefficients of friction and the
length of differential-friction surface falls to the
left of the appropriate curve, unsafe operation is
indicated; if the combination falls to the right of
the appropriate curve' safe operation is indicated'

In using Figure f3, a first estinate of the coef-
f icients of friction rnay be obtained by taking
values of SN46 measured by ASTM 8274 (1) for the
respective su.-fa"es, díviding by 100r and entering
directty' If it is required to account for the fact
that an SN49 measurement [made with an ASTM E50I
(1) tirel oíerestimates the skid resistance of a

low-macrotexture surface as experienced by a worn

tirer the coefficient of friction may be estimated
from values of skicl resistance measured v¡ith an ASTM

8524 (1) bl-ank tread tire or from macroÈexture and

microtexture measurements. However' skid-resistance
neasurements rnade by the ASTM E2?4 method (I) should
be used with care. The transformation and interpre-
tation of such neasuremenÈs should be made at the
discretion of the user.

CONCLUSIONS

The results presented in Figure 13 are applicable
only to skidding maneuvers in which the skid was

iniliatea by some factor other than the presence of
differential friction. Maintaining the vehicle ín
the skid is then considereél to be the safest course
of action for the driver if the differential fric-
tion causes the vehicl-e to exceed a gíven value of
angular deviation from the original path' The pre-
viãusty defined paraneters of angular deviation are
*"u"urã" of how difficult it will be for the driver
to regain control and subsequenÈIy steer the vehicle
on a path within the roadway boundaries should he or
she ielease the brakes at some point during the

skid. only Èangent sections with 3'66 m of all-ow-

able tateral maneuvering space were considered' aI-
though smaller Lateral distances and curved sections
coulã atso be included by changing the allowabl'e
Iimit of the Paraneter U ' ß.

Hovrever, Èhe extrenely compl-ex and variable na-
ture of hu¡nan behavior and a lack of experimental
data make it very difficult to set numerical values
for the paraneter 1i¡nits. This constitutes the most

serious source of error (or uncertainty) in the
boundaries of safe operation shown in Figure I3'
Further studies of driver behavior ancl an analysis
of accidents occurring on split-coefficient roadway
surfaces are required to validate (a) the choice of
paramêters to indicate potential loss of control- and

(b) the numerícal pårameter values that give the
boundaries of safe oPeration.

The chart shown in Figure f3 is therefore a first
approximation of the boundaries of safe operation
and should be used only as a guide. It should also
be noted that a boundary of safe operation implies
an acceptabl-e level of rísk rather than a definite
boundary below which no acciclents will occur'

Differential friction may also initiate an emer-
gency when a vehicle is being braked, since the

"¡,""f" 
on the low-coefficient surface rnay lock if

the surface cannot generate sufficient tire friction
force. The locking of three or fewer of the wheels
will yaw the vehicle in ¡nuch the same manner as wil-l-
a four-whee1 skid on a split-coefficient surface'
except that the driver retains a measure of lateral
conÈrol through the wheels that are not locked'
Skidding maneuvers initiated by pavement markings
may therefore not be as serious as maneuvers that
result from releasing the brakes of a vehicle during
a four-wheel skid. But this consideration should be
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weighed against the fact that the energency has been

caused by the differential friction.
other factors that contribute to differences be-

tween the símulated trãjectories from which Figure
13 was generated and the trajectory of a car on the
highway involve nodeling simplifications and estima-
tion of coefficients of friction. In view of the
difficulty of predicting human behavior during
emergencies, inproving the accuracy of modeling
would probably not give a significant improvement in
the degree of uncertainty associated with the use of
Figure 13. Estimation of the effectíve coefficients
of friction is a practical matter that depends on

the procedure used to measure skid resistance and on

the vehicfe tire configuration (worn, mixed, winter
Èread, etc.) that is to be considered as typical or
r epresentat ive .

The most important factors IikeIy to contribute
to discrepancies in the simulation results are the
following:

I. The vehicle parameters used in the simulation
were for a full-sized sedan. Other vehicle configu-
rations or off-design values wilI give different
results.

2. The coefficient of friction was modeled as

being Índependent of tire sliding speed' Low-speed
skid resistance and the relation between skicl resis-
tance and speed for different tire-pavement pairs
are to a large extent independent. Allowing the
coefficient of friction to vary with speed would

therefore have greatly increased the number of simu-
Iation runs because of the increased number of pos-

sible co¡nbinations of pavement friction coefficients'
3. The roadway was considered to be flat and

horizontal. A vehicle stiding on a superelevated
roadway will tend to slide laterally, and changes in
grade will change the distance required for the
vehicle to stop.

4. The vehicle model did not have a roII degree
of freedom. Probably the most serious aspect of
this restriction is that there is some evidence of
coupling between vehicle roÌl and dríver steering
input, during severe maneuvers' which may lead to
instability. AÈ this time, such cornplications
cannot be modeled.
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Groove-Depth Requirements for Tine-Textured Pavements
JOHN E, GRADY AND WILLIAM P. CHAMBERLIN

This paper discusses the depth required for grooves on new t¡ne-textured con-
crete pavements in order to ensure an adequate sk¡d resistanæ over the¡r ent¡re
design life. lt is based on measures of texture depth and skid resistance, with
both ribbed and smooth tires, made on new to b_year_old pavements ín NewYork. ln¡t¡al groove'depth needs of 3/1Êin minimum were carcurated from
two values estimated from the study data: (a) minimum groove depth (0.0b0
ín) to ensure adequatesk¡d res¡stancew¡th a minimum leg-al t¡re tread and (b)
mean groove wear rate (0.013 in/miltion vehicle passes). Groove depth mea_
surements on new concrete pâvements and bridge decks indicated 21 and 14
percent compliance, respect¡vely, with the proposed new standard of 3/16in
minimum, and 60 and 44 percent compl¡ance with the current standard of
2/16-in minimum, Prospects for improving the compliance rate were ¡udgedto be most promising in two areas-increasing the awareness and mot¡vation
of construction personnel and improv¡ng the design of tining rakes over
those now in use. Although the findings of this siudy are sp-ecific to stan_
dards and conditíons in New york, the methodology shoulå be of general
¡nterest.

Many highway agencies require a tined finish on ner{portland cement concrete pavements (1). The methodwas introduced because textures obtaiied by previous
methods were found to wear too quickly, and pave_
ments provided only marginal skÍd resistance afterpassage of a relatively few vehicles (2). Althoughassumptions of inproved durabitity and- skid resis_tance over other methods have been general-1y con_firmed (3), the rel-ative newness of iine texturing
has precluded evaluation of its long_term durability
and skid resistance under actual traffic. Ensuranceof adequate skid resistance over a pavement,s entiredesign life requires knowledge of mininum textureneeds and the rate at r,rhich texture and skid resis_tance decay, so that the depth of groove required atconstruction can be judged. This paper describesthe collection and analysis of data tã adAress thesequestions. Although the findings refl-ecÈ specific
needs and conditions ín New york State, the method_ology is general-ly applicable.

PURPOSE ÀND SCOPE

The primary purpose of the study was to deterninethe rate at which tined textures, and the skid re_sistance they provide, decay under traffic, and thusto deternine what initial groove depth ís requiredto sustain adequate skid resistan.ã orre. a pave_nentrs entire design life. À related consideration
was that an evaluation of the effectiveness of cur_rent design practices, including skid_resÍstancê_
decay rates, had been recommended by the FederalHighh'ay Administration (FHWA) (4), though thíspolicy is under review (5).

A secondary purpose wãs to evaluate newly con_structed pavements and bridge decks for compliancewith specified texture depth. Nev, york requires agroove depth of 3/16 ! I/16 in (6), but past ex_

perience has shown that texture dêpths vary signifi_cantly from job to job, and even within the same job
(71. ft was believed that data coll-ected on newconstruction wouLd show whether depths actualty ob_tained are sufficient to pernit adequate skÍd resís_tance over Èhe entire design life, given the decayrate measured.

The study was based on measures of skid resis_tance and texture parameters collected in 197g and
1979 on 11 in-service pavenents,9 unopened pave_
ments, and 25 unopened bridge decks. These sitesrepresented aII of those that, by the surnmer of1978, had been finished with a tined texture undernew specifications implemented in Ig74. In allcases, pavements erere buil-t with a New york Stateclass C concrete mix (nominal water-cenent ratio =0.44, cement factor = 6.41, and bridge decks h,erebuilt with a class E mix (nominal water_cementratio = 0.44, cement factor = 7.0).

PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Texture wear rates were estimated frorn texture depth
measurements and ribbed-tire skid resistance testson 11 pavements in service (series I). To extendthe range of corresponding traffic volumes, measure_ments were made in both the driving and passing
fanes and for two years (1978 and I979j. five siteswere tested in each lane of each pavement, for atotal of 110 sites.

The minimum mean groove depth (McD) required toprovide adequate drainage beneath a minimum legaltire tread (2/32 ín deep in New york) was estimatedfrom texture and skid resistance measurements withboth ribbed and smoÕth tires at 30 additional sites,
sel-ected from these sa¡ne 11 pavements (serÍes 2).
These additional_ sites were chosen to represent aswioe a range in groove depth among sites as possibte
and al-so because each was relativel_y uniform withinthe distance required for a valid skid test__about
60 fr.

to judge compliance with the current specifica_tion as well as with initiaL texture depth needs de_termined from this study, depths \,rere ãIso measuredon 9 unopened pavements and 25 unopened bridge decks(series 3). The entire testing progran is outlinedin the table below.

Va r iable
Obj ective

Series I Series 2
!'Iear Groove

rates depth

Series 3
ConpJ.iance

9, includ-
íng 25
br idg e
deck s

Test pavements 11 A
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Table 1. Performance data for tine-textured pavements, ser¡es 1.

1978 t979

Sits
CVPA
(000 000s) SN¿o SNs s

MTD MGD
(in) (in) BPN

CVPô
(000 oooÐ sN¿o

MTD MGD
SNss (in) (i¡)

1-10 Drivirg
Pæsing

1l-20 Driving
Passing

2l-30 Driving
Passiag

3140 Drivirg
Passing

4l-50 Driving
Passing

5l-60 DriYing
Passing

61-70 Drivirg
Passittg

71-80 Drivirg
Passing

81-90 Drivirg
Pasing

91-96 Driving
Passiag

97-100 Drivi¡g
Passilg

101-1 10 Driving
Passing

38.6 32.5
59.2 52.8
39.3 30.4
50.8 52.8
41.6 36.8
61. 1 54.3
39.9 36.2
59.0 52.4
46.5 40.8
62.0 55.2
39.5 33.3
58.9 52.9
40.6 34.7
58.3 53.7
43.1 35.9
60.0 s5.5
35.7 30.0
56.5 50.1
3s.4 31.1
44.O 39.4
34.8 30.6
44.4 40.8
37.3 34.3
47.'.7 44.6

0.025 0.092 53.5
0.033 0.1 l3 68.9
0.023 0.088 66.7
0.032 0.111 ?8.5
0.035 0.153 72.9
0.032 0.127 74.4
0.035 0.136 70.7
0.045 0.147 79.9
0.048 0.163 71.7
0.067 0.191 82.7
0.030 0.128 61.5
0.039 0.128 76.4
0.018 0.091 56.3
0.019 0.o74 70.6
0.027 0.1 15 60.5
0.026 0.117 73.7
0.032 0.131 54.7
0.036 0.124 69.r
0.014 0.051 57.4
0.018 0.063 70.t
0.016 0.072 48.0
0.033 0.110 6s.2
0.017 0.066 59.1
0.025 0.082 72.4

41.2 36.l
56.4 49.O
39.9 33.4
56.s 50.2
40.9 35.7
s9.2 52.5
34.4 30.2
s3.l 46.7
38.9 34.6
55.1 50.3
36.2 3 1 .8
54.4 47.6
35.5 30.6
54.7 47.2
35.7 30.6
54.3 48.1
34.5 30.9
54.9 49.2
39.3 32.0
45.5 39.7
38.9 31.9
47 .4 41.8
41.7 35 .4
48.2 43.0

0.022 0.079
0.035 0.099
0.022 0.078
0.030 0.103
0.035 0,141
0.033 0.125
0.035 0.126
0.043 0.138
0.046 0.144
0.059 0.174
0.028 0.121
0.031 o.121
0.017 0.093
0.018 0.090
0.027 0.113
0.033 0.125
0.036 0.129
0.035 0.126
0.01 1 0.036
0.028 0.063
0.015 0.062
0.035 0.100
0.018 0.057
0.028 0.0?8

2.911
NA
2.494
0.212
NA
0.098
0.720
0.079
0.785
0.070
|.920
0.1 43
1.920
0.1 43
1.880
0.183
l.559
0.123
2.946
1.036
5.451
1.387
2.919
0.468

3.472
NA
3.003
o.255
NA
0.1 98
1.362
0.t49
1.480
0.131
2.7 58
o.206
2.7 58
0.206
2.700
0.263
2.149
0.1 69
3.982
1.400
7.366
1.875
3.94s
0.633

Note: Each value is the meân of five individual test results, each from a diffe¡erl test site.
aCVP = cûmulâtive vehicle pas6.

Series 1 Series 2

110 30

l-97 I -
L979

Series 3

115

t97 8-197 9

Table 2. Skid resistance with r¡bbed and smooth t¡res' ser¡es 2.variable
Measurenent sites
Texture measurements

Sand patch

cage depth

SN¿o SNss

Route Site
MGD
(in) Smooth Ribbed Smooth

19 78- L979
t979

Skid rneasurenents
Ribbed tire

Smooth tire

1978- 1979
L979

L97 9

AIl skid tests were made at 40 and 55 nph' ac-
:ording Lo ASTM E 274-77, at fixed distances from
the pavenent edge in the left wheelpath of both
driving and passing lanes. The tests empl-oyed a

ribbed tire that neets the requirements of AsTl4 E

501-76' and a smooth tire that ¡neets those of ASTM E

524-76. Results of the series I and 2 skid tests
are given in tables I and 2.

Pavement macrotexture vtas measured by using both
the sand-patch method (7r8) and a dial depth gage'
The latter had been used previously in Ner't York to
neasure flail-ed grooves (9) and is similar to gages

used in Louisiana (10). In series 1, I0 individual
sand-patch Èests were made in both 1978 and 1979 at
rando¡nly selecte¿l locations at each 60-ft neasure-
ment site (7) ' and mean texture depths (trlTDs) were
calculated. AIso' during both years' dial-gage mea-

surernents were made at close interval-s along the
entire length of each 60-ft siter and MGDS htere

calcuLateal. Because these two measures were found
to correlate weII, onì-y the dial gage was used for
series 2 and 3 tests. Mean values for series I and

2 texture neasurernents are given in Tab1es l- and 2'
and series 3 values are plotted as histograms in
Figure J-.

Traffic volumes, without regard to vehicle clas-
sification' were esti¡nated at the tine of ski¿l test-
i.g, fron availäble annual âverâge daity traffic
(AADT) (I1) plus individual traffic counts to dêter-
mine distributions between driving and passing
Ianes. They are expressed in Table 1 in ¡nillions of
vehicle Passes.

aBroom-textured sectiot used to simulate totally worn tine textÙte.

Decay of Skid Resistance (Series I)

Values of mean skid resistance at both 40 nph
(SNag) and 55 nph (SN55) . are plotted in rigure 2

agaiñst values of cumulative vehicle passes (cvPs) '
separate plots and their regression lines are given
on both l-inear (Figures 2a and b) and logarithmic
(Figures 2c and d) rectangular coordinate grids'
previous skid-resistance-decay studies in New York'

I-88 Oneonta lll
to Otego 112

113
1t4

I-88 Franklin 1 15
to Unadilla 11ó

117
118
ll9
120
t2l
t22
123
124
125
t26

I-88 Sidney 127
to Bainbridge 128

t29
130
l3l
132
133
134
135
t36
137

0.0788 45.4
0.0815 42.7
0.0385 43.3
0.105 6 49.4

0.0608 37.9
0.0856 37.9
0.0489 34.8
0.t174 4r.7
0.1223 43.2
o.r225 41.2
o.126t 40.9
0.1342 38.5
0.0191 41.6
0.0181 35.7
0.0847 31.9
0.1184 32.6

0. 148 6 37 .O

0.137 6 39.1
0.0"166 37 .4
0.135 7 40.2
0.1 l5l 38.1
0.0886 40.8
0.0924 37.6
0.0239 37.6
0.0123 36.0
0.0229 41.2
0.0509 44.1

0.0190 45.4
0.0115 54.9
0.0150 53.4

38.9 31.6
37.0 28.7
36.8 21.s
42.3 36.7

3l.7 25.8
31.7 28.5
30.I 23.0
35.7 34.0
37.0 34.1
34.9 32.6
34.8 33.9
33.0 32.5
33.2 19.2
30.2 t2.6
29.6 27.2
30.5 30.0

32.6 31.5
33.5 31.7
31.4 27.6
34.t 29.9
32.5 28.1
34.7 28.s
33.5 29.2
29.4 16.l
28.5 11.9
32.2 16.0
37 .7 27.6

16.5
21.4
i 8.3

I-88 Oneonta
bypassa

138
139
140

37.9
36.3
27.3
44,5

30.0
31.4
26.7
38.6
40.3
38.3
37.1
35.5
19.8
14.7
30.2
32.4

35.6
36.6
35.4
38.7
34.5
37.6
35.9
22.5
17.8
21.3
30.5

23.9
29.3
27.0

39.9
41.7
43.t
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Figure^î. D¡stribution of groove_depth compliance measurements,
series 3.
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B. NEI,¡ BRIDGE DECKS

Mean = 0.125

0,05 0.15 o.2o 0.25 0.30 0.35 0, 40Groove Depth, in.
prinarily those that involve asphalt pavements(2,I2-!!), used semi-fog regression; oi sria_numUer(SN) versus CVp. However, these data were found tobe better represented by tog_Iog ,"grål"ion". Theleast-squares lines and their .ág."""ion equationsare based on all of rhe skid d;l;; io""u"r, forsinplicity, the f igures shor.v only the mean val-uesgiven in rabre t. (Atso, rhe 

";;ir;; *iar,in ,i,""ugroups of five r.ras small and correspo.,¿eä to a stan_dard deviation of 2.64.) '
rn Figures 2c and d,. the rate of skid resistancedecay appeàrs ro srabilize at auoui ã''iì:-rion .r.t i_cì.e passes. This pattern is interprefea to meanthat t¡e tíned grooves, though ,"uiiiJ,'uru provÍd_ing adeguate drainage, that the o¡se-rveo decay inskid resistance primariJ-y,"ef".t" ti-" pìfi"f,ing ofm.icrotexture (i.e., that small_scale rïughne"s o.the horizontal surfaces between groorres¡, anal that a
1..::1 of polishing equilibrium has úå.n reached.Skid resistance from this poinE on.un-lu expectedto remain stable until ln" groo*"' i..or" tooshalLow to provide adeguate ¿rainage,'-Jt *n:.ct pointskid resistance wiÌl again begin i"'¿".rV as hydro_pl-aning effects appear.

From a design point of view, it is inportant toconsider what measures can be taken to increase theskid-resistance level at whích equifiUiium occurs
1:d t". ensure that grooves are deep enough in thefirst-instance to give adequate aruinug;-ä. the de_sign 1ife. The forrner concern is usuãlly addressed

by such practices as selecting hard, angular finea99regate (l!.1 or by the application of sprinktetreatments (16). Use of ourfåp_arag ár broom tex_turing betr¡eiã tined groov"",' noï' rãlo^men¿ea by
Tma tlzl ¡ may enhance ínitial- skid iesistance butis not like1y to affect the levei 

"1 *if"n equilib_rium occurs. The l-attèr .o,r..rn -i"a.quua" 
groovedepth) r,riIl be considered later.

. A usefuL concept in judging the adeguacy of de_sign and construction practices, fro¡n th-e standpointof skid resistance durability. fru" ¡"un the 90thpercentile criticaì tr-aff.rc ,oIu*" (90 percent Cry),defined as the cunulative traffic 
- 
uãiur" beyond

lhi:h_ less than 90 percent of ¡neasured SNs are ex_pected to equal or exceed Z2 (2,!2). ttre value of32 corresponds to the American ìsTáciatlån of state
lishwly and 1r¿¡sp6¡tarion of f iciJ; -ìA;Hro) 

mini_rnum_ stopping sight distance at ¿O mptr ifgl and isused in Neh, york as a design suiae iår i-irjirii""ålceptable SN. The 90 percent CTV for tine_texturedpavenents in Nevr york, calculated from the standarderror of estimatê for the regression in Figure 2a,was found to be 7.93 million vehicle f""ses at aOmph. Any increase that nay occur in tnå equiliUriumskid resistance while groove depth is stilt adequatewould be reflected in an increase i., tt¡is vafue.

Decay of Texture Depth tseries 1r

To assess from experience what mini¡num nominal

69
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groove depth nay be requíred during construction to
ensure an acceptable level of skid resistance at the
encl of desígn life, three pieces of information are
needed:

l. Minimum groove depth capable of sustaining
adequate skid resistance'

2. Groove wear rate, and
3. Design life.

Transporlaùion Research Record 836

Average groove wear rate is estimated in this sec-
tion.

Figure 3 shows the decay of texture with traffic
as measured by the sand-patch method and dial-depth
gage. Results by the two methods were found to be
highly correlated (r = 0.921, as shown in Figure 4.
Because dial-gage measurements rel-ated nore directly
to provisions of Ne$¡ Yorkrs specifications, they
were used alone in estimating texture wear rate' and

Figure 2. Decay of skid resistance with traffic,
series 1.
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Fígure 3. Decay ol 3ufface textufe with traffic, serie¡ 1.

Figure 4. Correlatíon of sand-pâtch and d¡al.gaqe
rneasurements, series 1.
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for Èhe series 2 and series 3 tests as wel1. The
wear rate estimated from the slope of the regression
in Figure 3b is equivalent to an average loss of
0.013 in in MGD for each I nillion vehicle passes.

Tine texturing was originally chosen by New York
because of its presumed longer life. The greatest
threat in recent years to the durabiLity of any
textured surface on portland cement concrete Pave-
ment has been the use of tungsten-carbide-studded
snowt.ires. Thus, one consialeration in extrapolating
texture-wear studies is the anticipated change in
studded-tire use from the time or location of the
study. Their use has declined in New York fron a

statewide average of 28 percent of vehicles in 1969-
1970 to 19 percent ín 1974-1975, and to less than 10
percent in 1978-I979 (2,!Ð. considering dates of
pavement opening and the relative density of studded
tíre use in particuJ-ar parts of the state (11),
studded-tire use on the Il- tested pavements was es-
timated to be in the 6-14 percent range during the
study period,

Minimum Required Groove Depth (Series 2)

In an attempt to determine the minimum groove depth
required for tined textures to sustain adequate skid
resistance, skid resistance was measured with both
ríbbed and s¡nooth tires. Although a ribbed tire can
drain much of the water beneath it through its
grooves even on nearly smooth surfaces, a smooth
tire relies on the pavementr s nacrotexture for
nearly aJ-l drainage and thus is more sensitive to
differences in macrotexture (20).

Thirty sections of pavenent were tested that had
refatively uniform within-section groove depth, but
varied in I'IGD among sections from very deep to
nearly smooth. Data from these tests are given in
Table 2 and plotted in Figures 5 and 5. The curves
that represent the ribbed tire show a slight decline
in SN with increasing groove depth. This is prob-
abty due to ã sl-ight increase in tíre-pavement con-
tact as the nev¡ surface begins to wear' in a situa-
tion where the water drainage qualities of the
surface are more than adequate. Curves that repre-
sent the smooth tire, on the other hand, show SN

increasing markedl-y with increasing groove depth, as
pavement contact increases wíth improved drainage.
The MGD at which curves for ribbed and s¡nooth tires
converge is taken to represent the nininum val-ue
that will- permit fuII drainage beneath a smooth
tire--that is, about 0.015 in at 40 mph.

Atso of interest in these figures are the curves
that represent the difference in SNs betv¡een the tr'¡o
tires for the same groove depth. Much of the
scatter in the individual sets of data is thereby
removed. Common variables are eliminated by sub-
traction, and good correlations for both 40- and
55-mph tests remain. Note that, although skid re-
sistance with either the ribbed or snooth tíre ís
significantly lower aÈ 55 than at 40 nph at all
texture ¿lepths' the difference in skid resistance
between the tr.¡o tires is virtually the same at both
speeds.

These graphs were used to estinate the minimu¡n
McD that would provide sufficient drainage beneath â
minimally legaJ. treaded tire (2/32 ín in New York
State) to ¡naintain adequate skid resistance' defined
for design purposes in New York as SN=32. The ap-
proach taken was to construct an SN-!,lGD curve on
Figure 5 to represent test tire grooves of 2/32 in
and to identify the ¡.{GD at which the ordinate of
that curve equalled an SN of 32. The 2/32-in curve
was constructed by Iinear interpolation between the
existing curves for ribbed and smooth tires (broken
line in Figure 5). Since the ribbed tire was new
(0.385 in or about 13/32 in\ and all of the 30 ex-
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perimental sites were tested within about two days'
an average tread depth of 12/32 in during this
period was assuned. By using this aPproach, a nin-
inum acceptabfe groove depth of 0.050 in for a

2/32-in tire was determined. As an aside, the dif-
ference in skid resistance between that estimated
for a 2/32-ín treaded tire and that found by testing
wíth a smooth tire was in the range of I.5 to 2 SNs

at relatively low levels of texture (MGD = 0.040 to
0.070 in). This value compares favorably with re-
search in virgínia (?À), in which it was estimated
that a loss of 2/32 in in tire tread depth corre-
sponded to a loss of about 1.25 SNs.

By using an estimate for minimum acceptable
groove depth of 0.050 in and by applying the nêan
groove-wear rate established earlier (0.013 in/
million vehicle passes), initial- groove alepths re-
quired at construction to ensure a terminal groove
depth > 0.050 at the end of design life were caI-
culated î.or pavements that have different AADTS.
These calculations were based on a distribution of
single-lane, one-$ray AADTS for concrete pavenents in
service in 1977 and are given in Table 3.

Table 3 shoh's that, had those concrete pavemenfs
in service ín 1977 been buitt in compliance with the
current Nerr¡ York groove-depth requirement of. 3/16
! l/16 in (rnini¡num 0.125 in), a ninimum of only 43
percent of them would have had textures adequate to
provide acceptable skid resistance for their design
1ife. simÍlarly, if the mean groove depth then
specified (3/16 in or 0.1875 in) had been attained'
a minimum of 7l- percent would have had a sufficient
groove depth. An extension of this logic results in
Table 4, which shows the diminishing return of each
Íncremental increase in MGD. For instance, an in-
crease î.ron. 2/L6 Eo 3/16 in is associated with a

66.0 percent increase in benefit, from 3/L6 to 4/16
in with 19.0 percent, and from 4/16 to 5/16 in with
10.8 percent. Although the data probably argue for
increasing the minimum in New York from 2/16 ín, il
is difficult to argue for more than 4/J-6 in on the
basis of Table 4. Even 4/16 in may be impractical
because of the dÍfficulty of its attainment in prac-
tice and undesirable because of the level of noise
that it may generate.

Specifications Co¡npLiance (Series 3)

As noted' New York specifications requíre a minimum
texture groove clepth of 2/16 ín (0.125 in) on both
ner,¡ pavements and bridge decks. The preceding
analysís suggests that a ninimun dlepth of 3/16 ín
(0.1875 in) or greater would be nore consistent with
expectatÍons for acceptabte design-Iife skid resis-
tance. To deternine what fevels of texture depth
are actually being obtained, 9 new pavenents and 25
new bridge decks were evaluated by dial depth gage.
These results are given for individual paving con-
tracts and bridge decks in Tabl-e 5 and represented
graphically without regard to source in Figure l-.

The mean of aII groove-depth measurements was

found to be 0.144 in for pavements and 0.125 in for
bridges. Forty percènt of all meâsurenents on pave-
ments and 56 percent on bridge decks were l-ess than
2/L6 in, the specified mini¡nun value. tf 3/16 in
were to beco¡ne the required minimum, then 79 Percent
of pavement measurenents and 86 percent of bridge
deck meãsurements would be deficient. obviously,
greater groove-depth requirenents would result in an
even higher proportion of deficiencies. It is clear
then that' though deeper groove standards are
needed, it would be impractical to impose then with-
out also acting to imProve construction compliance.
Experience in this study suggests that the best
hopes in this regard are (a) increasing awareness of
construction personnel as to the importance of the
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Figure 5. Relat¡on between skid number and mean groove depth
at 40 mph, series 2.

Figure 6. Relat¡on between skid number and mean grooye dept
at 55 mph, series 2.
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Table 3. Analysis of groove depth needs for New York pavements.
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Table 4. Sat¡sfact¡on of pavement groove depth needs.

Traffic Minimum Groove
Depth (in)

Fraction Decimal

Pavement Percentage
Percentage Increase
of Lane Between
Miles Increments

Groove Depth
Cumulative
Passs

One-Lane, After 15
One-Way Years
AADT (000 000s)a

Distribution of l¿ne
MilesCumulative

Loss After
15 Yeus
(in)b

Iniiial
Required
(in)"

2116
3116
4lt6
s 116
6l 16
7116
8116
e lt6

10116
ttlt6
t2116

66.0
19.0
10.8
2.76
0.05
0.03
0.o2
0.04
0.07
1.01

0-5 00 1.369
500-1000 4.106
1053e 5.769e
1000-1500 6.844
1500-2000 9.58 1

1932e r}.577e
2000-2500 12.319
2500-3000 15.056
3000-3500 17.794
3500-4000 20.531
4000-4500 23.269
4500-5000 26.006
-5000-5500 2a.744
5500-6000 3 i.48 I
6000-6500 34.219
6500-7000 36.956
7000-7500 39.694
7500-8000 42.431
8000-8500 45.169
8500-9000 47.906
9000-9500 50.644
>9500 53.381

0.018
0.053
0.075e
0.089
o.124
0.1 375e
0.1 60
0.196
0.231
0.267
0.302
0.338
0.374
0.409
o.445
0.480
0.5 l5
0.5 52
0.5 87
0.623
0.65 8
o.694

12.2
32.6
43.0e
49.7
67.5
7 1.4e
78.3
84.6
88.0
9t.7
93.5
96.0
96.8
97.2
97.3
97.5
97.7
97.7
98.0
98.2
98.5

100.0

0.068 12.2
0.103 20.4
0.125e,f -e
0.1 39 17 .1
o.t't4 17.8
0.1g75e,c -e
0.2t0 10.8
0.246 6.3
0.281 3.4
0.3t7 3.7
0.352 1.8
0.388 2.5
0.424 0.8
0.459 0.4
0.495 0.1
0.530 0.2
0.565 0.2
0.602 0.0
0.637 0.3
0.673 0.2
0.708 0.3
0.744 1.5

CumulatiYe
Percentd Percent

0.t25 43.0
0.1875 71.4
0.250 85.0
0.312s 94.2
0.375 96.8
0.437 5 97 .3
0.500 97.6
0.5625 97.8
0.625 98.2
0.6875 98.9
0.750 100.0

Based on âû æsumed design life of 15 years, 19?7
traffic volume distribution, and groove wear rate of
0.013 in/million vehicle pas6.

Table 5. Groove depth measurements on new pavements and bridge decks,

series 3.

Pavement
Surface Contract

Groove Depth
-..._-----_-

Deck n x (ir)

Compliance
(percentâge
>2116 n)

aBased on assuñed I 5-yed design life and calculated f¡om AADT clas meañ.
bcalculated from mean annual rate of o.o13 in/miltion vehicle pases.
ccalculated from minimum acceptable of 0.o50 in.
dFrom New York State data.
eValùe that conesponds to iniliâl minimum ând mean specified groove depth.
fMinimum specified in New Yo¡k State.
gMeatr specified it New York State.

texture depth requirement and then motivating and
supporting then to strive for it and (b) irnproving
the actual t.exturing equipnent.

The most critícal aspect of attaining deeper
grooves may be to place the sane priority on neeting
groove-depth specifications as is pfaced on meeting
other requirements, règardless of the type of rake
used. Experience shows that the depth currently
specified in New vork (2/I6-in mininum) is attain-
able if appropriate attention is given by construc-
tion personnel to timing, technique' and equipment
used ín the têxturing Process.

Improvements in Texturing Equipment

Most tine rakes now in use (at teast in New York)
have been shop-fabricated from avaílable materials
and designêd so that the tines contact the concrete
surface at a relatively steep angle (i.e., t45o).
Such devices tend to scratch the surfâce' which
often results in nonuniform depth and freguent ag-
gregate displacement. A typical example is a comb

made from the tines of a common leâf rake mounted
bet\4'een blocks of wood. Compliance wi.th texture
depth requiremenÈs by using these devices has gen-
erally been unsatisfactory. The examPle cited Ís
not unique.

one commercial rake, the FIexi-GIide tine ¡nanu-

factured by the A.R.14. Corporation of Anderson,
Indiana, has recently cone on the market and appears
to offer some improvement. This rake (Figure 7')

employs an uncomnonly low angle of attack that seems

to impress the texture into the concrete rather than
scratching it in. Based on limited trial use in New

York, 'results are encouraging. Versions mountable
on pavenent finishing machínes are also available.

Another approach has incorporated tv¡o sets of
tines of different lengths (and therefore different
stiffnesses) mounted on opposite sides of the same

unit. This a1lows the rake to be reversed when

stiffer concrete is encountered, which brings the

shorter and more rigid tines into use.
consideration has also been given to using nar-

rower tines. However' reducing tine width without
also reclucing bine spacing would theoretically pro-
vide less drainage area. use of I/9-in tines on
I/2-in centers, rather than 3/4-in centers, has been
considered (in New York) and would provide both the
same drainage and land area (riding surface) as
before but \¡rith a narrov¡er tine that might penetrate
more easily.

CONCLUSTONS

The following conclusions have been drawn from the
results of this study of the performance of tine-
textured pavements in New York State. They are in-
fluenced by the concrete materials, finishing prac-
tices, pavement design assumptions' and traffic
conditions found on the specific pavenents studied,
but they are probably applicable in much of New

York. we believe, however, that Lhe methodology
employed in the analysis is generally applicable

Pâvement

Bridge
deck

254 0.182
232 0.168
436 0.165
4s0 0.157
250 0.138
442 0.137
246 0.129
343 0.126
288 0.1 13
t9 0.230
96 0.1 95
50 0.162
lt7 0.141
126 0.141
39 0.137
43 0.123
59 0.123
20 0.128
25 0.1 13
48 0.121
24 0.108
39 0.1 16
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54 0.106
46 0.1 l7
4t 0.094
60 0.100
42 0.089
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Figure 7. Flexi-Glide tine.
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Pavenent .'zl I

beyond New york, and in that sense the paper may beIooked on as a case study.
l. Skíd resistance of concrete pavements tex_tured to produce 3/I6-in wide grooves ãn 3/4_in cen_ters begins to decay from an initial value whenopened to traffic but appears to stabilize ãfterpassage of about 2 million vehicles. Thís stabilityis believed to correspond to equilibriun polishingof the microtexture at a tine when the grooves arestill sufficientty deep to provide cotnplete drain_u_Su. Thus, attenpts to inprove sniá resistanceshouÌd be directed toward prãctices that will en_hance the equilibrium ¡nicrãtexture or ensure that9rooves are sufficiently deep to provide completedrainage for the pavetnentrs entire design Iife,thereby fuIIy mobilizing the equilibrium ¡nicro_texture.

2. Decay of skid resistance on tine_texturedpavements appears to be best represented onlog1g-1o916 plots.
- 3. The 9oth percentile crj.tical_ traffic volumefor tine-textured pavenents in New york, defined asthe CTV beyond which less than 90 percent of nea_sured SNs at 40 nph are expected to equaf or exceed32, ls esti¡nated to be Z.g3 million veh-icle passes.4. pavement grooves 3/16 in wide on 3/4_in cen_ters were found to wear at a mean rate of 0.01_3in/niIlion vehicle passes, as measured by dial_depth

I age.
5. Measurenents of MGD with a dial_depÈh gagecorrelated signíficantly with measurenents of neãntexture depth by the sand-patch rnethod (r = 0.921.6. A MGD of 0.050 in h,as found necessary to en_sure an acceptable level of pavemenÈ skid resistanceof at least SN = 32 for legally treaded tires. Itis estimated that a ¡ninimum aeitn of iTfe in woufaensure that at least ZI percent of the concretepavement pfaced ín Nev, york retains grooves for 15years that are at least 0.050 in deep (based on I97?data). The corresponding value foi 4/16 in is g5percent.

7. present tine-texturing practice with conven_tionaL concrete Ín New york is resulting in 60 per_cent compliance on pavements and 44 percent onbridge decks wÍth the current 2/I6_ín mininun groovedepth standard. If the current standard had been3/I6-ín minimum, compliance woul-d be 2l and 14 per_cent, respectively.

8. Experience indicates that MGDS of 2/L6 and3/16 in are attainable with proper attention toequipment, technique, and particul"ìty tí^ing of thetexturing process. Redesign of the texturing raketo result in tines of greater stiffness that in_tersect the pavement surface at a lorlrer anglè ap_pears to offer possibifitÍes for better penetrationwithout otherwíse tearing the surface.
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Short-Term, Weather-Related Skid Resistance Variations
BARRY J. HI LL AND JOHN J. HENRY

A three-year research program was initiated ¡n 1 978 at the Pennsylvan¡a Trans-
portation lnstitute by the U.S. Department of Transportat¡on to investigate
possible causes for seasonal and short-term skid resistance variations. The pri-
mry ob¡ect¡ye is to determine the parameters thât can be used to predict the
influence of seasonal and short-term effects. Results concern¡ng short-term,
uæather-related skid res¡stance variations are presented and discussed. Twenty-
one test surfaces ¡n State College, Pennsylvania. were selected for testing. The
testing program includes daily skid measurements according to ASTM test
npthod E274 and the collection of daily weather datâ. After the data are ãd-
¡usted for Iong-term var¡âtions, the short-term residuals are regressed aga¡nst
rainfall and temperature pãrameters. The number of days since the last s¡gnifi-
cant rainfall and the test payement temperature are both found to be sign¡f¡-
cant causes of short-term sk¡d resistance variations, Funher unexplained varia.
tions are attributable to measurement errors, particularly the lateral placement
of the skid test trailer. The Pennsylvan¡a results are supported by data col-
lected in â sim¡lar study of l0 sites located ¡n North Ca¡olina and Tennessee
(Federal Highway Administrat¡on Region 15),

Skid resistance measurements made according Èo ASTM
test rnethod 8274 (Ll exhibit both long-tern seasonal
and short-term variations on public highways in
Pennsylvania and other states 12,31. These varía-
tíons make the establishment of a maintenance pro-
gram in which skid resistance is one of the impor-
tant factors a difficult task. Variations from day
to day, seemingly due to rainfall pattern and local

weather conditions, are superímposed on an annual
cycle. At least in t.he northern states, this annual
cycle tends to be higher in winter through spríng
than summer through fa1L. Frequent tests during the
summer period indicate that pavement skid resistance
may vary by as much as 25 percent during a single
week. In analyzing these lårge changes, which occur
rather systematicalJ-y, Hegmon (4) concluded that
they are real skid resistance changes related to
changing conditions.

During the past two decades, several state high-
way departments and other agencies in the United
States have conducted extensive skid resistance
surveys, but until the past few years litt.Ie atten-
tion was paid to seasonal and short-term varia-
tions. UnÈil- recently, the most comprehensíve
documented studies involving seasonal and short-term
skid resistance variations were the ones undertaken
by the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
(2,51. In the course of evaluating skid resistance
measure¡nents, some cyclic patterns were observed.
Measurements shovred that, once a pavement surface
had stabilized after being exposed to traffic and
r.¡eâther for one to two years, the surface had cyclic
skid resistance variations. The skid number gen-
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Figure 1. Skid-number h¡story for limestone sudace completed on
June 8, 1969.

Figure 2. lnfluence of precipitation on skid resistance.

erall-y decreased to a minimum over the su¡nmer months
and was rejuvenated to about its original level over
the winter season (see Figure 1) (2,5). Superin_
posed on this seasonál cycle were shãñ-ter¡n varia_
tions that resulted in 1ow skid numbers after a dryperiod and in high (rejuvenated) skid nunbers after
a rainy period (see Figure 2) (5).

Several other states have r$orted to the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) their observations
relative to seasonal skid resistance variatÍons.
The observations r.rere summarized ín 1977 by Rice(3). Although these and other observations from
various agencies are helpful in providing qualita_
tive information relative to trends and magnitudes
of seasonal and short-term variations in skid resis_
tance, the measurements are spaced too far apart in
time to offer sufficient information to develop a
model- for predicting the lor., skid nu¡nber expected to
occur during the year on a given pavenent.

To establish further means of interpreting skidresistance data subject to seasonal anã short_têrmvariations, the U.S. Depart¡nent of Transportationinitiated in I97B a three-year research program atthe pennsylvania Transportation Institute. Thispaper describes the findings regarding short_tern
skid resistance variations on 2I pu,r"r".rt" in penn_
sylvania and compares them with short_term varia_tions experienced on IO pavements in Tennessee and
North Q¿¡6li¡¿ (FHWA Region L5). The results ofstudies on long-term seasonal variations are re_ported elsewhere (6).

TEST SITES

The sèlection criteria for the test pavements in_
cl-ude the requirements that they should be at leastthree years old, so that their surface characteris_tics would have stabilized, that they shoul-d contain
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a variety of aggregates and mix designs and incLudeportl-and cement concrete (pCC) pavements, and thatthey should have as wide a range of average daiJ-ytraffic (ADT) as possibJ.e. A fuII description oithe test-site construction materials and locationsis given elsêr,¿here (Z) .
The number of test pavements of each type at the

Pennsylvania and FH?IA Region 15 sites is as follows:
ã
E
oû
¿
o
=Þz
ô;

Pavenent
TYPe Number
Dense-gradedasphalt 1i--
Open-graded asphalt 5
PCC 6

2I

Dense-graded asphalt 4
Open-graded asphalt 2
Bituminous surface 2

treatment
PCC 2

10

Tests

Ar ea
Pennsylvania

Total-

FHWA Region l-5

TOTAI

DATA COLLECTION

Skid Resist

Pennsylvania

In 1979, skid testing was performed between 3I March
and 28 November. A total of beth¡een 64 and 72 tests
were rnade on each test section. AII tests vrere madein the transient slip mode (9), which, while provid_
llg t"A¿ skid number data ãr a speed of 64 kn/h(40 mph) according to ASTM 8274, a:.so provides brake
sl-ip numbers at l-6, 32, and 49 kn/h (:'0, 20, and 30mPh), which can be used to approximate SN16r
SN32r SN4g (8).

F¡t¡fA Region 15

During the l_2-month period starting on JuIy 6, :-g7g,
skid tests were performed at approximatety r+,eekty
intervals according to ASTM 8274. These tests were
done at 64 kn/h (40 mph) and also at 48 and B0 kn/h
(30 and 50 mph) to permít the relation between skid
resistance and speed to be developed in terms of the
percentage normalized grâdient (g) and the zetù-
speed skid nunber intercept (SNg) by using the
relation in Equation J.. The tenperature of the test
tire and the test pavement and the ambient tempera_
ture were recorded in each case.

Weather Data

weather data for the pennsylvania sites were ob_tained fron records provided by the pennsylvania
State University lfeather Station at University park
and for FHWA Region 15 sites fron weather stations
l-ocated at Ashevill-e, North Carolina, and Knoxville,
Tennessee.

MECHANISTIC MODEL

The Penn State Model_ relates skid resistance to
speed and texture (B) according to the exponential
r el-at ion

SNy = SN6 exp[(-PNG/100)Vl tll
i.rhere

S\z = sXia number at vel-ocity V,
SNO = zero-speed skid number intercept (a func_

tion of pavement microtexture), and
PNG = percentage normalized gradient (a function

Fimr Polish Assoc. /w D.y Sprll

3 5 7 9 il t3t5t7r92ìã25

¡,¡oto' I ¡r = 25.4 m
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graded asphalt surface, and Figure 5 shows the
results for a PCC surface. It has been found that
long-term variations in skid resistance for asphalt
surfaces can be considereal to be ån exponential
relation nhereas the pCC surfaces exhibit a linear
increase in skid resistance with time. Hence, the
value of SN6 at any tine t can be expressed as

SNo = SNoR+ SN0L+ SNoF Q)

where SNon is the short-term residual and SNOf
is a measure of SNO, which is independent of
short- and long-term variations.

For asphalt surfaces,

SN¡¡ = ASNgoxp(-tlr)

whereas, for PCC surfaces,

SNea=(ASN¡/At)t (4)

where

ASNo = change in SNo over t.esting season,
a function of aggregate polish suscepti-
bility;

r = rate at which polishÍng takes pl-ace, a
function of ADT' and

At = length of the testing season (days) .

The determination of the parameters for tong-term
seasonal variation is described in detail eLsewhere
(9), and the results are given in TabLê I.

lnitially, SNO and pNc values were obtained
from the skid test data for each day, and variations
in PNc with tíme si¡nilar to those found for six
Pennsylvania sites in 1977 and 1978 (5) were noticed
for aII of the sites considered here. The varia-
tions in PNG appear to be random neasurement errors
and are of sufficiently small rnagnitude to allow an
average value to be used for each site without
altering significantly the SN6 vafues subsequently
obtained. Figure 6 shows a plot of PNc versus time
for site 22, and Figure 7 shows the originally
calculated SNo values conpared with SNgp, the
val-ues calculated by using the average PNc. Similar
relations were found for all the sites. Equation 2
can now bre written

SN¡p = SN¿p + SNor.+ SNor (5)

The skid number at 64 kÍr/h (40 mph) will contain

Table 1. Parameters for seasonal variations at Pennsylvan¡a s¡tes.

sNor asNo ASNo/At ¡(days)

of pavement nacrotexture) =
td(sN)/dvl (h/km).

( 10o/sN) /

The SNo deduced fro¡n data collected throughout
the year typically exhibits long-term variations
(6), as shown in Figures 3,4, and 5. Figures 3 and
4 show the results for a dense-graded and open-

Figure 3. SNO versus time for densegraded Pennsylvania site 17.

Figure 4. SNg versus t¡me for open"graded Pennsylvania site 22.

TIME DAYS FROM 3.6.æ

Figure 5. SNg versus t¡me for PCC Pennsylvania s¡te 10.

(3)

I
2

4
7
8
9

10
11

t2
l3
t4
l5
l6
t7
l8
t9
21
22
24
25

50.5
49.4
72.4
55.4
69.8
43.0
57 .7
77 .6
44.6
59.8
89.9
63.6
92.1
39.1
44.3
73.7
49.2
45.2
80.s
44.4
80.5

8.28

9.60

22.57
21.90

12.8'7
6.89
2.61

4.98
13.56
29.28

12.56
t7.35
14.04

J.i /
3.36

0.03 6
0.040

45
0.05 8

75
75

0.05 3
50
27
58

0.034
25
45
53

0.008
30
65
65
27
OJ



Figure 6. Variation of pNG w¡th time for pennsylvania site 22.
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Figure 7, SNg and SNgp versus time for pennsylvania site 22.

Table 2. Skid numbers versus WRF for selected sites-

SN6a¡ = SN6¡ exp (-0.64 PNG)

Combining Equations l-, 5, and 6 yields

SN6ap = SN6a - (SNoR + SNe¡)exp(-0.64 pNG)

PREDTCTION OF SHORT-TERM RESIDUALS

Figure 8. SN64 versus length of dry spell for pennsylvania site 22.

89ro

5
wRF = :_ (Ri/i)

Rainfall Effects

A number of studies (å,9,10) have recognizêd theinfluence of precipitatJon -on skid resisiance. Inthis study, as in others (5), iÈ has been found thatthe skid resistance of a lavement decreases duringdry periods and increases after heavy rain. Aweighted rain function (WRF) has bêen suggested byDahir, Henry, and Meyer (5) as a rneasure of theeffect of rain on skid resistance, where

79

z

2

i'

i

(8)

Site Yea¡ Equation

ló 1979 SN6a = 32.8 + 0.089 wRF 0.1 33

^ 
j l?!? sN6¡ = _¡.4e + t.47 wRF 0.t tJzt t9'19 SNOR=0.12+0.il2WRF o.Oj.l

similar long- and short-term effects according toEquation 1r and the value of SN64 after removal ofthese effects can be expressed as'

wlere Rí is the rainfall on the ith day prior tothe test.
. . 

ey using data given by Dahir, Henry, and Meyer(5). and by Dry (lq) , the correlation ietween skidnumber and WRF was determined for a number of casesat pennsylvania sites. The results are given inTabl-e 2. The correlation coefficients (r) werefound to be consistently low, and it is obviousthat, if a correlation exists between precipitation
and skid resistance, a pararûeter other than WRF, mustbe used. I'igure g shows SN64 measurements for atypical pennsylvania site takãn= during a dry period
and illustrates weLl the decrease in s¡<ia resistancewith tíme when no rain has fal1en. Relations simi_l-ar to that shown in the figure were found for anumber of cases. The decrease in skid nu¡nberreaches a maximum afte_r about seven days, and SN64remains at a 1ovr level until the next. significañËrain. The following dry-spell factor (DSF.) isproposed:

DsF=ln(tR+ 1) (9)

where tR is the nu¡nber of days since the 1astrainfall of 2.5 n¡n (0.1 in) or nJre (the upper limitis 7 days). Hence, 0 < tR < 7.
The correlâtions for the cases in tabl-e Z wererepeated by using DSF as the raÍnfal-I parameter witha significant improvement in correl-atiãn coefficientr, as given in Table 3. As a final comparison,

SNoa values for all 2f pennsylvania sites wereregressed against both VúRF and DSF with the foflow_ing resuJ-ts:

(6)

(7)

The Long-term variations in skíd resistance areassumed to be a function of pavement aggregateproperties and traffic density, whereas the short_term residuals are a result of (a) rainfall effects,(b) temperature effects, and (c) errors in skíd
nu¡nber measurements, the largest source of which isvariation in the Lateral placement of the test tire.

SN¡*= 1.69* 2.74WRF r= 0.20

SNe.= 1.14- 1.17 DSF r= 0.35

(10)

(1 1)

234567
DAYS SINCE RA|N ON O9,/tal78
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Table 3. Skid numbers versus DSF for selested sites,

Figure 9. Comparison of SN54 and SN64ç for Pennsylvan¡a site 17.

Figure 10. Comparison of SN54 and SN64¡ for Pennsylvania site 22.

Figure 1 1, Comparison of SN64 and SN64p for Pennsylvania site 10.
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The conclusion is that, although r is still
small, Èhe length of time since the last significant
rainfall is a better ¡neasure of the effect of rain-
faII on the skid resistance of pavements.

Ten ature Effects

Some researchers (9'11) have found that an increase
in temperature results in a corresponding decrease
in skid resistance. whereas othêrs (5) have not
noticed this effect to be significant. A linear
regression for Pennsylvania site I (1979) produces
the following relations

SNo* =5.99 -0'232Te r=0.50 (12)

where Tp is the pavenent temperature (oc). This
result, at Ieast, indicates that pavement tempera-
ture is significant ín its effect on skid resistance
neasuremênts and should not be eliminated as â
parameter in further investigations.

Pavement temperature vtas chosen as the tempera-
ture paraneter because (a) it is a more accurately
clefined measuretnent than ambient telûperature and
more easily ¡neasured than tire temperature and (b)
gooil correlation exists among the three measures of
te¡nperature.

For the Pennsylvania
tions found to relate the
ture are as follows:

Tt=8.54+0.810TA r=0.91

Tt=6.78+0.558Te r=0.87

T¡,= 0.87 + 0.573 Te r=0.19

where

Site Year Equation

t6
1

2l
l8
l6

t97 6
1979
t979
1978
I 978

0.463
0.1 61
0.318
0.398
0.56 I

SN6o = 34.77 - 1.45 DSF
SN6p = 0.53 - 0.94 DSF
SN6*= 2.95 - 1.58 DSF
sN64= 52.17 - 1.89 DSF
SNsp = 2.23 - 2.05 DSF

2

6

z
a

2

z
..

z

SNo* = 3.79 - 1.17 DSF - 0.104 Te

with r = 0.35. For the FHWA Region 15
regression equation is

SNe* = i.33 - 0.77 DSF - 0.15 Te

with r = 0.57.

data, the regression equa-
three measures of teÍìpera-

(13)

(14)

(1 s)

(16)

sites, the

Tt = tire temperat,ure (oc) 'TD = pavement temperature (oC), and
Ti = ambient temperature (oc).

The magnitude of the effects of rainfall and
temperature on the short-term variations in skid
resistance can be determined by performing a rnulti-
ple regression of SN0R versus Tp and DSF for the
data available. For the Pennstlvania sites, the
regression equation is

(17)

Equations 16 and 17 can be used with Equation 7

to determine the val-ue of SN64 åfter adjustnent
for seasonal and short-term effects. Figures 9, 10,
and lL shor{' the adjusted SN64f values compared
with the orígina1 data for three Pennsylvania sites.
All of the other sites show similar results. Ide-
allyr SN64p should be constant with time after all
seasonal and short-term weather effects are ac-
counted for. The low correlation coefficients
obviously limit the ability of regression Equations
I5 and 17 to "smooth" the data for short-term varia-
tions. The standard deviation of the "snoothed"
SN64F values ís, however, between 2.04 and 2.54
skid numbers for the Pennsylvania sites and between
2.2I and 3.06 skid nurnbers for the FHWA Region 15
sites. These values must be compared with the
possible variations in SN6¿ measurements duê to
meâsurement errors and other sources of error.

TIME DAYS FROlrl 3-6-79

IIME DAYS FROM 3.6-79
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESULTS

Meyer, Hegmon' and cillespie (12) Iist a number offactors responsible for errors in locked_rdheelpavemênt skid resistance tests and the average èrrorband associated vrith each type of error. Theseinclude

81

6. The weather conditions to which the pennsyl_
vania siÈes are subjected are different from thoseexperienced by the FHWA Region l_5 sites. However,the infl-uence of weather on shorÈ_term skid resis_tance variations is si¡nilar for both data sets.

The results obtained are preliminary, and addi_tional research in this area is continuing.
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Factor
Speed holding
Pavement variability

Lateral
Long i tud inal

Dynamic wheel-load change
Data eva.l-uation by operator

Avg Error Band (sN)
11.5

!4
+2
+1
+3

The magnitude of these average error bands can bereduced by taking adequate precautions, and it isunJ-ike1y that speed holding, longitudinaJ- pavementvariability, or evaluation oÌ the áata by the opera_tor would, in the case of the data used in thisstudy, be a significant contributor to the varia_tions in SN54. It is betieved that variatíons dueto small errors in lateral placement of the skidtest tire are a major contributing factor. AII skidtest measurements are made in the wheef tracks onthe pavement where conta¡nination by foreign parti_cles and polishing of the aggre-gate causes themeasured skid resistance to be ninímal (l¿1. Adeviation of only 125 mm (5 in) in lateral- placementof the test tire relative to the r,¿heel_ trâck canIead to variations in the measured SN6¿ of as muchas 12 SN. It vrould be unusual for aî= operator toplacê the skid test trailer consistently with suchaccuracy. The fluctuations in SN54pr after thelong- and short-term effects are åïiminated, areless than the expected variations due to neasuremenÈerrorS' and further improvement in the corrêfation
3.'5. ;'t ",åi,?li,i 

.-å, 
Ju" ""'.1i 1å, if;31" . 

u nu 
" 

; ; li -
The data used to obtain Equations IO- anO 17 weresubjected to a Student,s t_iest of the hypothesisthat the coeffÍcients for DSF and Tp are zero. Ineach case, the t-values obtained haä a proOabilityof occurrence of 0.0001 if the hypothesis was true,whÍch l-eads to a rejection of thå hypothesis. Equa_tions 16 and l_7 are considerea to Lã statístícålJ-y

s ign i f icant .

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be made based on theresults of this study:

I. Large variations in skid resistance measure_
ments occur systematically over a short_tern period(day to day or week to week).

2. The mechanisns that cause skid resistancevariations appear to be complex. Rainfall andte¡nperature appear to be the most significant causesof short-term variations. A seven_d-ay period wíth_out rain can result in a decrease in skià resistanceaE 64 km/h of I.Z SN. Àn increase in temperature of10"C can resul_t in a decrease in SN64 oË about L.2
SN.

3. A najor cause of apparent skid resÍstancevaríations Ís measurement error, particularly lat_eral- pÌacement of the test tire, *hiah 
"un accounÈfor as much as 14 SN at a speed oî. 64 kn/h.

4. The standard deviation of skid resistancevariations not explained by rainfall and tenperatureeffects is about j2.5 SN at a speed of 64 kn/h.5. The validity of the results is supported bythe good agreement between the regressÍon equationcoefficients for the pennsyl_vania sites and thosêfor the FHWA Region 15 sites.
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Economic Factors Related to Raising Levels of
Skid Resistance and Texture
DON L. IVEY AND W. FRANK McFARLAND

An evaluation of the requirements for skid res¡stance and pavement texture ¡s

presented. Economic factors other than accident costs are considered lor the
fi rst time. The primary economic factors recognized at this t¡me, in add¡t¡on
to acc¡dent costs, are fuel cost and tire wear. The study ¡nd¡cates that sign¡fi-
cantly ¡ncreasing levels of skid res¡stance and texture w¡ll result in decreases in
fuel economy and t¡re l¡fe. These losses will have a maior economic impact.
The extent of th¡s ¡mpact is est¡mated, A method of calculat¡ng the compara-
tiye cost of using polish-resistance aggregates and polish-susceptible aggregates

for surface treatments is presented, A method to determ¡ne the increase in
cost that is economically justif¡ed to acquire polish-resistant aggregates ¡s

developed.

The relation betr{teen the level of available friction
on highway surfaces and accident rates has been well
established. Perhaps the cleanest relation was es-
tablished by the Dutch (1) in 1977. These rela-
tions, illustrated by Figure I (l) ' show a clear
interdependence of traffic volume and accident sen-
sitivity as influenced by different levels of skid
r es istance .

Recent r.rork on this subject was done at Texas A&M

University (2). Equations 1 and 2 give the new re-
lations that were developed. The degree of accuracy
of these equations is illustrated by Figure 2.

For low speed (urban), speed Iimít > 50 nph,

WAR¡s = -21.7 + 0.00094DT + 234ACC - 0.40SN + 286 TW + 1.32LN (1)

For high speed (rural), speed limit = 55 mph,

WARs" = -6.75 + 0.00014DT - 0.053VM + 0.54^V + 0.69ACC

- 0.02ssN Q)

where

ADT = average daily traffic,
ACC = accesst

SN = skid number at 40 nph,
1¡g = proportion of time wet,
VM = mean Èraffic speed,
ÀV = variation in traffic speecl, and
LN = l-anes of traffic.

Figure 1. Accident sensitivity to volume of traffic as influenced by friction'

ìoæ 1500 2000

No. of Vehicl€s Þer Hour

Figure 3 illustrates the reLative insensitivity
of accident rate to skid nu¡nber on rural highways
and the high sensitívity on urban highways. The ob-
vious concl-usion is that najor accident, and thus
economic savings, can be realized predoninantly in
urban areas (i.e., areas where speeds are posted at
Iess than 55 nph).

There is much nore to the problem of maintaining
adequate levels of skid resistance than simply
building surfaces with a high value of SN. Davís
and Epps (3) have treated the problem of aggregate
polishing, attritj.on of surface aggregate, and fat
spots on the surface caused by overasphalting.

OVERV]EW OF ECONOMIC ASPECTS

Increases in tire-pavement friction have a variety
of economic influences. the most sought-after in-
fluence is accident reduction, but several other in-

Figure 2. Observed versus predicted wet-acc¡dent rate.
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fl-uences are not positive. These influences aresummarized below.
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drivers of small- cars. They complain that the sur_face may produce st.abil-ity problems. Another way ofinterpreting this is ttrai ttre surface provides toomuch directional stability. A human factors studyconducted by Martinez (4) showed that earLy surfacesmilled in Texas posed Jãme problem to the riders ofsome motorcycles, but as the technology has matured,the probÌern has receded.
the second drawback is a negatíve economic influ_ence. Elevated pavement textures add to rollingresistance and thus to decreased fuel economy. Al-_though this seerns to have been appreciated only in_tuitively until now, recent tests índicate that thedifference in the roltíng resistance for a fulI_sized vehicle between a pavement that has low tex_tural value (approximately IO_20/IO0O in) and onethat exhibits a very high cold_mil-led texture (ap_proxímately Z0-90//I000 in) is approximateÌy 85 lbs.(Pavement texture is normaJ-Iy expressed as the aver_age depth of thê depressions between aggregate par_ticles. Another way to view it is the averagehêight of the pavement surface asperíties.) Basedon limited data, the curves shoh¡n in Figure 4 arehypothesized.

As an example, consider the possibility that theFêdera1 Highway Administration (FH!ì'A) is successfulover a period of the next four years in increasingthe average macrotexture of the federaL and statehÍghway systens from the currently assumed averageof about 3011000 to a l-evel_ of 50lIõ00.
According to V,linfrey (5, p. 2g2), total roÌlingresistance for a 4000-Ib ãutomobil_e is about 65_70lb at speeds of 55-60 nph. If the added rollingresistance fron increasing macrotexture from 30/L}OOto 50/1000 increased total rolling resistance , by 201b (from 60 to 80 lb), this is Jn increase in rol-_Iing resistance of 33 percent. Since about 36 per_cent of totaL horsepower used is for roJ,ling r."i"_tance at speeds of 55_60 mph (5r p. 2g2), the 20 Ibof added rolling resistance ioulì i.,.råu"" horse_power requireo by about 10 percent.
Thus, for a fu11-size automobíle that achieves 20mile,/gal with a macrotexture of 30121000r fuel effi_ciency would drop to about lg miles/gaf with amacrotexture of 5011000. Assuming tfrat i.e triLlionmiles are driven per year ín l9g4 and fuel costs are$1.30,2gat (assumed 19gl cost), this transl-ates to adifference in cost of about gl-3 Uil-fionTyear forthis increase in macrotexture. If fuel increases inprice by 7 percent/year between I98l- and 19g4, thiswould amount to an increase of about $16 billion/yêar.

Effect on Rates of Tire Wear

A corollary to the increased rolling resistance isthe increase in tire wear. It has been estimated

Figure 4. lnfluence of macrotexture on rolling resistance.

Economic Influence
Reduction in accidents in r.¡et

weather, resurfacing required
less freguently

Increased fuel consumption, in_
creased tire wear, increased
costs for surfacing

fncreased noise and vibration
levels imposed on vehícle occu_
pants

Of the two positive influences, the second is ac_tually somewhat dependent on the first and reflectsthe requiremen! of maj.ntaining generally adequateIevels of pavement skid resistãncL. ttre tirst twonegative influences (increased fuel cÀsunption andincreased tíre wear rates) may prove of some signif_icance, at l_east in imposing ="*" upp". limit on theanount of macrotexture that wÍll be lolerated by thepublic. Increasèd traffic noise, although not nec_essariì,y of economic importance, may also impose apractical upper Iimit on macrotexture-.
Arbitrarify increasing the pavement macrotextureto produce increases in frictiãn and reduce hydro_planing tendencies nust be subject to some compro_mise to prevent the negative influences from growingintolerable.

Methods Availab1e to Increase Friction
Many methods are available to increase tire pavementfriction. They havê been discussed ín detail byDavi.s and Epps (3). seventeen methods are describedby Davis and Epps, including acid etching, scabbing,grooving, portland cement concrete (pCC-) overlays,chip seals, open-graded friction aour".", epoxyseal-s, heater-planer treatmentr and miIling. pi"_
cussions of the practicality of each method aregiven as weLl as costs and estinates of surfaceIif:: A relaLively new innovation is the pavemenr_milling method.

One of the most innovative methods of achieving highvalues of pavement texture, and thus tire_pavementfriction, is cold milling. Several conpanies nowperform this service and others are building eguip_nent for cold milling. The resulting surface ís anextremeÌy highly textured, J.ongitudinally striatedsurface thåt should provide ex-ceÌlent skid resis_tance. In apparent conflict with this expectationis that early determínations of St do not show highvalues. ft may be that a texture has been achievedthat has a dÍrectional geonetry 
"o p.onoun.ud thatthe reduction of contact area 

-in thl tire contactzone gênerates lower values of lockèd wheel_brakingfriction force. If this is true, the value of SNmay even increase as the most extreme textured pro_jections are abraded and worn, although this must beconsidered unlikely. ft seems obvious that the pat_tern wilL greatly improve directional stability asdoes pavenent grooving. Atso apparent is the high_spee<i insensitivity Èo friction ieduction of a tex_ture so pronounced. Although this is a hypothesis,if verified, it wiII prove an excellent character_i stic.
There seem to be only two drawbacks to the cotd_milJ-ing process. First, thesè newly comfleted sec_tions have drawn criticism froÍr ,äto..i"fi"t" una
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that tire life is inversely rêlated to pavement tex-
ture.

Although there is no direct verification of the
influence of pavement texture on tire wear rates,
the contour nap of tread wear in the United States
by Snyder (6) provides strong indirect evidence
lFigure 5 (6)1. rn the highest vrear areas of Utah
and North carolina' angul-ar polish-resistant, igne-
ous aggregates, such as crushed granite' are pre-
dominantly used. In the l-owest wear area of Texas'
retatively soft rocks' such as crushed limestone and
well--rounded gravels' have been widely used. Note,
however, that no quantitative relations have been
derived fron this infor¡nation. An obvious factor--
the influence of microtexture--is involved in the
snyder contour map and is neglected in current con-
siderations of the effect of macrotexture. Further
conplicating this relation is the research that
shows that most tire wear occurs when pavements are
wet (7). This seens somewhat in conflict etith the
Snydei contour map, where states such as Washington
and Louisianä have relatively low wear rates (i.e. 'high values of miJ-eage to wear out a tire).

In spite of this lack of guantítative evidence,
in consultation with Bob M. Ga1laway' we have intui-
tively clerived the graph shown in Figure 6. Certain
encl points of this curve have been roughly quanti-
fied by trèad life values occurring at the main
automotive proving ground (APG) tire wear track and
the El Canino track. Even so, the graph is somewhat
speculat ive.

As Figure 6 illustrates' the construction of sur-
face textures much greater than 0.50 in on highways

Figure 5. Contour map of tread wear for United States, showing equal tire

mileage lines.

Note; Contoursdesignatetheaveragenumberofm¡les¡nthousan&drivenbyveh¡cles
where one t¡re rib has been worn to the 2/32 sìn wear line.

Figure 6. lnfluence of pavement macrotexture on t¡re l¡fe,
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could result in precipitous wear rates. By using
the previous example of increases fron 30 to 50/1000
in of macrotexture, it might be possible to decrease
the average life of a tÍre by 10-20 percent. If we

assume that 250 million tires are consumed per year
with average macrotexture at 30,/1000 (this incLudes
retreads), the decreased tire life of 10-20 percent
with nacrotexture at 50/1000 would increase tire
consumption by 25-50 nillion tires/year. If we as-
sume that tíres cost $50 each in 1984' this would
amount to an increase in tire cost of $1.25-5
b ilIion/year .

overall, the increase in fuel and tire costs'
fron increasing macrotexture from 30 to 50/1000'
woutd approach $20 billion/year in 1984.

Accídent savings

The major econo¡nic aain due to increasing pavement
texture-fr iction is that of accident reduction.
Table 1 illustrates the savings achievable by in-
creasing average tire pavement friction from 35 to
45, an increase that might be considered achievable
[see the following table (q-Iq) and Table 2 (2) for
a ssunpt ions . l

Accident
Type
FatalitY
Disability injurY
Property damage

only and non-
d isability
inj ury

Estinated Estimated
cost to Distribution
Society of of Accidents
eccidents ($) (8)
500 000 0.26
Ì8 000 7.67
r 000 92.07

The totat estimated societal savings computed
anounts to slightly more than $2 billion/year by
1984. It nay seem inappropriate to estimate the
cost of these accidents in terms of dollars. The
prevention of nore than 0.5 ¡nitlion accídents is a

worthy societal goal unless lhe costs incurred by

Table 1, Estimate of accident cost savings in 1984 if average SN is raised from

35 to 45.

1 984
Totâl

Road Type Mileagea

1984 Vehicle
Milesa
(000 000 000s)

Estimated No.
of Accidents
Prevented

Estimated
Accident Cost
Savings
($000 000s)

Interstâte
Urban
Rural

Other highways
Urban
Rural

Total

10 000
35 000

1ls 000
450 000

185
r73

513
470

2 500
8 750

460 000
L 12 500
583 750

9
32

| 65'7

{01
2103

aFrom FIfWA (7).

Table 2, Values assumed for accident reduct¡on computations.

Interstate Other Highway

Item Urbana Ruralâ Urbanb Rurala

ADT
ACC
TW
LN
VM
AV
SN

50 000 13 500
2l
0.0s 0.05
64

35,45 35,45

12200 2860
42
0.05
4

60
6

35,45 35,45

ä/'1
rar? ie r: \ /
( \ \ \t.-)/

5 3O,OOO

=j
E

E 2o.o0o
tr

I ro,ooo

ause Equation 2
bUse Equation I
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Figure 7. Comparison of renewal frequency for pol¡sh_res¡stant and polish_
suscept¡ble aggregates.

Potish Resistoñt
\ /.L// AØrcqole

- \ ^/ 
Curve I

\¿ sRL , fr 0)
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of friction provided to the public over the period
TZ .i:. sígnificantly greater for the folish_resis_tant than for polishing aggregates, eve; though theyboth approach the same l-ow vaiue á"ri.g' àe perioe .fn the example of Figure 7, the potish-inq_aggregatesurface approaches rhe ninimum i;;;;"-;;r"" rimesduring the period 12, but the polish_resistantsurface approachês theîiní¡num r"""r ãiivï""..fn the hypothetical. example 

"t""n-'¡V-figure 7,the val-ue sel_ecred arb_itrariìy i" lpp.ãii.ure1y 30.rhe averase level of friction- p;";å;-';; rhe po1_ishing aggregate is the integrat-ion ãi-"r.iu ,,

cl

Cvve 2
SRL= lz (l)

If the total costs
equated, then a val_ue of K

nC1=Cr(1+K)

over the period I7 are
derived fron the .quãtion

sRluu, =¡fr fr(T)dr/Tr

Cr + [C,/(1 +r)r1] + [C1l(t +r)2rr¡ +
=C1(1 +k)

or

1/(+ r).irr = ç,11 * ¡1

I [Crl(1 + r)(tr-l)rr]

(4)

* 
1985

.C1 is the cost requ¡red to ach¡ove the chãnge in sk¡d resistance shown_

such prevention dêtract from more productive pre_ventative ¡nethods.

Departments

Considering those factors of direct econonic influ_ence on state transportation departments, the prob_l-em translates into _a comparison of the costs ofspecific treatnents with thå 
"""t of iuinì.nance a.,othe frequency of resurfacing.

..-A simpLified approach to this economic probl-en isilLustrated by Figure 7. trris tigur; Jompares thedifference in several .""u.iu.i.,g -ô";r;;." 
over aperiod of years with 

-a polistr_súsce-ptitie .gg..gut"
l"*!l: cos:-of a sinsJ,e 

"urr..ing-"iã.-;;i;" thar hasa nore costly polish_resistant aglregate.The total cost o

lgr (ror tr'" p"ri"r,üå :rr:ï:::, "utnutr"r"ufr'"* if(for the polish-resistant âggregate)

where

T1 = the ti¡ne the polish_susceptíble aggregatesurface treatment wil1 Iast,
T2 = th. time the polish_resistant aggregate sur_face treatmenE wiII last,n = T2/I1t
cl = the cost of a surface treatment using thecheaper polish_susceptible aggregate, andK = the decimal increase in cos[-of-if,e potish_¡esistant aggregate surface treatment rela_tive to the cost of the p"fi"f,_"u"."ptible

aggregate surface t'reatment.

ln the hypotheticaL example this value is approxi_nately 40.
The average Level of friction provided by thepolish-resistant aggregate is the integration ofcurve 1,

SRLuu, = d, flG)dT/T,
tcu*e il ' (5)

This value is approxinately 52. This demonstratesthar rhe average varue proiíd.ã 
"uål-ihl period T2by the polish-resístant aggregate is roufnfy 30 per_

ff;rt r:t::ttr 
than ttrat prov:ia"ã -;v--r-h". 

porishins
rhis difference in the average skid resistanceprovided has a nodest_influence ái ã|.ìo"rt costs.For exampre, if rz.. i: r y"r." un'ã'ìn" highwayparameters are desciibea u" r'"1lo",";';".'5 nires ofhighway,

ADT = l0 000,
ACC = 4r and

Speed Limit = 45.

The application of Equation I for the average fric_tion tevels of 52 anã 40 witL 
"i"rã"ã 

Jråur...a ,"_duction in wet-weather accident" of iÀò o.r", Èheg-year period, if thi"- Eie ôo 
- -iJ' 

""'rniïåu'"""å,Ë"tnå, ";î."îr"îr;:::*:;:onry, injury, and faral accíaántsj tii.".'rt:." i" udirect savings of $648 000, ;;; ìí m.nrion Èhehu¡nanitar ian contr ibution.
fn the previous economÍc comparison, no discountrate has been used for the p"ii"-¡ing".igr"gua" aodiscount future costs to present tuÁ"],. use of apositive discount rate_ (r) results í,., ;;" followinganalogous cost comparison. rf ; 

-;";;e 
rhar t,2rs sone nultiple (n) of T1, as before,

(3a)
n-l

Cr .)

(6a)

(6b)can be justified

K=n- 1 
(3b)

This is an obvious.lv oversimplified economic treat_ment, but one that may fe roughly justified on the
?::i:- rÊ 

, 
comparinn 

-.-n" y.l:!- ; il;*' orisinalryrnvesteci ín the surface at tine zero tJ the escala_tion of aLl materia.I costs over ttre peÃa t2.Thi-s. ,simple equation shorl,s ah";- a;; anount ofcost, differential justified i" fi".uJV' rel-ated ton, the ratio of the respective treatmenÍ lives, if adiscount rate of zero is used.
There is a distinct advantage, however, to thisapparent equalization of costsl 'rh. 

uu.ruge level

or Èhe premium k that can be justifiably paid forthe nonpolishing aggregate based on cost alone is

t =-b-' ¡r4r + r)irrl - I = ]>1 r71r + 4irr

which equals n-I with r equals g. lvith n egual to3¡ Tl egual to five
( i . ".', ;i;;- " 

-ãt".åi.,".. 
"::[:' "¡': å.::Ti)""ï, : 

. i:get the following results:

k = [r/(1 + o.0s)s] + [r/(l + 0.0s¡(z*s¡ =Ql.276)+ (111.62e)
=0.784+ 0.614= 1.398 

(S)

(7)
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The premium that can be päid fot the skid-
resistant aggregate' in decimal terns, thus is I.398
or, in percentage terns, hrould be 139.8 percent. In
this exanple' 139.8 percent is the amount extra that
can be paid for the skicl-resistant aggregate and

still have the same cost per year, assu¡ning the fåc-
tors of fuel efficiency and tire wear are roughly
equivalent under the two situations. In the case
where T2 is not an even rnultiple of T1r probably
the preterabte way to comPare alternatives is to
detêrmine the equivalent uniform annual cost (EUAC)

for each al-ternatíve and conPare these. For ex-
ample, if T1 is 5 years and T2 is 14 years' EUAC

associated with the polishing aggregate would be

obtained by multiplying the uniform series capital
recovery factor for an interest rate of 0.05 and a

Iife of 5 years' denoted by crf(r=0.05, t=5)r by
C1. Si¡nilarly' for the nonpolishing aggregate,
EUAC would be obtained by nultiplying crf(r=0.05,
t=14) by Cf(I + k), and k can be obtained by
solving:
C1 xcrf(0.05, 5) = C1(1 + k) x crf(0.05, 14)

crf(0.05, 5) = crf(0.05, 14) + k x crf(0.05, l4)

t= [crf(0.0s,4)/crf(0.0s,14)l - 1 (9)

where crf(r,t) = tr(l + r)E/(t + r)È - 1l and,
crf(0.05, 5) = 0.230 97 and' crf(0.05, 14) =

0.101 02 and thus, k = (0.230 97/I.IOI O2l - I =

2.286-1=1.286

This sane approach can be used, of course' even
if T2 is an even rnultiple of T1; for example, in
the case previously considered where TI = 5 years
and T2 = 1S years: k = [crf(0.05' 5) /crf10.05,
15)l - 1 = (0.230 97/0.096 34) - I = 2.397 - 1 = 1'397

which is the same answer as obtained previously
(except for the s¡nall rounding error).

SUMI*IARY

There are direct economic benefits to state trans-
portation departments and to the public from in-
creasing friction on road surfaces. Judgnent must
be exercised to prevent unacceptably high levels of
macrotexture from alienating the public through the
negative influences of noise, vibrationr reduced
fuel econony, and high level-s of tire wear. Many
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proven nethods of accornplishing this goal are avail-
able and nevr nethods are becorning available. care-
ful economic analyses of alternative aggregaÈe
sources nust be prepared relative to specific natu-
ral resources in different parts of the country to
accurately deterrnine the benefits that can be real--
izedr but they are significant and should be pursued.
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